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ABSTRACT

The Little South Fork Wiid River Environmental Inventory was prepared
for the Kentucky Depar ot for Natural Resources and Environmental
Protection, Division of WaLer Resources, Wild Rivers Section, with
funding and contractuil arrangements through the U.S. Amy Corps of
Engineers, Louisville Di ,trict. The purpose of the Inventory was to
locate and assess impirtant ecological, cultural and aesthetic features
of the designated Litt le South Fork Wild River, with the objective of
providing a data base fo, subsequent master planning. The contract to
prepare the Inventory as awdrded to Millican Associates, Inc., Miller/
Wihry/Lee, Inc. and (-,,asioi Zone Resources Division of Ocean Data Sys-
tems, Inc. in Septe:,o& ,, Field investigations were conducted in the
period beginning with oe .ird week of October 1980, and ending in the
second week of April j981. ihe Inventory report addresses the cultural
and natural resource-, of the project study area, including Location,
Access, Ownerhip, Land Us. , Archaeology and History, Climate, Topogra-
phy, Hydrology, Gemorlpholoiy, Geology, Soils Terrestrial Biology and
Aquatic Biology. A separdL,- 1:4800 scale map was used to locate the
natural and cultural re_:JY, : identified.

The 10.4 mile Wila , i',er -t,&.Lion of the Little South Fork Cumberland
River is located in 'vj,- i,! McCreary counties in southeastern Kentucky
between the Kentuck, 11 9 1 bridge and the backwaters of Lake Cumbe--
land. Highway 92 pO,',,c; Lr'e principal means of access to the Wild
River with access to i or portions of the study segment limited
chiefly to dirt and , ' ! adways and logging roads. These, however,
are extensive and ex(,tt ; ; inclement weather, a majority of the Wild
River study area is ice-.il)le by this means, with only moderate dif-
ficulty due to the rognness of the roads. In inclement weather, much
of the area requires the use of four-wheel drive vehicles, and some
areas are impassable, Lxcept for the Highway 92 bridge, all stream-
crossings in the Wild qiver segment are fords.

The study area is apirx , tely 62 percent forested, with approximately
38 percent of the area in non-forest land use. Non-forest land is
mainly agricultural land ((.hiefly pasture), but also includes habita-
tions, churches, ceiiLeries and utility corridors.

The inventory of archaeoloical and historical sites identified 22 sites
of prehistoric occupotiun iui,:luding 18 rockshelters and four open bottom-
land sites. Two histori( sites were identified.

The climate of the st.,dY irea is influenced to a degree by regional and
local physiography. lhe munst significant climatic influences affecting
the use of the area are thunderstorms, occurring mainly in the summer
months, and snow, ice and cold temperatures in winter.

The river valley is -a i ble in cross section, but is generally rather
broad, with the steepest slopes often being the lower slopes near the
river, and the sideslopes and ridges often having more moderate slope
angles. Maximum topographic relief, from water surface to ridge crest,
ranges between 3nO and 500 feet.



The geologic formations underlying the study area are principally lime-
stone and shale strata of Mississippian-age. Pennsylvanian sandstone
strata are sparingly present at the highest elevations. The geology of
the study area is depicted on the Geology Map Folio Set. The geomor-
phology section describes geologic features in the study corridor such
as rockshelters, ledges, cliffs and rock hollows (small cave-like reces-
ses).

Published soils infomation was available for the McCreary County side
of the study corridor, but unpublished, preliminary information for the
Wayne County side of the river was obtained from the Soil Conservation
Service in Somerset so that the Soils Map Folio Set could be completed.

Six major habitat types were identified in the study area during the
Inventory and napped on the Land Cover Map Folio Set. Lists of the
principal species of plants and animals occurring in the area were
assembled and presented in tabular form. One plant element of natural
diversity of concern to the Kentucky Nature Preserves Commission, Shin-
ing Ladies'-tresses (Spiranthes lucida), is known to occur in the study
corridor. It is considered a threatened species in Kentucky. Numerous
other rare, threatened or endangered species of plants, and several
species of animals, were identified as potential inhabitants of the
study area.

The aquatic sampling program found the stream supporting a diverse fish
and macroinvertebrate fauna that included several rare, threatened and
endangered species of fish including: the ashy darter (Etheostoma
cinereum), spotted darter (E. maculatum), blotched chub (Hybopsis
insignis), popeye shiner (NotFopis ariommus), and two undescribed shin-
ers, the sawfin and palezone shiners. Aiong the mussels that were
collected was the Cumberland bean pearly mussel (Villosa trabalis), a
Federal endangered species; a Kentucky endangered speces proposed for
inclusion on the federal list (Pegias fabula), and another Kentucky
endangered species (Ptychobranchus subtentum).

The concluding section of the inventory presents special features of
cultural, ecological, and scenic importance that have been identified
and discussed throughout the inventory report. The point locations of
these items are illustrated on the Special Features Map Folio Set.



PREFACE

The Little South Fork Wild River Environmental Inventory was prepared by
a multidisciplined team of environmental professionals. The objective
of the inventory was to provide Kentucky Wild River Program planners
with a natural and cultural resources data base for future master plan-
ning. The inventory required thorough literature searches, special
field studies, data analysis and presentation of findings in narrative
and graphic form.

The inventory report which follows is presented in four sections: (1)
Introduction, (II) Cultural Resources, (III) Natural Resources, and (IV)
Special Features. The references are presented at the end of the re-
port. Numerous graphic representations appear throughout the text, and
topical resource data for Access and Ownership, Soils, Geology, Land
Cover, and Special Features are presented on separate special project
maps, Map Folio Sets A through E, respectively. Map Folio Set F, Arch-
aeology and History, is presented under separate cover to protect the
integrity of cultural sites.

The multidisciplined team assembled for this inventory included manage-
ment personnel, environmental professionals, environmental technicians,
and administrative staff. A list of primary contributors to the inven-
tory is presented below:

Alvin A. Millican Project Manager

Hunter G. Louis Associate Project Manager

Bruce W. Bolick Associate Project Manager - Aquatic Biology

Glen A. Early Biologist/Ecologist

Dr. Branley A. Branson Biologist

Dr. Guenter A. Schuster Biologist

Dr. Joffre L. Coe Principal Archaeologist

Wesley K. Hall Archaeologist -...

Tucker R. Littleton Archaeologist/Historian ACoCC -G

Ernest R. Shelton Technician WT

Catherine E. Boucher Typist U'!,

Jane K. Thompson Typist

Richard A. Graft Graphic Artist

John H. Miller Graphic Artist

David R. Peterson Graphic Artist A"

Thomas E. Clemmons Graphic Artist DSt

-°
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1.1 AUTHORITY

The initial authorization for the Environmental Inventory of the Little
South Fork of the Cumberland River Wild River was an integral part of
the Kentucky Wild Rivers Act (Kentucky Revised Statutes 146.200 to
146.350). Funding and technical assistance has been provided by the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Louisville District, as authorized in
Section 22 of the Water Resources Development Act of 1974 entitled,
"Planning Assistance to States" (PL 93-251). The Kentucky Department for
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection initiated the request for
federal funding and a contract DACW 27-80-C-0118) was awarded to Milli-
can Associates, Inc. of Louisvil e, Kentu&c-k Miller/Wihry/Lee Inc.,
also of Louisville, and Ocean Data Systems, Inc., Coastal Zone Resources
Division of Wilmington, North Carolina in September, 1980.

1.2 WILD RIVER PURPOSE

The intent of the 1976 Kentucky General Assembly, in passing the Wild
Rivers Act, was to complement dam construction and other water resource
development projects in Kentucky with preservation of certain streams,
or portions thereof, in their free-flowing condition because their
natural, scenic, recreational, scientific and aesthetic values outweigh
their value for water development and control purposes now and in the
future. Highest priority was given to preserving the unique primitive
character of streams in Kentucky which still retain a major portion of
their natural and scenic beauty, and to prevent future infringement on
that beauty by impoundments or other manmade works.

Other objectives of the Act were: to provide the citizens of the Common-
wealth an opportunity to enjoy natural streams; to attract visitors from
other states; to benefit the state's tourist industry, and to preserve
for future generations the beauty of certain areas untrammeled by man
(KRS 146.220).

Specifically, the purpose of the Wild Rivers Act was to establish a wild
rivers system by designating certain streams for immediate inclusion in
the system, and to prescribe procedures and criteria for administering
the system. Portions of the Red River, Rockcastle River, Cumberland
River, Green River and Big South Fork Cumberland River were included in
the system in 1972. Then, in 1974, portions of Rock Creek, Martins
Fork, and the Little South Fork Cumberland River were added to the
system. The portion of the Little South Fork that was designated a Wild
River in 1974 is the segment that extends from the backwaters of Lake
Cumberland (mile 4.1) to the Kentucky Highway 92 Bridge (mile 14.5) in
Wayne and McCreary counties. It is this 10.4 mile long segment of the
stream that is the focus of this environmental inventory.

Criteria set forth in the Wild Rivers Act for assessing the eligibility
of a stream for inclusion in the system are as follows (KRS 146.230):

-1-



(1) Streams or sections of streams toat are essentially freeflow-
ing, with shorelines and scenic vistas essentially primitive
and unchanged, free from evidence of the works of man and
pleasing to the eye.

(2) Streams not polluted beyond feasible correction.

(3) Streams and adjacent lands that provide hiqh quality fish and
wildlife habitat, and that may contain one or more unique or
rare species for sport or observation.

(4) Streams and adjacent lands toat may provide opportunities for
scientific study or appreciation of essentially undisturbed
ecological, geological or archaeological conditions.

(5) Streams that can provide wilderness type recreation such as
canoeing and hiking, or specialized uses without disturbing
the primitive character of the area.

The adjacent lands encompassed by the boundaries of the designated Wild
River areas were established by the Secretary of the Kentucky Department
for Natural Resources and Environmental Protection in such a way that
the boundaries encompass at least the visual horizon from the stream,
but do not extend beyond 2,000 feet from the center of the stream. The
boundary of the Little South Fork Wild River, as depicted on maps in
this inventory, was approved by Natural Resources Secretary Robert D.
Bell on July 21, 1976. The corridor defined by the Little South Fork
boundary encompasses approximately 1,398 acres of land.

1.3 ENVIRONMENTAL INVENTORY PURPOSE

The Wild Rivers Act assigned responsibility for administering the Wild
Rivers System to the Kentucky Department for Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection. Within the Department, the program is assign-
ed to the Bureau of Natural Resources, Division of Water, Wild Rivers
Section.

Part of the administrative responsibility for the Wild Rivers System, as
stated in the Act (KRS 146.270), is the development of a management plan
for each stream area which will establish varying degrees or intensities
of protection and use, based upon the special attributes of each stream
area. The identification and analysis of the special attributes of the
Little South Fork Cumberland Wild River is the purpose of this environ-
mental inventory.

This report seeks to emphasize the most important ecological, cultural
and aesthetic features identified in the Little South Fork Wild River
corridor relevant to the development of a management plan for the stream
area. The data presented in this inventory were obtained from a range
of sources, including: published and unpublished agency reports and
files, scientific journals, personal communications (letters, telephone
conversations, interviews)
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and actual field analyses by environmental professionals from various
disciplines. The majority of existing data were obtained from the
offices of various federal, state, and local governmental offices and
from regional colleges and universities. The analysis of data gathered
for the inventory was geared to providing a data baseline for assessing
the significance, for management purposes, of the ecological, cultural
and aesthetic features identified.

1.4 LOCATION AND ACCESSIBILITY

The headwaters of the Little South Fork Cumberland River are in Pickett
County, Tennessee. From the headwaters, the river flows northeastward
to join the Big South Fork Cumberland River four miles downstream of the
designated Wild River segment. In Kentucky, the Little South Fork is
the southwestern Proclamation Boundary of the Daniel Boone National
Forest. The study area location and its relationship to major transpor-
tation arteries, urban centers and political boundaries is illustrated
in Figure 1.

The Little South Fork enters Kentucky in Wayne County and, a few miles
upstream of the Wild River segment, becomes the politcal boundary be-
tween Wayne and McCreary counties. The upstream terminus of the Wild
River segment is the Kentucky Highway 92 Bridge located approximately
mid-way between the towns of Monticello and Whitley City. The down-
stream terminus is the backwater of Lake Cumberland, which is considered
to begin at mile 4.1. This point on the stream corresponds approximate-
ly to the location of Freedom Chapel, a church site identified on the
United States Geological Survey (USGS) Nevelsville topographic quadran-
gle map. The Wild River boundaries are illustrated on Figures 2 and 3
as they appear on the official graphic accompanying KRS 146.200-146.360.
The maps that comprise the Map Folio Set include the official boundary
and some adjacent lands. The Map Folio Set was prepared from maps
provided by the Louisville District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and
provide topographic information for a corridor 4,000 feet wide and one
mile longer than the official Wild River corridor. The study area, for
the purpose of this Environmental Inventory, is the area encompassed by
the Map Folio Set.

The principal transportation arteries providing access to the vicinity
of the Little South Fork Wild River are Interstate 75 (1-75), U.S.
Highway 27 (US-27) and Kentucky Highways 90 and 92 (KY-90 and KY-92).
The Wild River is 38 miles west of Williamsburg, Kentucky which is 107
miles south of Lexington on 1-75, and 77 miles north of Knoxville,
Tennessee via 1-75. US-27 is 17 miles east of the Wild River and links
the Wild River vicinity with Whitley City and Stearns, Kentucky at the
junction of US-27 and KY-92, General Burnside State Park located on
US-27 twenty miles north of Whitley City, and with Somerset, which is
eight miles north of General Burnside State Park. The Cumberland Park-
way (toll road) extends westward from Somerset to a junction with 1-65
near Mammoth Cave National Park and Bowling Green, Kentucky. Cumberland
Falls State Resort Park is 33 miles east of the Wild River via KY-90,
US-27 and KY-92. Thirteen miles west of the Wild River on KY-92 is
Monticello, Kentucky and a few miles west of Monticello is Lake Cumber-
land.
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The only hard-surfaced roadway servicing the Wild River corridor is
KY-92 which crosses the stream 13 miles east of Monticello. The KY-9?
bridge, which marks the upstream boundary of the Wild River, is the only
bridge, other than footbridges (of which there are two), crossing the
Wild River. All other road crossings ford shallow sections of the river
on the limestone substrate.

Secondary roads providing access to the Wild River corridor are gravel-
surfaced or dirt and most are privately maintained. On the McCreary
County side of the river, some of the roads are maintained by the Forest
Service. Forest Service Road 650 (FS-650) connects KY-92 with Ritner in
the center of the Wild River corridor. FS-650 begins as a blacktop road,
but becomes a well-maintained gravel road within a half-mile of KY-92.
Near Ritner ford, the road becomes considerably rougher. Other gravel
and dirt roads on the McCreary County side of the Wild River include:
Slavans-Jones School Road, Little Coffey Road, Jones Hollow Road,
Roberts Hollow Road, and Freedom Chapel-Pilot Rock Road (Kentucky De-
partment of Transportation 1976). The latter roadway is dirt, and was
so deeply rutted in fall of 1980 as to be impassable even in a four-
wheel drive vehicle. In general, the roads on both sides of the river
become narrower, rougher and more difficult to negotiate as one progress-
es toward the downstream terminus of the Wild River. A four-wheel drive
vehicle is a virtual necessity in the final mile of the corridor, and at
various locations throughout the study corridor in inclement weather.

On the Wayne County side of the river, the secondary roads that provide
access to the Wild River corridor are: Kidd's Crossing-Ritner Road and
Freedom Church Road (Kentucky Department of Transportation 1977).
Portions of the Kidd's Crossing-Ritner Road traverse private property,
and this roadway was barricaded by a padlocked metal bar gateway in the
fall of 1980.

Besides the gravel and dirt surfaced roadways in the Wild River corri-
dor, access may be obtained, with the landowner's permission, via nume-
rous logging traces, game trails, footpaths, and a utility corridor
which bisects the stream near Ritner.

1.5 LAND OWNERSHIP

Although the land on the east side of the Little South Fork lies within
the Proclamation Boundary of the Daniel Boone National Forest, the For-
est Service owns no property along the Wild River segment. The U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers owns a narrow strip of land on both banks of the
river within the corridor as part of the floodplain easement for Lake
Cumberland (see Map Set A, Ownership and Access). In a recent transac-
tion, the Corps of Engineers transferred ownership of a parcel of land
on the Little South Fork to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest
Service, but this parcel is located approximately 1.5 miles downstream
of the Wild River segment (Corps of Engineers, personal communication).

Title to most of the land in the Wild River corridor is held by approxi-
mately 57 private land owners and at least two corporations. The cor-
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porations are landholding or development interests. Private parcels
range in size from half an acre to 200 or more acres. Complete informa-
tion on land ownership within the corridor is not readily available due
to the absence of property ownership maps in the county tax or property
valuation offices. Without such maps, it is difficult to ascertain
ownership within the corridor with a high degree of certainty.

Map Set A depicts land ownership in the Wild River corridor. The num-
bers on the map are keyed to the information contained in Table 1,
Partial List of Landowners in the Little South Fork Wild River Study
Area. The ownership information depicted on Map Set A was gathered from
the following sources: the Property Valuation Administration Offices in
Wayne and McCreary counties; the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agri-
cultural Stabilization and Conservation Service offices in both coun-
ties; the Nashville District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers; and from
telephone conversations with the Stearns District, U.S. Forest Service
office. Local land owners, too, were consulted regarding ownership and
areal extent of their lands and adjacent properties. Because some of
the documented land ownership information in both federal and local
agency offices is out-of-date, and because other information is based
upon recollections of private individuals, the ownership information in
Table 1 contains inaccuracies which cannot be corrected within the scope
of this Environmental Inventory. The information in Table 1 is the most
complete up-to-date that is currently available. Likewise, the property
boundaries depicted on Map Set A are to be considered as only approxima-
tions. Most of the boundary information was obtained from aerial photos
and maps at various scales, and in some instances, modifications or
additions to this information were made by land owners on maps carried
into the area.
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TABLE NO. I

PARTIAL LIST OF
LANDOWNERS IN THE LITTLE SOUTH FORK

WILD RIVER STUDY AREA

Map Status of

Key* Landowner Address Contact *

1 Worley, Oscar Pine Knot, Kentucky No contact

2 Burke, Wilburn Pine Knot, Kentucky Contacted

3 Kentucky Associates, Inc. Whitley City, Kentucky

4 Kidd, Robert D. Rt. 572, Box 68
Monticello, Kentucky

5 The Concord Baptist Church S. Burke Road
Coopersville, Kentucky
42166

6 Gregory, Aught Coopersville, Kentucky

7 Anderson, Milford S. Burke Road
Coopersville, Kentucky
42611

8 Clanton, Henry Coopersville, Kentucky Contacted

9 Jones, Chyle Ritner, Kentucky

10 Haynes, Nathan & Lawrence Ritner, Kentucky 42639

11 Thornberry & Thornberry Corbin, Kentucky
et al.

12 Jones, Floyd V. Ritner, Kentucky
c/o Osborne Jones 42639

13 Hickman, Harold J. Box 25
Pine Knot, Kentucky
42635

14 Augustine, Melton L. 3611 . Goodrick Ave.
Sarasota, Florida

15 Grant, James E., Jr. Box 2324
Sarasota, Florida

16 Kentucky Associates, Inc. Whitley City, Kentucky
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Table I (continued)

Map Status of
Key* Landowner Address Contact *

17 Beiter, David Ritner, Kentucky Contacted;
42639 no trespassing

18 U.S. Army Nasnville District Contacted
Corps of Engineers Nashville, Tennessee

19 Jones, Everett c/o Ritner P.O.
Monticello, Kentucky
42633

20 Bedwell, Clorie Rt. 2 Contacted
Monticello, Kentucky

21 Jones, Soree Rt. 2 Contacted
Monticello, Kentucky

22 Forster, Finley Rt. 2
Monticello, Kentucky

23 Phillips, Claude Delta, Kentucky

24 Clark, Henry Ritner, Kentucky
42639

25 Williams, Donald E. 1912 Kemper Lane
Cincinnati, Ohio

26 Trustees, Second Freedom Ritner, Kentucky
Baptist Church 42639

27 Forster, Raymond Rt. 2
Monticello, Kentucky

28 Branscum, Dillie M., et al. Rt. 1
Stearns, Kentucky

29 Hickman, Albert Pine Knot, KentucKy
42635

30 Stevens, Howard Ritner, Kentucky

Stevens, Ernest 42639

31 Hudson, James Nashville, Tennessee Contacted

32 Tucker, James Ritner, Kentucky
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Table 1 (continued)

Map Status of
Key* La ndowner Address Contact *

33 Matthews, Oscar Rt. 1
Stearns, Kentucky

34 Tucker, James Ritner Kentucky
42639

35 Mason, Loren Ritner, Kentucky Contacted
42639

36 Tucker, Clarence Ritner, Kentucky
42639

37 Tucker, James Ritner, Kentucky
42639

38 Bedwell, Clorie Rt. 2 Contacted
Monticello, Kentucky

39 Jones, 0. B. Ohio
c/o Everett Jones
Ritner P.O.
Monticello, Kentucky
42633

40 Stiffler, Ruby Ritner, Kentucky

41 Branscum, Robert Rt. 1
Stearns, Kentucky

42 Phillips, Boyce D. Ritner, Kentucky Contacted

43 Jones, Alvin Monticello, Kentucky

44 Boston, Bill Route 1
Stearns, Kentucky

45 Vaughn, Harold Route 1 Contacted
Stearns, Kentucky

46 Jones, Theodore Rt. 1
Stearns, Kentucky

47 Vaughn, Janie Rt. I Contacted
Stearns, Kentucky

48 Vaughn, James E. Rt. I
Stearns, Kentucky
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Table 1 (continued)

Map Status of
Key* Landowner Address Contact *

49 Reynolds, Owen Betsey, Kentucky

50 Clark, Grant Rt. 2
Monticello, Kentucky

51 Gregory, Schyler, op. Rt. 1,
Stearns, Kentucky

52 Vaughn, Anna Lee, op. Rt. 1
Rhoda Vaughn Heirs, Stearns, Kentucky
c/o Anna Lee Vaughn

53 Gregory, Hayden Rt. 1
Stearns, Kentucky

54 Gregory, Cox No listing

55 Gregory, Lewis Rt. 1,
Stearns, Kentucky

56 Vaughn, Ernie Rt. I
Stearns, Kentucky

57 Bybee, Euell & Mary Rt. 1, Box 224 Contacted
Stearns, Kentucky

58 Bell, Mr. & Mrs. Ronzo Rt. I Contacted
Stearns, Kentucky

59 Hamilton, Phil Rt. 1 Contacted
Stearns, Kentucky

60 Burke, Sylvester No listing
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1.6 COORDINATION WITH OTHER AGENCIES

Numerous agencies, institutions and individuals were contacted prior to
initiating, and during the course of, this Environmental Inventory. The
purpose of these contacts was to make official notice of the project and
to make a request for relevant project data. The entities contacted are
listed in Table 2, and many are also cited in the body of this report as
specific references. As the project progressed, additional agencies and
individuals were identified and contacted for assistance in gathering
project data. Contacts were accomplished by letter, telephone, meet-
ings, and personal interviews.

TABLE 2

COORDINATION WITH OTHER AGENCIES

Contacted by
AgencX Letter Meeting Phone

Federal Agencies

Corps of Engineers, Louisville
Mr. Jim Duck x x x
Mr. Dick Schwab x x x
Mr. Rick Garmon x x
Mr. Don Ball X x x

Corps of Engineers, Nashville
Mr. Joe Cathey K x
Mr. Morris Simpson x
Mr. Jim Sharper x

Daniel Boone National Forest, Headquarters
Mr. Michael Miller X

Daniel Boone National Forest, Stearns District
Mr. Bob West x

Geologic Survey, Water Resources Division
Mr. Phil Emery X

Soil Conservation Service, Lexington
Staff x

Soil Conservation Service, Monticello
Mr. Keith Easter x x x
Mr. Leonard Adams x x x

Soil Conservation Service, Somerset
Mr. Jim Fehr x X
Mr. Jerry Richardson x
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TABLE 2 (continued)

Contacted by

Agency Letter Meeting Phone

State Agencies (Kentucky)

Archaeological Survey
Dr. Berle Clay x X

Fish and Wildlife Resources
Mr. Joe Bruna x
Mr. Lauren Schaaf x

Heritage Commission
Mrs. Donna C. Hopkins x

National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration
Weather Service Office, Louisville

Staff x x
Weather Service Office, Somerset

Staff x

Nature Preserves Commission
Mr. Don Harker x x x
Mr. Max Medley x x x
Mr. Wayne Houtcooper x x x
Mr. Melvin L. Warren x x x

Department for Natural Resources and Environmental Protection
Division of Water Resources

Mr. David Rosenbaum x
Mr. Bob Gunkler x x x
Mr. Jim Fries x x

Division of Forestry
Mr. T. S. Bergman X x

Bureau of Surface Mining and Reclamation
Permit Section, Frankfort

Mr. Larry Fish x
Orphaned Lands, Frankfort

Mr. Rogert Horstman x
Regional Office, London

Mr. Robert Wittenback x

Institutional and Local

Eastern Kentucky University, Biology
Dr. Guenter A. Schuster x x x
Dr. Branley A. Branson x x x
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TABLE 2 (continued)

Contacted by
Agency Letter Meeting Phone

University of Louisville, Biology Department
Dr. Arland Hotchkiss x
Dr. Stanley Davis x
Dr. Arnold Karpoff x
Mr. Harry Woodward x

Local Citizens
Mr. Jim Hudson x x
Mr. Garnet Walker x
Mr. Euell Bybee x
Mr. Loren Mason x
Mr. Boyce Phillips x
Mr. Donald Jones x
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CULTURAL RESOURCES



2.1 LAND USE

2.1.1 REGIONAL PERSPECTIVE

The Little South Fork Wild River lies along the dividing line between
two major physiographic regions, both of which have a direct bearing on
land use developments. Westward is the Pennyroyal section of the Mis-
sissippian Plateau Physiographic Region (see Section 3.1 for a more de-
tailed description of the physiography of the area), an undulating
plateau similar in some locations to the Outer Bluegrass Physiographic
Region and having relatively few land use limitations. Much of the
Pennyroyal has been cleared and cultivated since the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries, and small towns and rural farm communities
dot the landscape. East of the Wild River is the Cumberland Plateau
Physiographic Province where land use development has been constrained
by several factors including: (1) rugged terrain largely unsuited to
cultivation and unamenable to urbanization except in the narrow valley
floors; (2) a paucity of major transportation facilities until relative-
ly recently, and (3) a major portion of the land surface in public
ownership in the Daniel Boone National Forest (Soil Systems, Incorpo-
rated 1979). The division between these two regions in the vicinity of
the Little South Fork Wild River is visible on topographic maps or on
photographs of the area. In either, the greater ruggedness of the land

east of the Wild River, and the smaller amount of cleared land is clear-
ly evident.

Detailed consideration of regional land use, for purposes of this inven-
tory, is limited to a discussion of existing land use in Wayne and
McCreary counties. Acreage estimates of current and projected land uses
for these counties are presented in Table 3, and the existing pattern of
land use in the two-county area is graphically depicted in Figure 4.
The principal source of information for both Table 3 and Fig~ire 4 is the
River Basin Water Quality Management Plan for Kentucky: Upper Cumberland
River Basin (Kentucky Department for Natural Resources and Environmental
Protection 1975). The vaules in Table 3 were modified and updated based
upon information obtained from the Kentucky Department for Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection, Bureau of Surface Mining and
Reclamation.

2.1.1.1 Urban Uses

The principal urban center of Wayne County is M.onticello, the county
seat, located 14 miles west of the Wild River via Kentucky Highway 92.
Commercial, residential and industrial uses are concentrated in Tionti-
cello, and along Kentucky Highways 200, 90 and 92 in the vicinity of
Monticello. Residential and commercial development is most concentrated
in Monticello and in the northwestern portion of Wayne County because of
the attraction of the dominant feature of that part of the county, Lake
Cumberl and.
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TABLE 3
LAND USE TRENDS AND PROJECTIONS

1970-1995
FOR

WAYNE AND McCREARY COUNTIES, KENTUCKY

Coverage
County/Category of use (Area in Square Miles)

1970 1975 1980 1995

Wayne County

Rural 481.6 481.5 481.4 481.2

Agriculture 48.2 48.2 48.2 48.3

Silviculture 433.4 432.3 429.7 429.3

Mining 0 0.9 3.4 3.4

Construction 0 0.1 0.1 0.2

Urban 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.8

Total 484.0 484.0 484.0 484.0

McCreary County

Rural 419.3 419.2 419.2 419.2

Agriculture 20.9 20.9 20.9 20.9

Silviculture 396.6 396.4 392.4 392.4

Mining 1.8 1.8 5.9 5.9

Construction 0 0.1 0 0

Urban 1.7 1.8 1.8 1.8

Total 421.0 421.0 421.0 421.0

Source: Kentucky Department for Natural Resources and Environmen-
tal Protection. 1975. The River Basin Water quality
Management Plan for Kentucky: Upper Cumberland Riv'er
Basin. Exhibit 3.8t, p. 3-22.
and
Adams, Wm. 1975. Inventory of Surface Mined Lands in
Eastern Kentucky. Eastern Kentucky University, Geography
Department. map.
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In McCreary County, urbanization has followed 1J.S. Highway 27, the
Southern Railroad which parallels U.S. 27, and Kentucky Highway 92 near
its intersection with U.S. ?7 and the railroad. In the south central
half of the county, along these transportation arteries, the communities
of Whitley City, Stearns, Revelo and Pine Knot blend into one another to
form one nearly-continuous urban center. These, and smaller satelite
communities such as Strunk, Marshes, Siding and Gilbreath are coal
towns. Residential densities outside these linear urban corridors are
lower than in adjacent Wayne County, due principally to the rugged
topography and National Forest influence.

2.1.1.2 Extractive Activities

Extractive activities in Wayne County consist largely of coal mining,
logging, petroleum production and limestone quarrying. In McCreary
County, coal mining and logging are the principal extractive activities,
with quarrying and petroleum production being less important than in
adjacent Wayne County. in Wayne County, the most important tree species
cut for timber are white oak, red oak, hickory, yellow poplar, yellow
pine, beech and hard maple (Kentucky Department of Commerce 1975).

2.1.1.3 Future Land Use

Table 3 contains land use projections for Wayne and McCreary counties
from the River Basin Water Quality Management Plan for Kentucky: Upper
Cumberland River Basin (Kentucky Department for Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection 1975), modified by information obtained from
the Bureau of Surface Mining and Reclamation. The figures in Table 3
indicate relatively minor change in the interval 1970-1995, with both
counties remaining predominantly rural in character. The table indi-
cates the conversion, by 1995, of 256 acres of agricultural and silvi-
cultural land in Wayne County to urban use, and the conversion, in
McCreary County, of only 64 acres of silvicultural land to urban land
use in the same time period. Increases in mining activity, and associat-
ed loss of silvicultural land, is projected to amount to 2,176 acres in
Wayne County in the period 1970-1995, and 2,624 acres in McCreary County
in the same period. The most rapid increase in mining activity, in both
counties, took place between 1975 and 1980.

The values in Table 3, however, are somewhat suspect for several rea-
sons. First, Table 3 indicates that 88.8 percent of Wayne County is
devoted to silviculture and only about 10 percent is agricultural land.
Figure 4, on the other hand, indicates that Wayne County is mostly
agricultural, with silvicultural land use centered mainly around Lake
Cumberland. Other sources of information, such as the Kentucky Depart-
ment of Commerce's 1975 industrial resources brochure for Monticello,
Kentucky, indicates that 64.4 percent of Wayne County is farmland. This
is roughly in agreement with Figure 4 and sharply contradicts the values
in Table 3.
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Second, prior to updating the information in Table 3, no mining activity
was indicated in Wayne County, and only one square mile (640 acres) of
land surface disturbed by mining was indicated for McCreary County
through 1995. Durin,1 the field reconnaissance for this inventory, a
rather large surface mine was noted in Wayne County just outside the
Wild River corridor, and a significant amount of mining activity appears
to be occurring in McCreary County. It became apparent that the one
square mile value had surely already been exceeded in 1970, and will be
vastly exceeded by 1995. Consequently, an effort was made to obtain
updated information regarding surface mine activity in these two coun-
ties. The Permits Section and Orphaned Lands Section of the Bureau of
Surface Mining and Reclamation in Frankfort were contacted and acreage
values for 1975 and 1980 were obtained. These were used to modify Table
3 to the form that is presented in the preceding text. Since no pro-
jected data was available, the values for surface mining in 1980 are
repeated in the 1995 column. Undoubtedly, surface mine activity in
these two counties will progress beyond 1980 levels by 1995, but compu-
tation of the amount of increase is beyond the scope of this report.

2.1.2 STUDY AREA LAND USE

The principal types of land uses that occur within the study area are
listed in Table 4 accompanied by approximate acreage and percent fig-
u es. The values in Table 4 were obtained by planimetering each land
use type as depicted on Sheets 1-8 of the Map Folio Set. Aerial photo-
graphs, HSGS topographic maps and notes taken in the field were utilized
in the identification and verification of the different types of land
uses. The areal extent of rights-of-way and the stream itself were
calculated by first measuring the length of these features, and then
multiplying the length by the average width and converting the resulting
figures to acres. The average width of the stream was determined to be
65 feet. The widths of rights-of-way varied from 30 to 100 feet.

Almost two-thirds of the land in the study area is forest and woodland
(62.5 percent). The right bank or McCreary County side of the study
area has a greater percentage of forested land than the left bank or
Wayne County side (71.3 percent for McCreary County as compared with
58.2 percent for Wayne County). The forest and woodland land use
amounts to approximately 2,355.6 acres.

Most of the non-forested land in the study area is in use for agri-
culture. This land use category as used here, includes pasture and
hayfields (the prevalent agricultural use), fields planted to row crops
(especially corn or soybeans), old fields, abandoned pastures, farm
ponds and farm residences. Three churchyards are also included in the
agricultural land use category because their combined acreage was too
small to justify the creation of a separate land use category.
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TABLE 4

LAND USES WITHIN THE LITTLE SOUTH FORK WILD RIVER STUDY AREA

APPROXIMATE ACREAGE PERCENT
WAYNE McCREARY WAYNE McCREARY

LAND USE TOTAL COUNTY COUNTY TOTAL COUNTY COUNTY

FOREST & WOODLAND 2,355.6 1,143.9 1,206.7 62.5 58.3 71.3

NON-FORESTED LAND: 1,310.9 825.3 485.6 34.8 41.8 28.7

Agricultural1  1,103.7 712.1 390.4 29.3 36.1 23.1
Surface Mine 9.4 9.4 - 0.25 0.5 -
Cemetery 2.8 2.8 - 0.07 0.1 -
Roads and 2
Rights-of-Way 195.0 101.0 94.0 5.2 5.1 5.6

STREAM3 (Surface 101.8 - - 2.7 - -
Acres)

TOTAL 3,768.3 1,974.2 1,692.3 100.0 100.0 100.0

SOURCES: Base maps provided by the Corps of Engineers at a scale of I"=

400'; black and white aerial photographs dated April 8, 1978
and at a scale of 1"=1,000'; color aerials at a scale of V'=

2,000' dated March 23, 1977; the Coopersville and Nevelsville
USGS topographic quadrangles (1"=2,000') dated 1954, and notes
taken in the field in the fall of 1980 and the spring of 1981.

1 - Agricultural land use includes row crops, pasture, hayfields, old
fie)ds, abandoned pastures, fencerow habitat, fann ponds, churches
and rural residential property.

2 - Roads and rights-of-way include all road and trail corridors, and
all telephone and power rights-of-way depicted on the 400-scale
base map provided by the Corps.

3 - Stream includes the Little South Fork and its tributaries, as depict-
ed on the 400-scale base maps.
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Roads and riqhts-of-way constitute a significant land use in the study
area. The nearly 32 miles of paved and unpaved roads, electric trans-
mission line rights-of-way and local telephone rights-of-way account for
approximately 195 acres of land, or five percent of the area.

Surface mining activity was observed in Wayne County Just outside the
official Wild River boundary, but penetrating the area encompassed by
the Map Folio Set. On Sheet 4 of the Map Folio Set, 9.4 acres of sur-
face mined land is indicated on the Wayne County side of the stream.
The area illustrated at the endge of Sheet 4 is continuous with a con-
touring operation of considerable size just outside the study area.

Four small cemeteries were observed in the study area; their combined
acreage amounts to only 2.8 acres or 0.07 percent of the study area.
All four cemeteries were in Wayne County.

Land use within the study area is presented in Map Folio Set n, Land
Cover. Examples of the regional and study area land uses are also
illustrated in Figures 5 and 6.
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2.2 HISTORY AN" A, !L, ,

2.2.1 INTRODUCTION

Coastal Zone Resources Division of Ocean Data Systems, Tnc., conducted a
cultural resources reconnaissance within the established boundaries of
the Little South Fork, Cumberland River Wild River study area during the
period November 1980 through April 1981. A brief visit to the study
area for the purpose of planning and logistics considerations was made
in early December 1980. Contacts with the State Historic Preservation
Officer and State Archaeologist and initial literature and archival
research were made in November and early Pecembcr. The in-field recon-
naissance of the study area began in late January 1981 hut was discon-
tinued due to snowfall; subsequent trips to complete the reconnaissance
were conducted in March and April 1981. The Principal Investigator for
the reconnaissance was Dr. Joffre L. Coe, Director of the Research
Laboratory of Anthropology at the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill. Mr. Wesley K. Hall, Archaeologist; Mr. Tucker R. Littleton,
Archaeologist/Historian; and Mr. Ernest R. Shelton, Technician, partici-
pated in the reconnaissance.

The reconnaissance tasks included 1) literature, archival, and histori-
cal research (including coordination with the State Historic Preserva-
tion Officer and State Archaeologist and examination of the National
Register of Historic Places) and 2) an in-field reconnaissance and
description ofbothsopre tric and historic period sites and struc-
tures.

2.2.2 METHODOLOGY

The cultural resources reconnaissance was initiated by contacting the
Kentucky Heritage Commission, State Historic Preservation Officer, and
the Office of State Archaeology. A record of previously recorded struc-
tures for Wayne and McCreary counties was provided by the Kentucky
Heritage Commission and information regarding previous archaeological
studies and site records was gathered at the State Archaeologist's
office. Additional literature research of the area's cultural resources
was conducted at the University of Kentucky library, the Eastern Kentuc-
ky University library, the Wayne County Library, and the McCreary County
Library. Local residents and historians were interviewed for pertinent
information regarding the history of the Little South Fork region.

A field reconnaissance of the Wild River study area was initiated in
January 1981 but was interrupted by snowfall. The field reconnaissance
was completed on subsequent trips in March and early April 1981. Refer-
ring to aerial photographs, USGS topographic maps, a project area bound-
ary map, and U. S. Amy Corps of Engineers project maps, the field team
conducted a pedestrian reconnaissance of the study area. The field team
searched all types of terrain in the study area for archaeological
sites, but particular emphasis was placed on bottolands and on over-
hanging rock formations which may have served as rockshelters for pre-
historic peoples. The team examined all overhangs and hottomland areas
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encountered during the reconnaissance. The field team searched for sur-
face evidence of prehistoric utilization and conducted shovel tests in
each site encountered to determine if buried material was present and
the depth of cultural deposits. In those overhangs in which no cultural
material was located on the surface but which exhibited characteristics
of a rockshelter (i.e. were large enough to be utilized for protection
and were at least partially dry) shovel tests were conducted for evi-
dence of buried deposits. Field notes, including such information as
site dimensions, location, types of cultural material, site condition,
and other pertinent information, were recorded for each site. These
field notes were later transferred to Kentucky Archaeological Site
Survey Forms. All archaeological sites located during the reconnais-
sance were assigned a formal Smithsonian trinomial site number in coordi-
nation with the State Archaeologist. Photographs were taken of all
archaeological sites.

Cultural materials collected at each site were placed in bags which were
assigned field numbers keyed to the site location. An artifact analysis
was then conducted in which collected material was cleaned, sorted and
classified, and diagnostic materials were placed in type categories.
Information resulting from this analysis was included in each site
description.

All structures or structural remains encountered during the reconnais-
sance were photographed, their locations mapped, and brief field notes
recorded.

2.2.3 PREVIOUS VICINITY ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS

Of the limited previous archaeological investigations conducted in Wayne
and McCreary counties, none were within the Wild River study area bound-
aries and no sites had been previously recorded in the study area.
Thirty-six archaeological sites had been previously recorded in Wayne
County and 83 sites had been previously recorded in McCreary County
(Personal communication, 9 December 1980, Dr. R. Berle Clay, Kentucky
State Archaeologist). No major excavations or in-depth research have
been conducted in the area. The limited archaeological reconnaissances
or surveys conducted in Wayne and McCreary counties have added very
little to the present knowledge of prehistoric resources in the region.

Funkhouser and Webb (1932) re'orted the first sites for 4Vayne and McCre-
ary counties as part of a state-wide survey. Although they reported
that the environment of the area would suggest an extensive aboriginal
population they reported only four sites for Wayne County and three for
McCreary County; six of these seven total sites were caves or rockshel-
ters. One of these caves was the Hines Cave. In their book, Ancient
Life in Kentucky, Funkhouser and Webb (1928) say:
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"Hines Cave, about six miles from Monticello, yielded the most
remains of any in Kentucky. The cave is spacious and well drained.
The entrance is protected from wind, rain, and snow by high cliffs,
yet well lighted for some distance. The bottom is level and dry and
this must have been a desirable shelter to the people who occupied
it. There were remains from many fires and in the graves were many
artifacts, awls, needles, and skinning knives; in the ash beds were
bones of many animals. In one grave was found the skeleton of a
young woman with a round piece of shining mica of the type that
comes from North Carolina. Many skeletons were found and many more
artifacts, stone hoes, flint arrowheads, pipes, pottery, and tex-
tiles. Animal bones were those of wolf, bear, wildcat, raccoon,
fox, deer, buffalo, beaver, rabbit, turkey, quail, turtle shells,
and mussel shells. Many other caves in this section indicate they
were the homes of the cave dwellers or Indians who lived in caves
in prehistoric times."

Since Funkhouser and Webb's work, a number of small scale surveys have
been made. These previous investigations in Wayne and McCreary counties
are listed in the References section of this report. In Wayne County,
archaeological surveys were conducted preliminary to either lake or
highway projects. In 194, William G. Haaq conducted archaeological
investigations in Wayne, McCreary, Pulaski, Russell, and Clinton coun-
ties. A number (14) of sites were recorded but none were located in
either Wayne or McCreary counties. Douglas W. Schwartz conducted a
small survey of Lake Cumberland shoreland in 1967; however, no sites
were recorded. In 1971, Jack M. Schock and Mary L. Bowman conducted a
survey for the realignment of Highway 90 in northern Wayne County. Nine
site locations were recorded and one site tested with no significant
findings. Terry L. Weis and Jack M. Schock conducted a survey of the
Monticello By-Pass for Highway 90 in 1976. Four sites were recorded
along with two "spot finds." Although further investigation was recom-
mended for one of the sites, there is no indication that any further
investigation was ever conducted.

In McCreary County, surveys have been primarily associated with the
Daniel Boone National Forest, highway improvements, and mining and oil
leases. Following Haag's 1947 survey, the next formal archaeological
investigation in McCreary County was by Wesley C. Cowan in 1975. Cowan
surveyed three tracts of Forest Service land and located only a small
site of undetermined cultural affiliation. In 1975, Jack Schock con-
ducted a survey for the relocation of Highway 27, Greenwood to Flatrock,
but only four sites or localities were recorded. In 1976, Jack M.
Schock and Gary Foster conducted archaeological investigations along
another portion of the realignment of Highway 27. Four localities of
restricted prehistoric activity were recorded. An Archaic projectile
point was recovered at one of these. In 1977, Michael Barker surveyed a
73-acre tract of Forest Service land but failed to locate any sites. A
survey by Ball and Chapman in 1977 of a proposed gas well site as well
as a survey by Turnbow and Allen (1977) of 402 acres of Forest Service
land also failed to locate any siter. A survey by Michael Barber of the
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Beaver Creek Wilderness area in 1977 did locate 11 sites. Eight of
these sites were prehistoric. The majority of these sites were rock-
shelters which contained material which indicated occupation during the
Archaic and early Woodland periods. A survey by Roqer C. Allen in 1978
of a proposed coal processing facility located four rockshelter sites.
Two of these shelters contained material which suggested occupation
during the Woodland period. A number of other surveys have been con-
ducted in McCreary County in recent years, however, most failed to
locate any archaeological sites or had only limited results.

One limited test excavation of a rockshelter in northern McCreary County
by the University of Kentucky (Ison and Sorensen 1979) provides some
data which, after further investigation, may compare with rockshelters
along the Little South Fork. Investigators noted that the distribution
of classes of cultural material located in the site appeared to be sepa-
rated according to activity. Cultural debris located in the open areas
near the edge of the terrace suggested that primarily maintenance activ-
ity such as animal and plant food processing took place there. Within
the shelter no evidence of similar maintenance practices were noted,
indicating perhaps such activities were avoided in the interior of the
shelter. Charred nuts and the placement of hearths within the shelter
led the investigators to believe that the site may have been occupied
seasonally during the fall and winter. Cultural material suggests a
late Archaic occupation period.

2.2.4 PREHISTORIC BACKGROUND

Due to a complete lack of previous prehistoric site information for the
Wild River study area and only limited archaeological data for the
surrounding areas of Wayne and McCreary counties, little is known of the
prehistoric cultural sequence of the area. The cultural chronology
which is presented below is typical of much of eastern North America
with modifications made to reflect Kentucky prehistory and regional
variations within the state. The cultural sequence is divided into four
major cultural traditions which are 1) the Paleo-Indian, 2) Archaic, 3)
Woodland, and 4) Mississippian. These traditions were previously de-
scribed in detail in the Environmental Inventory, Rockcastle Wild River,
Kentucky prepared by Soil Systems, Inc.; some additional prehistoric and
historic information beyond that presented here may be found in that
document.

2.2.4.1 Paleo-Indian Tradition

The Paleo-Indian tradition is the earliest, and least understood, cul-
tural period which extended from approximately 15,000 years before
present (BP) until approximately 10,000 years BP. The people of this
period led a nomadic lifestyle hunting large game such as mastodon,
bison, giant ground sloth, and other animals which are now extinct. The
tool assemblage of this period is characterized by fluted and lanceolate
projectile points. These forms have been found widely scattered across
North America.
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lhe large, ianceolate-snap:(, t;uted point iS the most representative of
the Paleo-Indian period. ir entucky, the-ce have been many isolated
finds of Paleo-iodian points with the hiqhest concentration occurring in
the Bluegrass region ann the 'owest density in the Eastern mountains
(Rolinyson 1964). The 'l, vi -- type point common to the Western United
States was adapted regionally into ine Cumberland, Quad, and Dalton type
points as man migrated from the plairis to the east in pursuit of forest
dwelling mastodons (Willey 1966).

The few known artifacts .; Faleo-Indian iffiliation fror. t& general

Eastern Mountain region indicate that there was a relatively low popula-
tion using the area (Ison and Sorensen 1979). No Paleo-Indian sites or
isolated finds are known for the Wild River study area or surrounding
Wayne and McCreary counties. The earliest evidence of occupation based
on sites in Wayne and McCreary counties begins with the Archaic tradi-
tion.

2.2.4.2 Archaic Tradition

The Archaic tradition in Kentucky began approximdtely 10,000 years BP
and extended until approximately 3,500 years BP. Along with the new
post-glacial environment, many modern species of flora and fauna not
previously available were exploited as many Ice Age species became
extinct or followed retreating ice sheets north. People gradually
changed from the nomadic lifestyle of the Paleo-Indian to a less no-
madic, more localized subsistence based not only on hunting but on the
gathering of a variety of nuts and plant foods and the exploitation of
aquatic species. The Archaic subsistence pattern included a wide variety

of animals and plants, with the white-tailed deer and various species of
nuts being especially important. The Archaic people moved from season
to season between ecosystems to exploit seasonally available food re-
sources. With a lifestyle oriented toward hunting and gathering, Archa-
ic peoples' settlements were usually temporary sites such as small
hunting camps or rockshelters usually located near plant, animal,
lithic, or other needed resources (Ison and Sorensen 1979, Dragoo 1976).

The change in game species and hunting techniques from the Paleo-Indian
to the Archaic was accompanied by an adaptation of hunting tools. The
atlatl, or spear thrower, was developed and projectile points were
diversified into notched and stemmed forms. Specialized tools for
cutting, scraping, drilling, and perforating were made from bone and
stone. Manufacturing nf ground stone objects such as axes, pipes, and
atlatl weights became common. Mortars, grinding slabs, and pitted
nutting stones appeared; such special plant food processing tools attest
to a new reliance on plant foods (Ison and Sorensen 1979).

Archaic cultures are well represented throughout Kentucky. The Archaic
subsistence system was well suited to the rugged terrain and resources
of the Eastern Mountain region of Kentucky and appears to have been the
basis for all succeeding traditions. There are indications that the
Archaic lifestyle persisted relatively unchanged until historic times in
some eastern Kentucky areas. Two basic kinds of sites, rockshelters and
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bottomland sites, are found in this area, but the relationship, roles,
and functions of these sites are not yet understood (Ison and Sorensen
1979, Wyss and Wyss 1977, Purrington 1967).

2.2.4.3 Woodland Tradition

The beginning of the Woodland tradition around 3,000 to 3,500 years BP
was defined by three important cultdral traits which separated it from
the lifestyles of earlier hunters and gatherers. These were 1) the
beginning of pottery manufacturing, 2) increasing burial ceremonialism
(e.g. construction of elaborate tombs, burial mounds, and earth works),
and 3) the use of horticulture to enhance and stabilize sources of food
plants (Ison and Sorensen 1979, Willey 1966, Griffin 1952).

The Woodland patterns for environmental exploitation were very similar
to the Archaic. However, in addition to utilizing wild plants, Woodland
peoples cultivated native plants such as sunflower, marshelder, canary
grass, and goosefoot and non-native varieties such as squash, pumpkin,
gourds, and corn (Ison and Sorensen 1979, Dragoo 1976, Yarnell 1964).

Fired ceramic vessels for food processing and storage replaced earlier
stone vessels. The earlier Woodland ceramics were characteristically
thick with smooth or cordmarked surfaces and were made of clay tempered
with crushed stone or sand. The vessel forms were limited to bowls or
simple jars. As the technology progressed, vessels became thinner and
increased in variety of shapes and surface decorations (Ison and Soren-
sen 1979, Willey 1966).

The most culturally stimulating result of the advent of horticulture to
prehistoric man was the development of a sedentary subsistence base
which supported a larger more completely organized population. More
time was devoted to nonutilitarian activities so that more ornamental
objects are evident in the cultural material from the period. Trade
networks developed over long distances which resulted in the expansion
of an economic base and dissemination of ideas and beliefs. The expan-
sion of trade and ideas may have contributed to the emphasis on more
complex religious practices such as mortuary ceremonialism which origi-
nated in the Archaic period and later became a major component of Wood-
land life (Soil Systems, Inc. 1979).

In the middle Ohio River Valley, which includes northeastern Kentucky, a
distinctive culture developed known today as Adena. The Adena culture
is characterized primarily by its mortuary practices which included
earth and rock filled mounds that covered log-lined tombs or cremation
pits. These elaborate tombs often contained offerings of copper, cut
mica, and shell-items that reflected long distance trade or transport
from other areas.

While the Adena culture was prevalent in northern Kentucky, there have
been fewer indications for its expansion into southern Kentucky. The
elaborate burial practices of the Woodland tradition have been seldom
found in the Eastern Mountain region. Woodland influence here is evi-
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-enced mostly by the presence of pottery, trade items, and projectile
point types, and the history of Woodland cultures in this area is only
superficially understood. In many places the Archaic tradition per-
sisted with only the addition of a few Early Woodland innovations (Ison
and Sorensen 1979, Soil Systems, Inc. 1979).

Studies have consistently shown that Woodland period people occupied
rockshelters and rarely have Woodland ceramics been found at bottomland
sites. Bottonland sites were most often occupied by a low subsistence
base hunting and gathering people characteristic of the Archaic period
(Soil Systems, Inc. 1979).

2.2.4.4 Mississippian Tradition

The last cultural influence on the prehistoric cultures of eastern
Kentucky was the Mississippian tradition that developed in the central
Mississippi Valley. This cultural tradition, beginning approximately
1000 years BP, was the most sophisticated to develop north of Mexico.
The Mississippian subsistence was heavily based on cultivation; however,
hunting and gathering of localized resources was still important.' The
Mississippian cultures were dependent upon deep, fertile alluvial soils
whose productivity provided the economic stability for a sedentary
village life. The lifestyle of the inhabitants was highly organized and
villages were often situated around a plaza and rectangular earthen
mounds. The villages were sometimes surrounded by wooded palisades or
defensive moats (Ison and Sorensen 1979).

The artifacts associated with the period were often highly ornamental.
Shell and copper were often used as ceremonial objects. Other artifacts
commonly associated with the Mississippian tradition include chipped
stone hoes, small triangular projectile points, ground stone celts, and
unique pipes. Ceramic technology advanced considerably and Mississip-
pian cultures manufactured a vast assortment of shell tempered pottery.
lany new forms appeared including bottles, bowls, plates, jars with
straps, and many types of jars molded into animal effigies or human
heads (Ison and Sorensen 1979).

A large portion of the central United States was influenced by the
Mississippian culture during the prehistoric contact period; however,
the people of eastern Kentucky continued essentially living an Archaic
lifestyle with only a few acquired Woodland traits. Where soil condi-
tions permitted, intrusions of the Mississippian subsistence system
occurred along major drainages such as the Cumberland River. However,
in rugged terrain away from the major valleys the most common character-
istics of the Mississippian period are shell-tempered pottery sherds and
small triangular projectile points (Ison and Sorpnsen 1979).

2.2.5 HISTORICAL RACKGROUND

Southeastern Kentucky has a rich and interesting history which has been
well described by extensive literature works. Likewise, such historic
accounts as A Centur of Wayne County 1800-1900 (Johnson 1939), Explor-
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n Wayne Cound (Wlker 1966), McCrear Conquest: A Narrative History
r ry 1979)and other county istories and records located at the

University of Kentucky fibrary, the Eastern Kentucky library, and the
Wayne County and McCreary County libraries, describe the history of the
area surrounding the Little South Fork. However, very little specific
historical information exists relative to the Wild River study area
portion of tne Little Soutn Fork.

2.2.5.1 Historical Settlement and Political Development

The Wild River study area along the Little South Fork lies in south-
eastern Kentucky, where recorded Furopean settlement is somewhat recent
when compared to the Atlantic seaboard states. The first European
credited with the discovery of Kentucky was a Virginian named Gabriel
Arthur, who in 1674 crossed over into the area now known as Kentucky.
The first Europeans to reach the area which later became Wayne County,
Kentucky appear, so far as records reveal, to have been the "Long
Hunters" who came in the summer of 1770 and camped near the present-day
location of Mill Springs (Johnson 1939). A prosperous fur trade with
the Indians prompted the early trappers and traders to explore easternKentucky and exploit the resources there.

For the first three or four decades of European settlement in the Little
South Fork area, the white settlers lived amidst Indian neighbors. An
account of such times based partly on fact and partly fiction is L
of the Lost Mine: Stories of the Cumberland (Troxel 1958). One oTthe
main characters in this account was Chief Doublehead, the Cherokee chief
whose real name was Chief Chugualatague. Born in 1750 in the vicinity
of what is now Somerset, Kentucky, he was the last great Indian chief to
occupy and rule over the great Cumberland Plateau.

In 1779 the Virginia Assembly opened Kentucky County to general settle-
ment by survey, entry, and residence. In the same year, the Assembly
passed an act for marking and opening a road over the Cumberland Moun-
tains into Kentucky; in due time the road came to be known as the Wilder-
ness Road, over which a great tide of settlers emigrated into Kentucky
between 1780 and 1790 (Johnson 1939).

The earliest substantial settlement of the Little South Fork area was
largely by Revolutionary War soldiers from North Carolina and Virginia,
who moved into the region to take up military land grants. The settlers
were chiefly Baptists in search of greater religious freedom. Most of
the land grants in Wayne County between 1803 and 1853 were for land
along the Little South Fork which seems to have been the section of
Wayne County where the oldest settlement took place. Records indicate
that there was a settlement at Parmleysville as early as 1780 (Walker
1966, Johnson 1939).

As pioneers began to venture toward Kentucky in increasing numbers, the
administration of government had to be extended into the new territory.
In the winter of 1775, Kentucky County was formed as a political sub-
division of Virginia (Allen 1872). On 1 November 1780 Kentucky County,
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Virginia, was divided into the three counties of Fayette, Lincoln, and
Jefferson. Later Green County was taken out of Lincoln County, Cumber-
land County out of Green County, and finally 'Wayne County was formed out
of parts of Cumberland and Oulaski counties (Bork 1972). Then on 4
February 1791 Congress agreed to admit Kentucky into the Union, and on 1
June 1792 Kentucky's statehood became a reality (Allen 1872).

When Wayne County was created on 13 December 1800, it was named for
General Anthony Wayne of Revolutionary War fame (Collins 1847). It was
not until 1805 that the ,herokee Indians ceded to the United States
their claimed lands in Tennessee and Kentucky, which included the strip
of land along the eastern border of Wayne County known as "the Tellico
lands" (Johnson 1939). That part of McCreary County within the study
area was in Wayne County from 1800 to 1912. As early as 1893 the idea
of a separate county was suggested, and in 1903 the people living in the
area of present-day McCreary County petitioned for a new county. Never-
theless, the petition had to wait nine years for favorable action (McGuf-
fey 1916). On 2 January 1912, McCreary County, named for then Governor
James B. McCreary of Kentucky, was created out of parts of Pulaski,
Whitley, and Wayne counties (Perry 1979, McGuffey 1916). The area of
McCreary County before it oecame a separate county was backward and very
remote and inaccessible from existing county seats and population cen-
ters. Lawlessness and crime were rampant because administration of
justice was ineffective. Bootleggers abounded in the area (McGuffey
1916).

2.2.5.2 Population

Population in the Little South Fork and surrounding area has consistent-
ly been low when compared to central and northern Kentucky, and the
historical records reflect the lack of population. In 1820 the federal
census of Wayne County reported 7,393 whites, 553 slaves, and only 8
free blacks, totaling 7,954 (Bork 1972). Twenty years later the census
of 1840 was reported by Collins (1847) as showing that the population
had more than doubled since 1820, probably due to the increasing Western
migration. The 1840 population of Wayne was 15,446. AfLer another 20
years had passed, the 1860 census revealed a loss of population in Wayne
County and reported a total amount of only 10,259. The population loss
was likely due to the great Southern and Western migrations. In 1870
the census showed a population gain of only 341 persons over the 10-year
period fron 1860 to 1870 (Allen 1872). About 1939 it was reported that
Wayne, supporting an almost pure Anglo-Saxon population, had only about
17,000 people; this figure, of course, represented the population after
McCreary County had been taken out of Wayne. Population density in 1940
was, therefore, about 36 people per square mile (Johnson 1939). The
rugged, steep lands within the Little South Fork Wild River study area
have been, and will continue to be very sparsely populated.

2.2.5.3 Economics of the Area

Most of the first white men to appear in the Wayne County area were
hunters and traders who dealt in furs. They were soon followed by



settlers who cleared the virgin timber, burned much of it, cultivated
the land until the soil was exhausted, and then moved to clear and
cultivate more land. Such poor land use caused severe erosion and soil
loss and associated problems (Walker 1966).

The early settlers were largely self-sufficient--they produced and made
most of the things they needed in the way of food, clothing, and shel-
ter. They worked the fields with wooden plows or instruments drawn by
oxen. They did much of the farm work, such as cutting and threshing
wheat, by hand. Much of the corn not used for home food or fed to
livestock was made into whiskey. Wild game supplied much of the family
food (Walker 1966).

The early settler's fang was also a place where a variety of products
were crafted. Soap was made from the lye of wood ashes and animal fats.
Many of the tools, chairs, brooms, and other necessities were made in
the home. The spinning wheel and loon were used to make clothing from
wool, cotton, and flax. In the sprinq, maple sugar was obtained from
the sap of maple trees. Apples were made into cider, apple sauce, and
apple butter (Walker 1966).

Subsistence agriculture was the primary pursuit of settlers in the area
throughout most of the 19th century. Primary crops were corn, wheat,
and tobacco. Corn was the major food crop and a portion of the corn
crop was often used to manufacture whiskey. In the late 1800's and
early 1900's, the manufacture of whiskey, much of it illegal, was one of
the chief industries in the area that became McCreary County. McGuffey
(1916) relates that there were a dozen government distilleries and
forty-nine "blind tigers" within the present bounds of McCreary County,
and that "bootleggers" were numerous. The need to combat the illegal
whiskey problem was one reason for the establishment of McCreary County
and was one of the chief problems confronting the county in its begin-
ning in 1912. The McCreary County Sheriff and courts quickly worked to
eliminate the problem (McGuffey 1916). Circa 1939, approximately three-
fourths of Wayne County was farmland and one-fourth was unimproved, thus
indicating the continued importance of fanling (Johnson 193q).

In the early 1800's salt, like many other necessities of life, was
especially scarce and high-priced ($25 per barrel). With a return to
peace after the War of 1812 came a revival in salt manufacture and wells
were bored for saltwater in Wayne County. The ,eaty Salt Well located
along the Big South Fork in what is now McCreary County was drilled in
1817 and produced until the works was shut down in IS40. While another
salt well was being drilled on the Beaty Salt Well Tract in 1819, oil
was discovered. Johnson (1939) states this was not only the first oil
well drilled in the United States but the first in the world. Subse-
quent deepening of other salt wells also produced oil or salt brine too
contaminated with oil for salt production.

Beginning in the 1880's, many holes were drilled for oil and gas in the
area surrounding the upstream end of the vild River study area and to
the south and west. The northern extensi- of the Slavans Oil Field
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intercepts the Wild River study area and contains at least five pro-
ducing oil pools, three of which underl ie the Wild P ver study area at
Slavans. The maximuii, production of oil in the area occurred between
1Q00 and 191?, but intemr-,ittent drilling cont'nued after 1912 and seve-
ral new holes have been drilled in recent years (Miller, Wihry & Lee,
Inc. 1980).

Lumbering and mining have been two of the chief industries in Wayne and
McCreary counties. McGuffey (1916) states tnat, in 1916, mining (on a
small scale) and lumbering were the cuief industries in McCreary County.
The county's t:iineral products included coal, oil, gas, sulphur pyrites,
and iron pyrites. The output of coal at that time averaioed about thirty-
five hundred tons daily. All cf the county's industries were young and
not yet highly developed, and tne county foresaw increased coal output,
modernization of farming, and opening up of the oil fields (McGuffey
1916). Increased coal production and development of agriculture in the
area have come about since that time hut little additional oil develop-
ment occurred until recent years. In 1974, a strip mine for coal began
operation adjacent to the Wild River study area near the head of Lick
Creek, a small tributary stream that mpties into the Little South Fork
at Ritner.

Timber production has been important to both Wayne and McCreary coun-
ties. When settlers first came to the Wayne County area, three-fourths
of the county was covered in virgin forest. Settlers cleared much of the
timber, using some for building log cabins, barns, cribs, and rail
fences, and burned what was not needed to make room for crops. The
first sawmill in Wayne County is believed to have been started by W. T.
Frances at Mt. Pisgah circa the Civil War and ike Hurt owned a sawmill
at Mt. Pisgah about 1890. About the same time a combination sawmill and
grist mill was built at Pamileysville and operated by water power. As
early as 1890 poplar logs and later sawed oak staves were floated down
the South Fork to Burnside. After 1900, many sawmills were set up
across Wayne County. Most of the early sawyers worked for a lumber
trader in Monticello, and power planing mills operated there to furnish
finished lumber products to residents. With the coming of good roads,
large trucks, and the lumber demand of World War II, timber was removed
from Wayne County at a fast rate. In the mid-1960's the lumber industry
exceeded an estimated $10,000,000 annually and left about one-fourth of
Wayne County as cut-over timber land (Walker 1966).

2.2.6 RECONNAISSANCE FINDINGS

2.2.6.1 Results of the Archaeological Reconnaissance

The cultural resource reconnaissance produced a total of 24 archaeo-
logical sites including eighteen rockshelters, four open bottomland
sites, and two historic sites. The following individual site descrip-
tions are presented in order of discovery:
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l5Wn24 is an open site located on a steep knoll approximately 11.09
river miles upstream from the backwater of Lake Cumberiand and 100
meters west of the Little South Fork River on the Wayne County side.
The site is situated in a cultivated field. Only a light surface scat-
ter of lithic debris marks the site. The size of the site is undeter-
mined due to the limited amount of cultural material present in surface
collections. No diagnostic material was represented in the surface
collection. The setting of the site along with the slight amount of
cultural debris, even though the site is cultivated and ground surface
visibility good, tends to indicate limited activity.

Cultural Material: 9 waste flakes

15Wn25 is an open site located approximately 11.2 river miles upstream
from the backwater of Lake Cumberland on the Wayne County side of the
Little South Fork River. The site is situated in an inside bend of the
river. Cultural material, consisting primarily of lithic debris, is
scattered over an area 40 x 100 meters roughly parallel to the river
along a level area between the base of a hill and the river. Shovel
tests located no cultural material below plow zone; however, controlled
testing may encounter intact cultural features and material below the
plow zone. Diagnostic material suggests a middle Woodland occupation/
utilization.

Cultural Material: 1 projectile point (triangular, Madison
style reworked into a scraper)

43 waste flakes

l5Wn26 is located approximately 12.3 river miles upstream from the
backwater of Lake Cumberland on the Wayne County side of the Little
South Fork River. The site is situated on a south-facing bluff line and
has a floor area of approximately 1.5 x 5 meters. The site is in close
proximity to 15Wn27, a larger better protected rockshelter. Only a
slight amount of cultural material was recovered from the surface exami-
nation. No cultural material was located in shovel tests. No indica-
tion of disturbance was noted at the site.

Cultural Material: 2 bifacially worked flakes
1 uniface scraper
4 waste flakes
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Plate 7 - Site 15Wn27 -- Rockshelter

15Wn28 is an open site located approximately 12.42 river miles upstream
fro n the backwater of Lake Cumherland on the Wayne County side at the
confluence of Baker-, Branch and the Little South Fork River. The site
is situated on a level strip of cultivated ground north of Bakers Branch
between a hill and the river. Cultural material is lightly scattered
over an area 30 x 75 mete-es .jith a qenp-al concentration of lithic
debris on a slight rise rnears: P','s ',ranch. 10 diagnostic material
was collected.

Cultural Material: )L wa', , .es

15Wn29 is a rockshelter 0..ie a ar.' ,tely., 3 river miles upstream
from the backwater of Lake onr,,, ,r the Wayne County side of the
Little South Fork River. Tne ite is situated along a south-facing
bluff on a straight stretc ot river. The floor area of the shelter is
approximately 2 x 7 meters with about rfl percent of the entire floor
3rea being exposed rock. uirface 7aterial was primarily located in the
drip line and down slope frrT, 'e site. No indication of more than
surface disturbance was neEd .the 'pte. Shovel tests failed to
produce buried cultural mat-iit.

Cultural Material: wa !,t J i ,



rr

Plate 8 - Site 15Wn29 -- Rockshelter

l5Wn30 is a rockshelter located approximately 9.45 river miles upstream
from the backwater of Lake Cumberland on the Wayne County side of the
Little South Fork River. The site is situated along a south-facing
bluff line on a relatively straight portion of the river. The floor
area of the shelter is approximately 2 x 12 meters and exhibits no
indication of more than surficial disturbance. Shovel tests to a depth
of 35 centimeters located in situ cultural material in at least two
levels. Diagnostic material at tne site is characteristic of the Wood-
land period.

Cultural Material: I drill (triangular, concave base)
I biface (projectile point tip)
2 bone fragments
3 shell fragment3

98 waste flakes or debitage
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l5McyS8 is an open site located approximately 12.5I river miles upstream
from the backwater of Lake Cumberland on the McCreary County side of the
Little South Fork River. Cultural debris is scattered over a knoll
situated at the confluence of a small branch (Corder Creek) and the
river. Lithic material was found scattered in eroded areas as well as
downslope adjacent to the river. A portion of the site has been eroded
away by vehicle traffic; however, a good portion of the site is intact.
A relatively heavy scatter of waste flakes is present at the site. The
extent of the site is unknown.

Cultural Material: 28 waste flakes
3 shell fragments

15Wn39 is an historic site located 7.81 river miles upstream from the
backwater of Lake Cumberland on the Wayne County side of the Little
South Fork River. The site is located approximately 60 meters upstream
from where the Ritner Ford enters the Little South Fork. All that now
remains of the mill is the piled rock mill race and scattered portions
of the rock dam across the river which still backs up a certain amount
of water. Local informants say that the mill was the first in the area
and was constructed by Jerry Denney in the late 1700's or early 1800's.
Jerry Denney was one of the first inhabitants of the area and many of
his descendants still live close to the Little South Fork. The mill was
used to grind grain, both wheat and corn, and was reportedly still in
use up to 50 years ago. According to local informants, a broken mill-
stone from the mill is in the river between the mill site and Lick
Creek. A man by the name of Coffey was the last person to operate the
mill in the early 1900's.

Plate 19 - Site 15Wn39 -- Site of Dam and
Mill Race of Past Grist Mill
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15Mcyl96 is a historic site locdted 2.35 river miles upstrea,'! from the
backwater of Lake Cumberland on the McCreary County side of the Little
South Fork River. The site consists of four hewn base logs of what
appears to have been a log dwelling. No buried cultural features likely
occur at the site since the base logs are set on a relatively flat
natural rock surface. Only 1 to ' inches of humus covers the rock
surface over the entire site. No collection was made. No further work
is recommended.

Plate 20 - Site 15Mcy196 -- Log Dwelling, Base Logs

2.2.6.2 Interpretation of Archaeological Findings

The archaeoloqical reconnaissance of the Little South Fork Wild River
study area identified 22 prehistoric archaeological sites but added
little in the form of new definitive information regarding the prehis-
toric inhabitants of the area. However, from the reconnaissance a
number of similarities emerge which can be correlated with present
knowledge about prehistory in the eastern United States and the Cumber-
land Plateau region. Subsequent Phase II: Intensive Survey testing
will likely yield additional information specific to how prehistoric
peoples lived in the Little South Fork area.

During the reconnaissance small triangular projectile point forms char-
acteristic of the middle to late Woodland and the Mississippian tradi-
tions in the eastern United States (Vento et al. 1980, Coe 1964, Kneberg
1956, Cambron 1973, Ritchie 1961) were found at sites 15Mcy86, 15Mcy87,
15Wn25, and 15Wn27. Sandstone tempered potsherds also associated with
the middle to late Woodland period (Haag 1942, Vento et al. 1980) were
found in surface collections at 15McyB6, 15Wn3l, and l5Wnl?. One shell-
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tempered potsherd was found at site 15Wn23. Shell-tempered pottery is
generally associated with a late Woodland/Mississippian tradition.
Although these diagnostic artifacts are a relatively small sample, the
evidence suggests an occupation/utilization of the Little South Fork
area around 2000 years before the present.

No definitive evidence of an Archaic tradition was encountered in the
reconnaissance. However, it is almost certain that peoples of the
Archaic period utilized the area. The Archaic subsistence pattern of
hunting and gathering was well suited for the Little South Fork area. It
is possible that the bottomland sites encountered during this survey are
Archaic sites or have an Archaic component. Further, Archaic sites have
been reported for McCreary County (Ison and Sorensen 1979) within 20
miles of the study area. The majority of the sites had evidence of
buried cultural material and it is likely that further testing of those
sites will add the Archaic tradition to the sequence of prehistoric
cultures in the area.

The rockshelter sites along the Little South Fork exhibit a number of
traits which seem to be characteristic of other shelters in the region.
There was an obvious lack of primary flakes in the surface collections
and shovel tests. Debitage collected in the sites was almost all secon-
dary flaking; this may indicate that bifaces were not manufactured in
the shelters. This trait was also noted by Ison and Sorensen (1979) in
their test excavations of a rockshelter in northern McCreary County.
They suggested that flint knapping in the shelter centered around main-
tenance of finished bifaces rather than manufacture of new ones.

Evidence of dietary habits were present in most of the rockshelter sites
recorded by this reconnaissance. Charred bone fragments, primarily long
bones from deer, were commonly noted at shelter sites as were mussel
shells and charred nut fragments. Of the food remains, the charred nuts
may be the only indicator of the seasonal use of the shelter. Since
nuts are harvested in the fall, it is reasonable to assume that the
shelters were utilized in cold weather seasons.

!, further support of a cold weather occupation of rockshelters is the
fact that, of the overhangs investigated, none with a direct northern
,.Aposure contained prehistoric cultural debris. In fact, the majority
of the rockshelters located had a southern exposure. Very few of the
sites located were oriented such that they were not somewhat protected
to the north.

2.2.6.3 Structures

There are no historic structures listed on the National Re ister of
Historic Places for the Little South Fork Wild River study area (Depart-
ment of Interor 1976). No historic structures have been identified in
or adjacent to the Little South Fork Wild River area by the Kentucky
Heritage Commission; however, the historic site surveys of Wayne and
McCreary counties are ongoing and incomplete (letter dated December 2,
1980, to Coastal Zone Resources Division from the Kentucky Heritage
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Commission, Mrs. Donna C. Hopkins, Acting Executive Director and Acting
State Historic Preservation Officer). CZR has identified the location
of various structures within the Wild River study area boundaries.
Eight of these structures are considered historic (i.e. 50 years or
older). These structures are indicated on the project ,naps (Map Set F)
and are briefly described below. None of the structures listed helow
are considered historically or architecturally important.

1) The Ritner Post Office

The Ritner Post Office is located on the Wayne County side of the Little
South Fork approximately 7.9 river miles upstream froi the backwater of
Lake Cumberland and one-quarter of a mile northwest of Ritner Ford.
According to the Ritner Postmaster, Oonald ,Jones, the primary frame
structure was built by his grandfather in the early 20th century. Since
then there have been at least two additions. The huilding served as a
general store as well as the Post Office for the inhabitants of the
Abbotts Hollow, Lick Creek and Roberts Hollow areas of Wayne and McCre-
ary County until 1978 when the store portion was closed.

Plate 21 - Ritner Post Office
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2) Soree lones Houe

The Soree Jones house is located on the Wayne County side of the Little
South Fork approximately 7.15 river miles upstreari frori the backwater of
Lake Cue iberland and approximately three-quarters of a mile east of
Ritner on a hill 300 feet west of the river.

The original structure was, a single-rooim hewn rectancguiar log dwelling
(as defined by Glassie 1968b:353 in Riedl et al. 1976) constructed circa
1880 by Soree Jones' grandfather. A log addi tion was hui t approx-
imately ?~years ago by Soree Jones and her mother.

Plate 2? Soree Jones House



3) Laq wel ling Ruins

The ruins of this rectangular log dwelling (Glassie 1968b:353 in 9 iedl
et al. 1976) are located on the McCrpary County side of the Little South
Fork approximately 5.4 river miles upstrean from the backwater of Lake
Cumberland and approximately 800 feet south of Freedom Church Ford,
This dwelling is rectangular and of hewn log construction with a frame
addition. The owner is unknown.

Plate 23 - Ruins of a Loq nwellin,
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2.2.7 RECOMMENDATIONS

The reconnaissance of the Little South Fork Wild River study area iden-
tified 22 prehistoric archaeological sites and two historic archaeologi-
cal sites. Fourteen of the prehistoric sites appear to be in relatively
undisturbed condition. The renaining sites have been disturbed to some
degree by relic hunters, cultivation, camp ing activity, or other human
disturbance. However, many of the disturbed sites still have potential
to contribute additional knowledge about the prehistoric use of the
area.

According to local historian Mr. Garnet Walker of Monticello, relic
hunters regularly dig for artifacts in archaeological sites, primarily
rockshelters, in both Wayne and McCreary counties. He suggests that
every easily accessible rockshelter or known open site in the two-county
area has been disturbed by relic hunters. Those sites which are less
accessible and undisturbed, such as many of those located by this recon-
naissance, will not likely remain so much longer. As access improves
and public use increases in the Wild River corridor, those _'tes which
have survived unmolested until the present will soon be disturbed and
perhaps made archaeologically useless by the untrained public.

The need for a Phase If: Intensive urvey is evident and such a survey
is recommended for the Wild River study area as soon as possible. Al-
though by definition, a Phase I: Reconnaissance is not designed to
furnish complete project coverage and usually involves a selective
examination of the project area within an explicit sampling framework,
CZR's reconnaissance included relatively complete ground coverage of the
project area. This coverage approached the level normally done in a
Phase II: Intensive Survey. Therefore, additional pedestrian survey
coverage of the area wouTd likely only produce limited results and is
not recommended. The main emphasis of the Phase II: Intensive Survey
should be to test known sites to document each site's potential to yield
archaeological information.

The recommended Phase II: Intensive Survey procedure would be control-
led excavation of at least one (and preferably more in larger sites)
appropriately sized test square at all of the prehistoric archaeological
sites recorded during this reconnaissance. At least two major benefits
would be gained from such a testing program. First, each site's true
potential as an archaeological resource could be judged and evaluated in
terms of National Register criteria. Second, at least a portion of the
archaeological information contained in each site would be salvaged and
protected even if the site warranted no additional testing.

If time and budget restrictions will not permit such a comprehensive
testing program as that outlined above,Th-e following list of sites have
been arranged in descending order of importance. Those sites listed
first are most highly recommended for testing based on information
gained from the reconnaissance.
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15Wn23
1 5Wn32
I5Wn3O
1 5Wn38
I 5Wn27
1 5Mcy86
15Mcy85
15Wn33
I5Wn34
15Mcy87
15Wn36
15Wn31
15Wn25
15Wn28
15Mcy84
15Wn37
I 5Wn29
15Wn22
15Mcy88
1 5Wn35
15Wn26
I5Wn24

Taken into consideration in preparation of this list were factors such
as the presence of buried cultural material, the degree of disturbance
at each site, site size, site type (rockshelter or bottomland), the
surface-collected cultural material, and the general setting of the site
in terms of location, accessibility, and visibility.

Subsequent Phase III: Mitigation efforts will also likely be appro-
priate for some of the sites. Those sites which, based on the Phase 11:
Intensive Survey testing results, meet the criteria for nomination on
the No nal Re ister of Historic Places may warrant subsequent manage-
ment such as avoidance, 2) preservation through protection, or 3)
mitigation through excavation.

No further work is recommended for the two historic archaeological
sites, Site 15Wn39 which is an old grist mill site and Site 15Mcy89
which is the hewn base logs of what appears to have been a log dwelling.

Eight historic structures were identified during the reconnaissance and
photographs and brief descriptions of each structure were included in
this report. Although it is CZR's opinion, based on the reconnaissance
findings, that none of the structures are potentially eligible for the
National Register of Historic Places, CZR recommends that Phase II:
Intensive efForts include the architectural and historical eval-
uations o tne structures in sufficient detail to definitely determine
the structures' eligibility.
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2.2.8 OTHER CULTURAL FEATURES OF POTENTIAL INTEREST
TO AN INTERPRETIVE PROGRAM

Various cultural features of potential interest to an interpretive pro-
gram are located within the Wild River study area. These features are
located on the project maps (Map Set F) and photographs and slides of
each are provided. Two churches occur within the study area. The Con-
cord Baptist Church, located in Wayne County in the upstream portion of
the Wild River corridor, was constituted on 8 October 1825 (Bork 1978)
and the Freedom United Baptist Church, located in Wayne County toward
the downstream end of the Wild River corridor, is of about the same age
(Personal communication, 2 April 1981, Mr. Garnet Walker, Local Histor-
ian, Monticello, KY). The building presently used by Concord Baptist
Church was reportedly built in the early 1900's and the Freedom Baptist
Church building was constructed in 1933-34 after a fire had destroyed
the previous church building.

Three fords cross the Little South Fork in the Wild River corridor. The
two major fords are the Ritner Ford and the Freedom Church Ford; how-
ever, a lesser used and more difficult to traverse ford is the Jim
Vaughn Ford. Associated with Ritner Ford and the Freedom Church Ford
are footbridges, constructed of suspended cables and one-inch thick wood
flats. The footbridges allow pedestrian access across the river even in
times of high water when vehicular crossings of the fords are prevented.
The Freedom Church Footbridge was constructed circa 1920 and the Ritner
Footbridge was constructed circa 1940.

Near Ritner Ford is located the little post village of Ritner which was
established on 29 April 1890 with Isaac Jones as its first postmaster.
At present, Ritner contains only the postmaster's residence and the post
office which is located in a building fomerly used as a store.

Five silt dams, referred to as "bottoms" by some local residents, occur
in the area. One of these structures is made of rocks and is located at
the lower end of Jones Hollow in McCreary County. Another is construct-
ed of rock and cedar logs and is located just south of Ritner on Lick
Creek in Wayne County. Another composed of rocks and logs is located on
Baker Branch in Wayne County north of the Highway 92 bridge, and the
last two, both constructed entirely of rock, are located in McCreary
County. One is near the mouth of Corder Creek and the other is in
Worley Hollow near its union with Morrow Hollow. The dams were con-
structed and filled or allowed to fill with earth and silt to provide
suitable areas for faming.

The ruins of an old grist mill are located on the Wayne County side of
the Little South Fork approximately 60 meters upstream from Ritner Ford.
All that now remains of the mill is the piled rock mill race and scat-
tered portions of the rock dam across the river which still backs up a
certain amount of water. Local informants say that the mill was the
first in the area and was constructed by Jerry Denney in the late 1700's
or early 1800's. Jerry Denney was one of the first inhabitants of the
area and many of his descendants still live close to the Little South
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Fork. The mill was used to grind grain, both wheat and corn, and was
reportedly still in use up to 50 years ago. According to local infor-
mants, a broken millstone from the mill is in the river between the mill
site and Lick Creek. A man by the name of Coffey was the last person in
operate the mill in the early 1900's.
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SECTION III

NATURAL RESOURCES



3.1 PHYSIOGRAPHY

Physiography literally means a description of nature or of natural
phenomena in general. In a more restriced sense, it is roughly equiva-
lent to physical geography. That is, physiography concerns the study of
the earth's exterior features and the changes that occur in these fea-
tures. It embraces several more narrow scientific disciplines including
geology, geomorphology, pedology, meteorology and hydrology, and the
interaction of these. For example, geomorphology, climate and hydrology
interact to produce the topography and soils of any given area. This
physical system can assume an infinite variety of forms, which interact
with the biological enviroivnent within and around it to form a physical/
biological systems combination uniquely adapted to the total environ-
ment. Finally, man and his settlement patterns are influenced and in
turn influence the physiography of an area.

This section of this environmental inventory concerns the physiography
of the Little South Fork Cumberland River, a unique riverine environment
in southeastern Kentucky. The elements of physiography to be considered
herein, include: topography, geology, geomorphology, pedology,climate,
hydrology and soils. The following paragraphs are an abbreviated sum-
mary of these topics, which will be followed by a more detailed treat-
ment of each element.

The Little South Fork Cumberland River lies along the boundary between
two major Physiographic Regions: the Mississippian Plateau and the
Cumberland Plateau (Lobeck, undated). The Mississippian Plateau is a
vast upland carved by erosion of Mississippian age rock strata, most of
which are limestone strata. It has two levels: the upper level is the
Mammoth Cave Upland in western Kentucky, and the lower level is the
Pennyroyal Plateau which includes much of the central and southern
portions of the state (McFarlan, 1958). The Little South Fork lies at
the eastern edge of the Pennyroyal Plateau where it intergrades with the
Pottsville Escarpment, which is the western edge of the Cumberland
Plateau. The Escarpment developed because the sandstones and conglome-
rates (Pottsville Conglomerate of earlier workers; now known as the
Rockcastle Conglomerate) of the Pennsylvanian-aged strata of the eastern
Kentucky region are massive and highly resistant to erosion. The zone of
transition between these two regions is comparatively rugged. The sedi-
mentary strata of the Cumberland Plateau were uplifted in the distant
geologic past in a manner that caused only minor warping and deformation
of the rock units.

Average annual temperature in the Little South Fork region is 56°F and
annual average precipitation is 49 inches. The precipitation combines
with groundwater conditions and topography to determine the hydrology of
the streams. The relatively mild variations in daily and weekly tempera-
ture cycles are of only minor importance in the formation of the area's
topography. Fractures, jointing, gravity and the undercutting action of
area streams are far more important factors in the development of the
topography of the region than rock expansion/contraction cycles due to
temperature variations. Climatic factors combine with weathered geo-
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logic material and organic materials acted upon by micro-organisms to
form soils, which are in turn, suitable environments for many types of
plants, especially hardwood trees.

3.2 TOPOGRAPHY

The Little South Fork flows generally in a northeasterly direction from
its headwaters in Tennessee to its confluence with the Big South Fork
Cumberland River four miles downstream of the Wild River segment. The
valley through which it flows is moderately deep and steep, but cannot
be characterized as gorge-like. There are no spectacular sandstone
cliffs rimming the valley as there are along the Rockcastle River and
the Cumberland Below the Falls. The Little South Fork flows primarily
over limestone strata. The Pennsylvanian sandstone strata that produce
the spectacular scenery of the Rockcastle and Red River gorges lie at
elevations that usually place them outside the Little South Fork study
a rea.

Typical ground surface elevations in the study area are in the range of
830 to 1,000 feet above mean sea level. In the upstream half of the
study area, rounded hills with a typical relief of between 100 and 200
feet are the dominant landform. Near the downstream end of the study
area, the hills tend to lengthen into narrow saddle-shaped ridges with
rounded crests. Maximum change in elevation, from the edge of the
stream to the highest point in the vicinity, ranges from approximately
300 feet at the upstream terminus of the study area to approximately 500
feet at the downstream end. Slope ranges typically from 10 to 15 de-
grees over most of the study area, but exceeds 25 degrees in many loca-
tions. Drainage patterns of small tributary basins are dendritic. The
tributaries intersect the main stem of the stream at nearly right ang-
les, and relatively few tributaries occur.

The valley through which the study segment of the Little South Fork
flows is relatively wide, averaging approximately 3,500 feet between the
crests of hills and ridges on opposite sides of the stream. Valley
depth ranges from approximately 300 feet near the upstream terminus to
approximately 500 feet at the downstream end, and averages 390 feet.
Along the mainstem, the valley profile is quite often rugged and steep.
Near the mouths of tributaries, the valley profile is not nearly so
steep as a consequence of incisement by the tributary. At these loca-
tions, slopes of less than 10 degrees are common and the land has usual-
ly been cleared and cultivated.

An idealized cross section of the Little South Fork valley is presented
in Figure 7. The topographic features of the valley are the stream
channel in the valley floor, the footslopes, the sideslopes, and the
upper slopes.

The Wild River segment of the Little South Fork virtually lacks a flood-
plain. The Coopersville and Nevelsville Geologic Quadrangle Maps show
an absence of Quaternary alluvial deposits along the study segment.
Typically, the stream channel is limestone bedrock, and the valley walls
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rise from the water's edge. There is usually a footslope that rises at
an angle of 20 to 35 degrees or more to a height of between 30 and 100
feet above the stream bed. Typically, the footslope grades into the
sideslope approximately 70 feet above the level of the stream. In many
locations there is a line of low cliffs forming a bluff at the junction
of the footslope with the sideslope. Occasionally, there is no foot-
slope, and the valley wall rises 300 feet or more from the edge of the
stream on a continuous slope angle of about 35 degrees.

The steepness of sideslopes varies widely, but generally is in the range
of 2 degrees to 30 degrees with 20-25 degrees representing a typical
sideslope. Sideslopes usually undergo a change in elevation of 100 to
200 feet before grading into the upper slope.

The upper slope varies considerably from location to location in the
study area. In most places, and especially in the upstream half of the
study area, the upper slope takes the form of a gentle slope forming a
rounded hilltop. In the downstream half of the study corridor, there is
frequently one or two nearly level benches marking the transition from
the sideslope to the upper slope. The lower bench marks the subsurface
transition from rocks of the Mississippian Period to Pennsylvanian-aged
strata. The upper bench, when present, is usually associated with an
unnamed coal bed in the Pennsylvanian strata.

In other locations, especially in the downstream half of the area, the
upper slope is quite short and steep as it forms part of a narrow,
rounded ridgetop. Often, the upper slope is beyond the lateral limits
of the official Wild River boundary, and even beyond the limits of the
broader study area illustrated in the Map Folio Set.

3.3 GEOLOGY

3.3.1 REGIONAL GEOLOGY

The Little South Fork Wild River lies along the zone of transition
between two geologic provinces: the Mississippian Plateau and the
Eastern Coal Field. Geologic materials in both provinces are sedi-
mentary rocks. The Mississippian Plateau is composed predominantly of
limestone strata while the Eastern Coal Field consists primarily of
sandstone, siltstone, shale, coal and also some limestone. The transi-
tional character of the study area's location can be appreciated by
placing the Coopersville and Nevelsville Geologic Quadrangle Maps, which
encompass the study area, side by side. Color patterns representing
Mississippian strata dominate the Coopersville quadrar. le, which in-
cludes the western one-half of the study area, while the Nevelsville
quad is almost entirely covered by a color pattern representing Pennsyl-
vanian strata.
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3.3.2 SITE GEOLOGY

3.3.2.1 Stratigraphy

Rock units that outcrop within the Little South Fork study area are, in
ascending order: the Monteagle Limestone, the Hartselle Formation, the
Bangor Limestone and the Pennington Formation, all of Mississippian age
(see Tables 5 and 6); and the Breathitt and Lee Formations of Pennsyl-
vanian age (Lewis and Taylor 1976; Smith 1976). The Monteagle Limestone
contains two members: the Ste. Genevieve Limestone Member, which is the
lowermost and underlies the stream from Freedom Chapel to Ritner in the
center of the Wild River corridor; and the Kidder Limestone Member which
underlies the stream from Ritner to the Kentucky Highway 92 Bridge. The
Rockcastle Sandstone (Conglomerate) Member of the Lee Formation occurs
at elevations in the Little South Fork vicinity that place it outside of
the lateral limits of the study area.

TABLE 5

THE GEOLOGIC TIME SCALE

Age of beginning,
in millions of

years before the
Era Period Epoch present

Quaternary Holocene 0.011
Pleistocene 2.5

Cenozoic Plicoene 13
Miocene 26

Tertiary Oligocene 38
Eocene 54
Paleocene 65

Cretaceous 136
Mesozoic Jurassic 193

Triassic 225

Permian 280
Pennsylvanian 320
(Upper Carboniferous)
Mississippian 345

Paleozoic (Lower Carboniferous)
Devonian 395
Silurian 435
Ordovi ci an 500
Cambrian 570

Precambrian

SOURCE: Seyfert, C.K. and L.A. Sirkin. 1973. Earth History and
Plate Tectonics. Harper and Row, New York. 504pp.
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TABLE 6

LITTLE SOUTH FORK STUDY AREA LITHOSTRATInRAPHY
ADAPTED FROM LEWIS AND TAYLOR (1976) AND SMITH (1976)

Age Formation Member Description

Light yellowish-gray to grayish-brown
sandstone weathering yellowish-brown
to grayish-orange; fine to coarse
grained, quartzose, thin to thick
bedded and locally crossbedded; local-
ly contains scattered quartz pebbles

Rockcastle less than -inch in diameter. Seams of
Lee Sandstone sandstone commonly less than one inch

(Conglomerate) thick cemented by iron oxide occur.
Conglomerate is yellowish-gray to
grayish-brown, weathering light brown
to dark yellowish-orange; consists of
white quartz pebbles about 1 -inch in
diameter in a matrix of medium to
coarse grained sandstone; locally con-
tains thin bands and irregular masses
of dusky-brown, iron-stained sand-
stone; lower 15 feet of member often
weathers to a honeycomb appearance.

Pennsyl vanian
Shale, siltstone, sandstone and coal:
tht shale is yellowish-gray to gray
,sh-brown, weathering yellowish-brown
to yellowish-orange; sandy and carbon-
.ceous; locally contains stringers and
lenses of iron-stained siltstone and
fine grained sandstone; discoidal and
ellipsoidal ironstone concretions I to
2 inches thick and 5 to 10 inches
long are scattered along fractures
and bedding planes. Siltstone is

Breathittt medium to light gray, carbonaceous,
thin to thick-bedded; in part cross-
bedded. Sandstone is light gray to
light olive gray, weathering to yellow-
ish-gray; thin bedded, quartzose,
locally slightly micaceous and contain-
ing some ferromagnetic minerals;
interbedded with lenses of shale.
Fragments of the fossil plants Lepido-
dendron and Calamites are locaT7y-
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TABLE 6
(continued)

Age Formation Member Description

Pennsylvanian non. Coal is banded bituminous variety
(continued) variety; locally contains shale splits

and irregular masses of iron sulfide.
Thickest coal bed, one of two in un-
named coal zone near base of unit is
locally as thick as 48 inches. Unnamed
coal zone may be equivalent to the
Stearns coal zone mapped in the Bar-
hell mapped in the Barthell quadrangle
(Pomerene, 1964) to the southeast.
Basal contact poorly exposed; position
marked by a break between upper steep-
er slope and lower more gentle slope
underlain by slumped material of the
less stable Pennington Formation.

Clay shale, limestone, sandstone and
siltstone: Clay shale is light green-
ish-brown to olive-gray and bluish-
green; upper part contains some light
reddish-brown and dusky red beds; wea-
thers to red, yellow, brown and green
clay; very plastic when wet. The
limestone is medium gray to dark gray,
micrograined to coarse grained; medium
to thick bedded; contains some bio-
clastic and oolitic beds; bioclastic
beds contain calyx plates and rare

Pennington calyces and several crinoid species,
particularly Pterotocrinus; fragments
and plates of blastoids, such as Pen-
trimites, and fragments of bryozoans

Mississippian and smaIl brachiopods. Sandstone is
olive gray to yellowish-brown, very
fine to medium grained, thin bedded and
wavy bedded, quartzose and micaceous.
Siltstone is brown to medium or light
gray, in lenses and thin beds with
shale. Basal contact sharp, but common-
ly poorly exposed; marked by a bench
formed on the underlying Bangor Lime-
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TABLE 6
(continued)

Age Formation Member Description

Mississippian stone. Subject to landsliding when wet;
(continued) especially where the toe of a slope has

Pennington been cut. Forms a hummocky surface on
(continued) most slopes as a result of clumping and

sliding.

Dark to medium-gray, very fine to
coarse grained limestone. Lower part

Bangor thick bedded, grading upward to thin-
Limestone ner beds with thin clay shale partings

along bedding planes. Brachiopods
and bryozoans abundant, particularly
in upper part. Poorly exposed on hill-
sides. Mapped with the underlying
Hartselle Formation.

Shale and sandstone: the shale is
greenish-gray to bluish-green, thin
and even bedded; in part calcareous;

Hartselle clayey, plastic when wet. The sand-
stone is quartzose, greenish-gray to
olive green, very fine to fine grained
in very thin, even to wavy beds; the
base of the formation commonly forms a
bench on the underlying limestone. The
basal contact is sha,-p and is well ex-
posed on many hillsides.

Limestone, siltstone and shale: The
limestone is medium to light gray,
bluish-gray and yellowish-gray, micro-
grained to medium grained, commonly
oolitic, thin to thick bedded; gener-

Kidder ally structureless, in part cross-
Limestone bedded, and some shale and siltstone

interbedded. Contains abundant small
Monteagle brachiopods, blastoids and crinoids.
Limestone Basal and radial plates of the crinoid

Talarocrinus are locally abundant in
the lower 1/2 of the member. Basal
plates of Agassizocrinus are common in
the upper half. Large stem fragments,
an inch or more in diameter, of an
unidentified crinoid genus are common.
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TABLE 6
(continued)

Age Formation Member Description

Mississippian Mionteagle Kidder In a zone 6 to 8 feet thick in thick-
(continued) Limestone Limestone bedded limestone about 30 to 40 feet

(continued)(continued) below the top of the unit; zone is
commonly underlain by olive green to
gray shale 1/2 to 2 feet thick, which
is in turn underlain by a bed of dolo-
mitic micrite. Chert nodules are com-
mon near the top of the unit. The
member is well exposed only in road
cuts such as that at the Kentucky
Highway 92 bridge. The basal contact
is difficult to locate because of

similar rock types in this and the
underlying unit.

Limestone and chert: iedium to light
gray, commonly bluish-gray limestone
weathers very light gray; micrograined
to medium grz4 ned, commonly oolitic,
,andy and silt), thick to thin bedded,

Ste. commonly crossbedded; contains a few
Genevieve 2 - 4 inch thick beds of clay shale.
Limestone Uppermost bed is limestone breccia.

Chert stringers and black and gray
chert nodules 3 to 4 inches in dia-
meter are common in a zone 2 to 3 feet
thick about 20 feet below the top of
the unit. Unit ccntains abundant
microfossils, some brachiopods, horn
corals, blastoids, crinoids and rare
colonial corals formerly referred to
as Lithostrotion hamodites and now
called Sihoenron ? aff. S.
genevievensis Easton. Stem segments
of the crinoid Platycrinites occur
locally. Member fors edges in
slopes. Base not exposed.

-
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Most of the rock units in the study area are horizontal or near-horizon-
tal, parallel strata composed mostly of limestone, sandstone and shale.
Lesser constituents include siltstone, chert, coal and clay shale. The
contact between the Mississippian strata (Pennington Formation) and the
Pennsylvanian strata (Breathitt Formation) is poorly exposed in the
study area, but is marked by an abrupt change from a steep upper slope
to a more gentle lower slope or sideslope. The contact between diffe-
rent formations and members of Mississippian strata is frequently marked
by narrow benches or by ledges outcropping on hillsides (Lewis and
Taylor 1976).

The pattern and areal extent of the geologic formations in the study
area is illustrated in Map Folio Sec C, Geology. Table 6 contains a
lithostratigraphic description of each unit.

3.3.2.2 Structure

The sedimentary strata of the study area were originally planar and
nearly horizontal beds of sand, silt and clay deposited in water which
underwent burial, dewatering and lithifaction over a time span of mill-
ions of years. Forces from within the earth, during this time period,
have folded the originally planar surfaces to a moderate degree which
has resulted in a gently undulating subsurface structure in the immed-
iate study area. Faulting has not been reported in either of the geolo-
gic quadrangles that encompass the Wild River study area and jointing is
infrequent (Lewis and Taylor 1976; Smith 1976).

The dominant structural elements influencing the strata of the Wild
River corridor are periclinal structures: the Ritner Anticline, which
crests just north of the center of the Wild River corridor, and the
Turkey Creek Syncline north of that. The axis of the Ritner Anticline
is oriented on a compass direction of approximately 045' near the up-
stream terminus of the Wild River, but curves eastward to approximately
0750 at Freedom Chapel. The total relief of the Ritner Anticline is
approximately 100 feet.

The portion of the anticline within the study area, however, has a
relief of only 40 feet. That is, the crestline pluno-s 40 feet in a
southeasterly direction between Ritner and Kidds Crossing, and 40 feet
in an east-northeasterly direction between Ritner and Freedom Chapel.

The rock strata of the study area between Kidd's Crossing and Ritner dip
to the southeast at an angle of approximately 0.30 (25 feet per mile).
From Ritner to Freedom Church, the dip of the rocks is south-southeast
at approximately 0.40 (35 feet per mile). Near Freedom Church, the
Little South Fork bends northward, crossing the crestline of the Ritner
Anticline. The dip of the strata in the final mile of the study area
is, therefore, north-northwest at approximately 0.60 (60 feet per mile).

Rock strata north of Ritner dip to the north-northwest into the Turkey
Creek Syncline. The axis of the troughline of the Turkey Creek Syncline
is parallel to the axis of the Ritner Anticline, and is about two miles
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north of the study area. South of Ritner, the rock strata dip to the
south-southeast to beyond the limits of the Coopersville and Nevelsville
quadrangle maps. A minor subsurface basin underlies the Wild River at
Kidd's Crossing.

3.3.2.3 Economic Deposits

The most important mineral resources of the study area and the region
are coal , oil and gas. Of lesser economic importance, but occurring in
greater abundance, are limestone, sandstone and shale.

Coal is of the banded bituminous variety and is typically found near the
tops of the ridges in the area, generally at elevations above 1100 feet.
Named coal beds in these formations include the Barren Fork coal bed and
the Stearns coal zone. In addition to these there are several unnamed
coal beds. Number and thickness of coal beds in the Stearns coal zone
are variable. Thickness is reported to range from 6 to 50 inches (Smith
1976). In 1974, stripping of a coal bed 48 inches thick was begun about
two miles northwest of Ritner near the head of Lick Creek, a small
tributary stream that empties into the Little South Fork at Ritner,
Kentucky (Lewis and Taylor 1976). This mine site is now extensive
(Harker et al. 1979). Northeast of Ritner, coal seams along Cindy
Cliff, Coal Cliff, Sand Cliff and Balls Cliff are being mined by the
Greenwood Land and Mining Company of Somerset and Parkers Lake, Kentucky
and the Freedom Coal Company of Somerset, Kentucky. Near Cindy Cliff
and Balls Cliff the surface mining activity lies within 1000 feet of the
official Wild River boundary.

Beginning in the 1880's, many holes were drilled for oil and gas in the
area surrounding the upstream end of the study area and to the south and
west. The northern extension of the Slavans Oil Field intercepts the
study area. This field contains at least five producing oil pools
(Wilson and Sutton 1973), three of which underlie the Wild River corri-
dor at Slavans, Kentucky. Maximum production of oil occurred between
1900 and 1912. Intermittent drilling continued after 1912 (Lewis and
Taylor 1976), and several new holes have been drilled in recent years.

Most of the oil and gas from the Slavans Oil Field came from what dril-
lers call "the Beaver Creek sand" or "Beaver sand" in the lower part of
the Fort Payne Formation of Early Mississippian age at elevations be-
tween 400 and 500 feet above mean sea level. Future production in the
area, from holes drilled to depths of 200 to 700 feet in the Beaver
Creek sand, may amount to a few barrels per day with low hole pressure.
Long-sustained yields should not be expected (Lewis and Taylor 1976).

There are no stone quarries in the study area or in the immediat6
ity. However, large amounts of limestone suitable for agric,,L.
limestone, concrete aggregate and road construction are available froi,.
Mississippian-aged formations (Lewis and Taylor 1976). The Monteagle
Limestone in particular consists mostly of high-calcium limestone with
few impurities and is a potential source of industrial or chemical grade
calcium carbonate (Smith 1976).
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Shale in the Pennington and Breathitt Formations is believed to be
suitable for use in the manufacture of various clay products such as
brick, tile and lightweight aggregate (Lewis and Taylor 1976). In
addition, most of the shale in the Breathitt Formation is suitable for
use as fill material (Smith 1976), and shale of the Pennington Formation
is said to make a good base for farm ponds (Lewis and Taylor 1976).

Sandstone beds in the upper part of the Rockcastle Sandstone Member of
the Lee Formation are commonly three to six inches thick and are separat-
ed from each other by thin shale partings which facilitate quarrying.
Stone cut from the Rockcastle Sandstone has been used in the past in the
construction of public buildings in both Wayne and McCreary counties
(Smith 1976).

3.3.2.4 Physiographic Features

Physiographic features, as used here, refers to geologic or geomorphic
features of special recreational, educational, aesthetic or interpretive
value. In the course of this inventory, the locations of typical exam-
ples of such features, as well as the location and identification of
sensitive areas requiring special management, protection or preservation
were determined, and these loci were mapped in Map Folio Set E, Special
Features.

Geologic features of special interest described in this section and
located in Map Folio Set E include features with an interesting or
unusual mineral composition, texture or structure, or localities where
certain strata contain either an abundance of fossil remains or a few
fossils of an unusual nature. Special geomorphic features include, for
example, rock outcrops, sinkholes, cliffs and benches. Locations where
the contact between different sedimentary formations is well exposed are
also noted and discussed. A verbal location and short description of
each feature mapped in Map Folio Set E, Special Features, is contained
in Table 27 of Section IV of this report.

Nearly all of the physiographic features identified in the study area
are Mississippian-aged sedimentary strata, and chiefly limestone. There
are numersous localities where students involved in an environmental
education program revolving around field studies of the characteristics
of Mississippian sedimentary strata would have access to relatively good
examples of two or three different types of rocks, and the contacts
between them. Access is best in the roadcut along Kentucky Highway 92
at the upstream terminus of the Wild River, and along gravel roads in
the upper half of the study area.

Pennsylvanian strata, including the Rockcastle Sandstone Member of the
Lee Formation, generally occur at elevations that often place them
beyond the limits of the official Wild River boundary and even beyond
the larger study area depicted in the Map Folio Set. Where Pennsylvan-
ian strata are present, they are moderately difficult to reach, being at
the highest elevations on the tops of ridges.
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3.4 CLIMATE

3.4.1 REGIONAL CLIMATE

The following general description of the regional climate of the study
area is paraphrased from the Climatological Summary for the National
Weather Service station at Somerset, Kentucky, the nearest station for
which a published summary is available. There are National Weather
Service stations at Monticello, and also at Stearns, but published
summaries are not available for these stations. Further, the records
for the Stearns station are incomplete, with data for some months in
each year typically missing. The Stearns station has been established
for only 11 years. Records of precipitation at Monticello have been
kept for 44 years, and temperature for 24 years. At Somerset, there are
actually two stations: one which has recorded temperature and precipi-
tation data for 38 years, and another which was established only six
years ago, and records only precipitation. The most recent published
climatological summary for the older Somerset station is for the period
of record, 1943 to 1966. Some of the data contained in this summary are
presented in Tables 7 and 8 on the following pages. Table 9 presents
precipitation data for Monticello, Kentucky for comparison. The data in
Table 10 were obtained from monthly climatological data summaries for
1979 for the State of Kentucky.

The climate of the Little South Fork study area is characterized as
temperate, with moderately cold winters and warm humid summers. The
weather in all seasons of the year is characterized by relatively sudden
changes in local weather conditions resulting from frontal activity
associated with the movements of high and low pressure air masses.
Frontal activity is greatest in the winter and early spring, somewhat
less in the fall, and least in the late spring and summer.

Precipitation is relatively evenly distributed throughout the year
without a wet or dry season per se. However, the months of January
through June average nearly an inch more precipitation per month than
the months of July through December. In a typical year, March is the
wettest month, and October is the driest. Annual free-water evapora-
tion, that is evaporation from shallow lakes and from ponds, averages
about 36 inches, or about 13 inches less than the average annual precip-
itation. About 75 percent of this evaporation occurs during the six-
month period of May through October (Elam 1968).

A pattern of cyclical fluctuation in monthly precipitation is evident in
the historical data for the Somerset station. Of the mid-seasonal
months, January has less than 35% of average precipitation approximately
once every 10 years, and April, July and October have less than 26 to
45% of average precipitation once in every 10 years. On the other hand,
once in every 10 years, January has an amount greater than 1.8 times
average, and the other mid-seasonal months have amounts greater than 1.4
to 1.7 times average (Elam 1968).
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A statistical study of amounts of heavy precipitation occurring in just
a few hours time in the Somerset area indicates the probability of
occurrence of amounts at least as great as the following:

Frequency in Inches in
100 years 1 hour 6 hours 12 hours

1 2.9 4.6 5.5
4 2.4 3.8 4.5

20 1.8 2.9 3.5
100 1.2 2.0 2.4

Amount of annual snowfall varies considerably, with little or none oc-
curring in some years. Ordinarily, snowfall occurs in the months of

TABLE 7
SOMERSET, KENTUCKY, TEMPERATURE DATA

Average Average
Daily Daily Highest Lowest

Month Average Maximum Minimum Recorded Year Recorded Year

Jan 36.4 46.4 26.4 78 1943 - 28 1963
Feb 39.4 50.4 28.3 76 1962+ - 15 1965
Mar 46.2 57.7 34.7 83 1963+ - 4 1960
Apr 56.5 68.8 44.2 88 1965 22 1966+
May 65.0 77.6 52.4 92 1962 26 1963
Jun 72.3 84.3 60.3 101 1944 34 1966
Jul 75.3 87.1 63.5 103 1952 44 1961+
Aug 74.4 86.5 62.2 102 1943 40 1946
Sep 68.5 81.3 55.6 101 1954 31 1949
Oct 57.5 71.1 43.9 90 1959+ 18 1962+
Nov 46.3 57.8 34.7 82 1946 - 2 1950
Dec 37.5 47.7 27.3 73 1964 - 17 1962

July Jan
Annual 56.3 68.1 44.5 103 1952 - 28 1963

Based on 24 years of record, 1943 to 1966, from the Somerset, Kentucky

weather station (Elam 1968).

All temperatures are in degrees Fahrenheit.

+: Also on earlier, dates, months or years.
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TABLE 8

SOMERSET, KENTUCKY, PRECIPITATION DATA

Snowfall Average

Average Rainfall a Total Average Number of Days

Month Rainfall Average Equivalent Precipitation 0.1 inchb

Jan 4.88 5.8 0.54 5.42 9

Feb 4.75 2.9 0.29 5.04 8

Mar 5.07 2.5 0.25 5.32 9

Apr 4.16 T 0 4.16 8

May 3.97 0 0 3.97 8

Jun 4.73 0 0 4.73 7

Jul 4.63 0 0 4.63 9

Aug 3.70 0 0 3.70 6

Sep 3.25 0 0 3.25 5

Oct 2.29 T 0 2.29 5

Nov 3.87 0.6 0.06 3.93 7

Dec 3.99 3.3 0.33 4.32 7

Annual 49.29 14.7 1.47 50.76 88

Based upon 24 years of record, 1943 to 1966, for rainfall and precipita-

tion greater than 0.1 inch, and 8 years of record, 1943-1950, for aver-

age snowfall. Records of the Somerset, Kentucky, weather station (Elam

1968).

All precipitation values are given in inches.
a Using a standard coversion factor of 10 inches of snowfall = 1 inch

of rain.
b: Average number of precipitation events equal to or greater than 0.1

inch in each month for the period of record.

T: Trace amount.
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TABLE 9

MONTICELLO, KENTUCKY, RAINFALL DATA

Average

Month Rainfall

January 4.63

February 4.30

March 5.03

April 4.03

May 3.85

June 4.45

July 4.52

August 3.58

September 3.39

October 2.45

November 3.97

December 4.11

Annual 48.31

Based on 43 years of record, 1937 to

1979, from the Monticello, Kentucky

weather station (EDIS 1979). All pre-

cipitation values are given in inches.
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November through March, with trace amounts occurring in April and Octo-
ber. Nearly 60 percent of total annual rainfall occurs in the months of
December and January in an average year. One of the greatest annual
totals recorded was 30 inches in 1948 (Elam 1968).

Thunderstorms occur on an average of about 50 days each year. They are
most frequent in the spring and summer months, but can occur in any
month of the year. They are responsible for most of the short-duration,
high-intensity type of rainfall indicated in the table above (Elam
1968).

Wind, sunshine and relative humidity are not available for the Somerset
station, but estimates of these weather factors are available based upon
records kept at other stations in the region. These data indicate that
prevailing winds are typically from a southerly direction and average
approximately six to eight miles per hour (mph) from June through Octo-
ber, and about nine to 11 mph from November through May. Possible
sunshine for the mid-season months averages about 41% for January, 56%
for April, 65% for July, and 60% in October. Relative humidity rises
and falls in a manner opposite to that of temperature in a typical day,
with the highest humidity usually occurring with the minimum tempera-
ture, and vice versa. Humidity readings in the mid-season months, at 7
a.m. and 1 p.m., respectively, average about: January, 82% and 68%;
April, 75% and 54%; July, 81% and 55%; and October, 82% and 52% (Elam
1968).

The growing season (defined as the number of days between the last
spring and the first fall temperature of 320 F) averages about 179 days.
The season is about 200 days or more in 10% of the years; 190 days or
more in 25% of the years; less than 168 days in 25% of the years, and
less than 158 days in 10% of the years (Elam 1968). Average annual
temperature is 56.3 degrees F, with an average daily maximum of 68.1
degrees and a minimum of 44.5 degrees. Monthly averages are presented
in Table 7. The highest temperature recorded in the period of record,
1943 to 1966, was 103 degrees in July 1952. The lowest temperature
recorded in the same period was 28 degrees in 1963.

3.4.2 MICROCLIMATE

The Little Soith Fork valley is generally wide and deep enough to modify
local weather conditions to a degree sufficient to establish a microcli-
mate in the val ley bottom that differs significantly from conditions at
or beyond the valley limits. While factual material in the form of
weather data recorded in the valley itself is not available to document
this phenomenon, some generalizations may be advanced to describe it.

The Little South Fork has incised its channel deeper into the bedrock
than tributaries and streams immediately east or west. Consequently,
the valley constitutes a relatively sharp deviation in local topography
that serves to either channel the prevailing winds along the axis of the
valley, or break them against the valley margins, depending upon the
velocity and orientation of the wind at the time. If the winds break
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against the valley walls, they lose their prevailing compass orienta-
tion, and most of their velocity.

Being the largest body of flowing water in the immediate vicirity, the
tree-lined stream tends to moderate extremes of temperature in the
valley bottom and will typically cause the humidity there to be slightly
higher than in surrounding areas.

3.4.3 RECREATIONAL CONSIPERATIONS

In general, the climate of the study area, with respect to outdoor
recreation, is moderate and favorable with the fall season having per-
haps the mildest and most favorable weather for nearly all outdoor
activites. Unfortunately, flow conditions in the stream are usually at
their lowest in the fall, which is not conducive to canoeing or gocd
fishing, two of the most important recreation pursuits on the stream.

According to Sehlinger (1978), the Little South Fork is typically canoe-
able from November to mid-May in most years. Temperatures in the period
from mid-November to at least mid-March, however, will often be less
than 32°F, and the months of greatest precipitation are the months of
January through April. Thunderstorms are most frequent in the months of
March through July.

In consideration of all the above, but with special emphasis placed on
warTi temperatures and the highest percent of sunshine, it is suggested
that the primary season for outdoor recreation in most years will be the
period from April Ist to October 31st. Thunderstorm events and other
periods of heavy precipitation will be the principal limiting factor
during the 214-day recreation season, with occasional temperatures of 32
degrees or less in early April or late October being a limiting factor
of secondary importance.

3.5 HYDROLOGY

3.5.1 SURFACE WATER

The Little South Fork is a tributary of the Big South Fork Cumberland
River, entering the Big South Fork south of General Burnside Island
State Park at Big South Fork mile 26. The mainstem of the Little South
Fork is 42 miles long, and drains a total watershed area of 115 square
miles. The watershed of the Wild River segment of the stream is 113
square miles in extent and is roughly rectangular in outline with a long
axis of 21 miles, a maximum width of 7.5 miles, and an average width of
approximately five miles (see Figure 9). Approximately 65% of the water-
shed is forested, with some agricultural activities on gentle slopes and
on the floodplain, where a floodplain exists. An extensive, recent
strip mine is located along Lick Creek which enters Little South Fork at
Ritner, Kentucky. Small timber removal operations occur in the water-
shed and numerous oil wells are indicated on topographic maps of the
area (Harker et al. 1979). Abandoned wells, pipelines, and possible
seeps contribute continuous pollution to the Little South Fork, especial-
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ly upstream of the Wild River segment near r~t. Pisgah and Coopersville.
Recent drillings and re-opening of old wells may also he a contributing
factor. Field observations by Kentucky Nature Preserves Commission
personnel indicate that activity in the oilfields of the region is on
the increase, and thus, the potential for further contamination is high
(Harker et al. 1980).

A relatively small number of first, second and third order tributaries
enter the Wild River segment of the Little South Fork. Th,. Little South
Fork is, itself, a fourth order stream. The Wild River and some of its
tributaries are perennial streams. The average gradient of the perenn-
ial tributaries is 76 feet per mile and ranges between 46 and 100 feet
per mile.

The gradient of the mainstem of the Little South Fork itself is 3.8 feet
per mile in the upper half (between the KY Hwy 9? Bridge and Ritner),
and 6.7 feet per mile in the downstream segment between Ritner and
Freedom Church. The average gradient is 5.3 feet per mile. The gradi-
ent of the mainstem of the stream is graphically depicted on the modi-
fied thalweg shown in Figure 10. The average width of the stream is 30
to 35 feet in the upstream half of the study area, widening to an aver-
age of approximately 55 or 60 feet towards the downstream end. Under
nomial flow conditions, depth ranges from only a few inches in riffles
to over four feet in pools.

There are no pemanent, continuously operating water quality or dis-
charge monitoring stations on the Little South Fork. The United States
Geological Survey has partial records of low-flow discharge measurements
collected at mile 27.6, thirteen miles upstream of the Wild River seg-
ment near Griffin, Kentucky from 1975 to the present. The low-flow
discharge measurements collected at this station are presented in the
following table:

TABLE 10

LOW-FLOW DISCHARGE MEASUREMENTS AT THE
GRIFFIN, KENTUCKY PARTIAL RECORD STATION

1975 - 1979

DATE LOW FLOW DISCHARGE
(Cubic Feet Per Second)

July 22, 1975 4.48
November 5, 1975 18.80
April 8, 1976 78.10
August 19, 1976 5.65
July 5, 1977 11.90
August 23, 1977 9.31
September 1, 1977 7.43
June 20, 1978 17.30
September 9, 1979 11.30

SOURCE: USGS Water Data Reports KY-75-1 through KY-79-1
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The watershed upstream of the partial record station at oriffin, Kentuc-
ky encompasses an area of 56.4 square miles.

The watersheds of tributaries that enter the study seqent of the Little
South Fork total approximately 17.7 square miles; 8.6 square miles of
this total is in Wayne County and the remaining 9.1 square miles is in
McCreary County.

A total of 10 perennial tributaries enter the segment of Little South
Fork between the Kentucky Highway 92 Bridge and Freedom Chapel, based
upon the 7.5-minute topographic quadrangle maps published by the USGS.
Five of these enter the stream from the west side or Wayne County side,
and the remaining five enter from the east or McCreary County side of
the stream. Only three of these perennial tributaries are of sufficient
size and local importance to bear names. They are: Corder Creek, 3aker
Branch and Lick Creek. Both Baker Branch and Lick Creek are on the
Wayne County (west) side of the stream; Corder Creek is on the east or
McCreary County side of the stream.

Intermittent streams that enter the Wild River were also counted, and a
ratio of intermittent to perennial streams was calculated as a measure
of the relative importance of surface runoff to flow in the mainstem of
the Wild River segment. The number of intermittent streams was obtained
from a combination of five sources: USGS 7.5 minute topographic maps;
tographic maps at a scale of 1"=400'; color aerial photographs at a
scale of 1"=2000'; black and white aerial photographs at 1"=1000'; and
from a partial field reconnaissance. A total of 14 intermittent streams
were found to enter the mainsten of the Wild River; nine from the west
(Wayne County), and five from the east (McCreary County). The inter-
mittent/ perennial stream ratio is 14/10, or 1.4, indicating that the
contribution of surface runoff to the flow conditions in the stream is
only slightly greater than groundwater recharge. The ratio for the west
side of the stream is 9/5 = 1.9, and for the east side it is 5/5 = 1.
The difference in the ratios for the two sides of the river is perhaps
explained by the lightly larger drainage area on the McCreary County
side of the stream, and the greater percentage of forest land on the
McCreary County side. A larger drainage area results in greater amounts
of water stored in the soil and in bedrock formations beneath the soil
after rainfall events. The stored water is then slowly released to the
streams in the vicinity resulting in stream flow even during periods of
no precipitation. If the groundwater storage is large enough, the
streams fed by it are perennial.

More of the land surface in watersheds of tributaries on the west (Wayne
County) side of the stream has been cleared for agricultural use or for
surface mining than on the east (McCreary County) side. Runoff from
agricultural land is generally greater than from a comparable forested
area (Marsh 1978). This is because trees are most efficient at both
breaking the force of the falling rain, and reducing the amount that
reaches the surface of the ground. Surface mining involves the removal
of soil and weathered rock (overburden), as well as the removal of the
coal, usually down to a layer of shale that often underlies the coal.
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This las the effect of greatly reducing the groundwater storage capacity
of the land surface, and sharply increases the quantity of surface run-
of f.

The cheical , physical , and biological characteristics of the stream
were surveyed at several locations in August and October of 1968 by the
Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources, Fisheries Division.
'pot water quality sampling performed in the field at that time indicat-
ei the water to be very clear, with pH ranging from 7.3 to 7.5, a dis-
'o v_, u yqeen concentration of 6.8 to 8.4 parts per million (ppm), and a
ttJ,. alkalinity ranging from 125 to 180 ppm. Secchi disk measurements
ot the clarity of the water showed the water to be clear to a depth of
48 inches. The Fisheries Division report described Little South Fork at
that tiiie at being one of the highest water quality streams in the upper
Cumberland River drainage area. There was a diverse fish fauna, a varie-
ty of submerged and emergent aquatic vascular plants, and pollution
intolerant aquatic invertebrates including mayflies (Carter and Jones

lite most recent water quality investigations prior to this inventory
were conducted by the Kentucky Nature Preserves Commission in 1978 and
1979 as part of an Aquatic Biota and Water Quality Survey of the Appala-
chian Province, Eastern Kentucky (Harker et al. 1979), and a similar
A Fja~tic Biota and Water Quality Survey of the Upper Cumberland River
Basin (Harker, et al. 1980) The Nature Preserves Commission surveyed
the stream at several points upstream from the Wild River segment and
also at Ritner, Kentucky, which is within the Wild River corridor.
Tabulations of specific water quality values collected by Harker, et dl.
(1979 and 1980) are presented in Table 11.

At al upstream location, at the Kentucky Highway 167 bridge one mile
southeast of Mt. Pisgah, Kentucky which has been a quarterly sampling
station since 1978, the Nature Preserves Commission found chemical water
quality values for specific conductance, calcium, bicarbonate, sodium
and sulfate ions that were similar to streams in the Cumberland River
drainage that have been impacted by surface mining. However, the Commis-
sion noted that elevated values for alkalinity, calcium and bicarbonate
may be natural in origin -- a consequence of the limestone bedrock
underlying the region. The chloride ion concentration in this section
of Little South Fork was one of the highest encountered by the Commis-
sion in the Cumberland River basin, and according to the Commission, may
be the result of brine from oil wells in the watershed. Despite the
high concentrations of certain chemical parameters, this segment of the
river supported a moderately speciose flora and fauna. While the algal
flora was not especially diverse, there was a diverse macroinvertebrate
fauna (Harker et al. 1979).
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TABLE 11

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL WATER QUALITY PARAMETERS

AT THREE STATIONS ON THE LITTLE SOUTH FORK CUMBERLAND

RIVER IN JUNE AND SEPTEMBER 1978 AND JULY 1979

PHYSICAL PARAMETERS

MEASURED AT

RITNER FORD *

PARAMETER June 7, 1978 Sept. 20, 1978

Air Temiperature (°C) 24 26

Water Temperature (°C) 21 24

Width - Range (m) Pool 15-30 5-25

Riffle 5-10 2-7

Depth - Range (m) Pool 0.6-2.0 0-6-2.0

Riffle 0.2-0.5 0.15-0.5

Velocity (m/s) Rifle 0.984 0.413

Depth (m) 0.35 0.33

Width (m) 7.5 4.5

Oischarge (Volume) (m3/s) 2.580 0.613

Turbioity (NTU) 16.0 3.5

Suspended Solids (mg/1) ND 2.5

Conductivity (umhos) 429 524

Dissolved Oxygen (mg/1) 8.3 8.0

* Source: Harker, et al. (1979); Site KCO1WAY, in the Wild River

study area at mile 7.8.
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TABLE II

(continued)

CHEMICAL PARAMETERS

MEASURED AT

RITNER FORD *

PARAMETER June 7, Sept. 20, PARAMETER June 7, Sept. 20,

(toO/I) 1978 1978 (mgl). 1978 1979

Alkalinity K 2.52 1.93

(mg/i CaCO 3) ND 171 0.15 0.00

C1 33.8 39.7 Cr 0.11 0.01

so4  37.6 59.5 Pb 0.05 0.09

NO3  1.6 0.2 Ge 0.00 0.00

B 0.04 0.02 Cd 0.02 0.01

Si 0.97 1.69 Se 0.08 0.00

Hg 0.07 0.00 As 0.99 0.19

Zn 0.29 0.03 Be 0.00 0.00

P 0.00 0.06 Sn 0.14 0.02

Fe 0.12 0.23 Mo 0.01 0.00

Cu 0.00 0.00 Ag 0.00 0.00

Mn 0.10 0.08 Li 0.30 0.23

Mg 8.15 9.07 Ba 0.03 0.05

Na 14.60 29.26 Sr 0.48 0.89

Co 0.04 0.00 V O.n0 0.00

Al 0.14 0.41 Anion/Cation

Ni 0.01 0.01 Ratio 1.04 0.8?

Ca 49.61 74.25 Ph 8.2 7.6

Suurce: Harker; et al. (1979); Site KCO1WAY, in the Wild River

study area at mile 7.8.
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TABLE 11

(continued)

PHYSICAL PARAMETERS

MEASURED AT BRIDGE ON

KY 167 NEAR

MT. PISGAH, KENTUCKY *

PARAMETER June 8, 1978 Sept. 21, 1978

Air Temperature ( 0C) 20 22

Water Temperature (0 C) 16 21

Width Range (m) Pool 10-12 4-7

Riffle 3-8 1-3

Depth - Range (m) Pool 0.15-1.0 0.15-1.0

Riffle 0.75-0.3 0.75-0.15

Velocity (mi/s) Riffle 0.669 0.612

Depth (m) 0.25 0.15

Width (m) 4 3

Discharge (Volume) (m3 /s) 0.669 0.275

Turbidity (NTU) 18.0 0.8

Suspended Solids (mg/i) ND 5.0

Conductivty (umhos) 479 859

Dissolved Oxygen (mg/1) 8.5 8.6

* Source: Harker et al. (1979); Site KCO2WAY, upstream of the

Wild River stream segment.
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TABLE 11

(continued)

CHEMICAL PARAMETERS

MEASURED AT BRIDGE ON

KY 167 NEAR

MT. PISGAH, KENTUCKY *

PARAMETER June 7, Sept. 20, PARAMETER June 7, Sept. 20,

(mg/1) 1978 1978 (mg/1) 1978 1979

Alkalinity K 1.80 2.34

(1g/1 CaCO.) ND 188 Ti 0.08 0.01

Cl 26.2 62.8 Cr 0.07 0.02

SO4  78.n 225.0 Pb 0.02 0.18

NO3  1.0 0.4 Ge 0.01 0.00

B 0.02 0.05 Cd 0.03 0.01

Si 2.71 2.91 Se 0.00 0.00

Hg 0.02 0.00 As 0.20 0.22

Zn 0.04 0.03 Be 0.00 0.00

P 0.00 0.03 Sn 0.08 0.02

Fe 0.10 0.09 Mo 0.00 0.02

Cu 0.00 0.00 Ag 0.00 0.00

fin 0.03 0.10 Li 0.22 0.40

mg 9.69 10.40 Ba 0.04 0.06

Na 18.60 53.35 Sr 1.13 2.19

Co 0.03 0.00 V 0.01 0.01

Al 0.16 0.42 Anion/Cation

Ni 0.00 0.01 Ratio 0.88 1.NI

Ca 75.13 118.80 Ph 8.4 7.4

• Source: Harker; et al. (1979); Site KCO2WAY, in the Wild River

study area at mile 7.8.
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TABLE 11
(continued)

PHYSICAL PARAMETERS
MEASURED AT BRIDGE ON PRIVATE ROAD
OFF MT. PISGAH-PARMLEYSVILLE ROAD **

PARAMETER July 10, 1979

Air Teimperature (°C) 21

Water Temperature (°C) 15.5

Width - Range (m) Pool 12-15

Riffle 10-15

Depth - Range (m) Pool 0.45-1.3

Riffle

Velocity (m/s) Riffle 0..

Depth (m)

Width (m)
3

Discharge (Volume) (m/s) .

Turbidity (NTU) 15
Relative Sediment Index 3

Conductivity (umhos) 261 *(341.0)

Dissolved Oxygen (mg/i) 9

* Laboratory measurement

W* Source: Harker, et al. (1980); Site KCO3WAY.
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TABLE 11

(continued)

CHEMICAL PARAMETERS

MEASURED AT BRIDGE ON PRIVATE ROAP

OFF MT. PISGAH-PARMLEYSVILLE ROAD **

PARAfMETER (mg/i) July 10, 1979 PARAMETER (9mg/l) July 10, 1979

C1 8.1 Pb 0.05

SO4  28.5 Ge 0.02

NO3  0.4 Cd 0.07

B 0.01 Se 0.30

Si 2.79 As 0.59

Hg (.00 Be 0.00

Zn 0.01 Sn 0.25

0.18 Mo 0.05

Cu 0.00 Ag 0.00

fin 0.02 Li 0.37

Mg 6.01 Ba 0.02

Na 10.30 Sr 0.28

Co 0.00 V 0.03

,i 0.22 Total Acidity ND

(mg/1 CaCO 3)

Ni 0.05 Total Alkalinity 151.? *(140)

Ca 54.67 (mg/l CaCO3 )

K 1.14 Total Hardness ND *(200)

Ti 0.03 (mg/l CaCO3 )

Cr 0.00 Anion/Cation Ratio 0.89

Ph 8.4 *(8.0)

* Field measurement

** Source: Harker, et al. (1980); Site KCO3WAY
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At the sampling location in the Wild River corridor at Ritner, the
Coimnission found no indication of any obvious water quality impacts.
Alkalinity, calcium, magnesium and bicarbonate were again elevated, but
this was an expected phenomenon considering the location in a limestone
region. Chloride ion concentrations were elevated at this station also,
and again, the numerous oil wells in the drainage may be responsible.
The algal flora at this location was moderately diverse, and so also
were the macroinvertebrate and fish faunas. Additional information on
water quality is presented in the Aquatic Biology section of this re-
port.

he ' ,nviI Ri.er segment of Little South Fork, together with the other
stredils in the Wild Rivers system, are classified as "outstanding re-
source waters" under the terms of the State Water Quality Standards
issued December 5, 1979. 401 KAR 5:029, Section 2 of the new water
quality regulations is a non-degradation section that provides for the
protection of existing water quality in outstanding resource waters;
tndat i,,, intvoduction of specific pollutants exceeding legitimate bene-
ficial 1-es of these waters is forbidden. Existing water quality condi-
tions ist be maintained or enhanced. The new regulations are to be
i;1iple,,ented and enforced through the system of permits regulating point
sourcz- ii .:harqes in the waters of the Commonwealth. In addition,
nor-oirit sources also come under regulation where they will affect
oLjt',tanJii, resource waters.

1,riteria estdblishing "legitimate beneficial uses" of outstanding re-
source waters have yet to be developed. In the interim, criteria for
aquatic life and recreational waters are applicable to Little South
For k.

3.5.2 GROUNDWATER

The availaoility of groundwater in southeastern Kentucky has been inves-
tigated by Kilburn, Price and Mull (1962) and by Lambert and Brown
(1963). Maps of groundwater availability produced by these investiga-
tors indicate that, in the Wild River study area, most drilled wells in
the Misqissipian-aged Monteagle Limestone are adequate for domestic
supply 4ith a power pump and yield more than 500 gallons per day (gpd).
Adequate wells are drilled as deep as 200 feet below the ground surface.
Wells that happen to penetrate large solution channels in the Mississip-
pian limestone aquifer sometimes yield more than five gallons per 1.inute
(qprii). Nearly all drilled wells yield more than 100 gpd, making them
ad(eqluate for a domestic supply (Lambert and Brown 1963).

Most dug wells in which the water level is close to perennial stream
level yield more than 100 gpd and are adequate for a domestic supply
with bailer or bucket, and a few are adequate for a domestic supply with
a power pump.

Wells on ridtgetops and steep hillsides yield smaller quantities of water
(Kilburn, Price and Mull 1962). Only about half of the drilled wells on
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ridqetops and hillsides in the Penninqton Fonnation yield enough water
for a domestic supply (more than lO0 gpd), and very few dug wells in
these locations yield enough water for a domestic supply. Most wells in
the Pennsylvanian strdta on ridgetoos, whether drilled or dug, are
inadequate for a domestic supply, generally yielding less than 100 gpd.

Water from most wells drilled in this reoion of Kentucky is hard and
contdins noticeable amounts of iron (Kilburn, Price and Mull 1962).

S!aI sourin In di scharge frtyi perched water bodies at several horizons in
tne MIisippian limestones of the area. Most springs have flows of less
than five gallons per minute and are generally inadequate for domestic
use (Lambert and Brown 1963).

likewise, springs of low yield are common at the base of the Pennsylvan-
ian sandstone strata and along horizons of coal beds in the Pennsylvan-
ian strata. Springs emanating from coal horizons commonly contain
uidesirable amounts of sulfur (Smith 1976).

3.6 GEOMORPHOLOGY

3.6.1 INTRODUCTION

Gecinorphology can be defined as the description and interpretation of
land forms. It is approximately equivalent to physical geography and
embraces elements of geology, geography, physiography, climatology and
hydrology. Some of the landscape features and geologic or hydrologic
phenomena mentioned in preceding sections of this report will be further
discussed below.

3.6.2 FETURES

3.6.2.1 The River Valley

The doninant landform in the study area is the valley through which the
river flows. Five factors are of utmost importance in the formation of
a river valley. These factors are:

1) the composition and orientation of the bedrock underlying the
valley;

2) elevation above mean sea level;
3) the discharge rate or flow volume of the stream;
4) the climate, and
5) time.

The composition and orientation of the bedrock underlying the stream,
the elevation above mean sea level and the climate were discussed in
previous sections of this report. Discharge rate or flow volume is not
well documented since there is no continuously operating gauging station
on the Little South Fork. Flow volume data, to the present, are limited
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to ins tantaneous flow ,e.isu rements mai,' at irre ul ar intervals. The
time of developiMent ot the Little ScnAto Fori valley is not precisely
known, hut may have began wi th upllit in the 'liddle Tertiary, approxi-
i-ately 40 million years ago.

According to McFarlan (1952, KentuCky was a near-peneplain in the Early
Tertiary (approximately ; 0 milli,:n years atqo). An incipient Cumberland
River was present even tsen, and had d eveloped a course following the
natural slope of the lani, b t becau,.r- the land was a low plain, the
stream was slow and not actively enrooinq away the bedrock. Then, in
Mid-Tertiary, the land was uplifted and the stream rejuvenated. Active
erosion began. This new _ycle of ecosion ivay have signalled the origin
of the valley of the Little South Fork.

The slope of the valley is influenced lore by the type of rock underly-
ing it than any other single factor. In its position on the eastern
edge of the Mississippian Plateau, the Little South Fork is underlain
predominantly by Mississippian-aged limestones and shale (Lewis and
laylor 1976, Smith 1976). These strata erode more readily than soile of
the Pennsylvanian sandstone strata on the Cumberland Plateau to the
east; notably, the Rockcastle Conglomerate Member of the Freathitt and
Lee Formnations is especially resistant to erosion and has formed such
regionally significant features as Cumberland Falls, and the spectacular
cliffs and rockshelters of the Rockcastle River. These Pennsylvanian
strata, however, are located at elevations that place them barely within
the limits of the study area, or more often, well beyond the study area
boundary. Most of the upper slopes in the study area are underlain,
instead, by the Mississippian-aged Pennington Formation, which is com-
posed primarily of clay shale, with some limestone, sandstone and silt-
stone. Shale formations have a tendency to break up into small fraqments
that are easily removed by the process of erosion. Thus, slopes under-
lain by shale often have a low slope angle. The relationship, in cross
section, of the different rock strata underlying the study area is
graphically depicted on Figures 11 and 12.

The Pennington Formation is subject to landsliding when the natural
slope is disturbed or when water-saturated. As a consequence, most
slopes underlain by the Pennington Formation have a hummocky surface.
The erodibility of the Pennington Formation, and the scarcity or absence
of the Rockcastle Conglomerate Member within the study area explains the
near-absence of a gorge-like line of cliffs along the higher elevations
of the study segment of the Little South Fork. Such a cliffline is
chardcteristic of the Big South Fork, however, where the Rockcastle
Conglomerate is more prevalent.

The Bangor Limestone, which underlies lower sideslopes in the study
area, forms a line of low cliffs at several locations. The Bangor
Limestone is typically no more than 20 to 40 feet thick, and conse-
quently, these limestone cliffs seldom exceed 30 feet in height and are
sometimes no more than 10 or 20 feet high. Usually, the base of this
cliffline is within 100 to 150 feet of the banks of the Little South
Fork.
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:nest, low 11itts for: !,f .. se , * r 1 ta ri.i e H rrn at ion is in
o ry thin h)eds, a r"o i 1 . !y y aI p' st ic whern .'eq The Hartsel le
ornatIon, which is ori , foIr to ._ 11eet tiick, has al 1 -n away from the
anLgor liestone t.hrou lh erosion an, ciJuping, leav . c, hehil'd the afore-

l'ientione.! line ot low cliffs. Toe nsal con'cac: between the Ha rtsel 1 e
:onlatien and the underlying Montea(l _i,:,estone is tLypically rodrl 'd hv
the I)reserice o; a narrow be:1c'.

7he Kil ler Linestone Me'ne tne '.,Soteaj l L mestone is well-exposed
in the study area in ro. Ac, i t C.asple, at the 1 ighway 92
oridle, at v,3riou-c r_,its n , . re ' 011t.e Of thE stream, and in
a few pds tures i. the' uppor lu lf Ao nt, stt'Ry irea corridor. The under-
lying Ste. Genevieve Limestone Member commonly forms ledges in slopes in
the lower nalf of the study area, and is exposed in a few low pastures

0nd footsiopes where it sometimes forms yellowish-gray to chalky-white,
smooth, rounded surfaces. Beginnino just downstream of Ritner there are
riffles in the stream that approach Class II on the International Scale
.f Rier 3ifficulty (Sehlinger 1979). The riffles represent locations
where abrit changes in the gradient of the bedrock (the Ste. renevieve
Limestone Mlember) occur. Near Freedom Chapel, the Ste. Genevieve Lime-
stone and the Kidder Limestone form gorge-like cliffs along both sides
Of the stream.

Jointing is not common in the study area, and the orientation of joint
sets was not reported on the geologic quadrangles of the area preoared
by Lewis and Taylor (1976) or Smith (1976). Joint orientations observed
in the field by the consultant most commonly included 11: '  and ,'-
Some linear segments of the stream correspond approximately with these
joint orientations, but whether the degree of correspondence it 4ndeea
the result of an interrelationship with jointing cn !. not he esta"lisn-
ed. The common joint orientations cbserved in the fip l, aonro yi-a ,. toe
orientation of the crestline and plunge of the Ritnor ','ticlino.

3.6.?.? Caves

' ; true caves were discovered in the study area Jl.rin.. " . -'- e ""
this inventory. The National Speleolo(lical Snclety'; iW -,i ._'-. 'r

caves were utilized to determine whether sitrface neoli- structures

obiserved in the study area should or shouli not he clas iVie! i" caves.
To be classified as a cave, according t: tioe 'NS criteria, a suhsurface
structure must meet one of the followinq:

1) It must be at least 5) feet in- le-nth;
2) contain areas having no otbservable ,lay 1 (iht;
3) be over 50 feet in length; or
4) contain true cave fauna.

While tne field investiqations conducted for archaeoloqical sites,
terrestrial habitats, geologic features and ,ther elements of the natu-
ral environment were thorough, it is possible that some caves and cave-
like features are present in the study area which were not discovered in
this inventory. However, it is unlikely that such undiscovered features
are very numerous.
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The term "rock hollows" will be used in this section to describe fea-
tures observed in the study area that, while not strictly meetinq the
criteria for classification as caves, are cave-like in appearance. Five
rock hollows were discovered in the course of this inventory. Their
locations are mapped on Map Set E, Special Features.

All of the rock hollows are in bluffs and hollows where the Kidder
Limestone Member of the Monteagle Limestone is exposed. Three of the
five rock hollows are on the Wayne County side of the river; the other
two are in McCreary County. The rock hollows ranqe in size from ap-
proximately three feet tall by seven feet wide by only a few feet in
horizontal penetration to one measuring approximately eight feet high by
?0 feet wide by approximately 45 feet in horizontal penetration. The
rock hollows are associated with springs issuing from the limestone and
flowing across the floor of the rock hollow. They are, therefore,
solution features.

Sprinqs not associated with cliff-like features were noted during the
field reconnaissance also, and they, along with waterfalls and the
aforementioned rock hollows, are mapped on Map Set E, Soecial Features.

Other solution features occurring in the study area include sink-holes.
The largest of these are depicted on the Coopersville 7.5-minute qeolo-
qic and topographic quadrangles. They are clustered in a karst land-
scape on the Wayne County side of the river just south of Ritner. Small
sinkholes generally too small to be depicted on maps, are relatively
common in the study area.

3.6.2.3 Rockshelters

Rockshelters are also known as overhangs. They are distinguished from
rock hollows by their limited depth of penetration. A feature is a
rockshelter if either its height or width exceeds its horizontal depth
of penetration of the bluff face. Most of the rockshelters in the
LIttle South Fork study area have a very shallow depth of penetration;
they are usually just sufficient for perhaps two or three people to sit
in.

A total of 22 rockshelters were discovered in the course of this in-
ventory, and while the ground reconnaissance was thorough, it is pos-
sible that there are other rockshelters which were not discovered. Most
of the rockshelters are on the Wayne County side of the river, and are
usually associated with bluffs formed in the Kidder Member of the ont-
eagle Limestone. However, at the upstream end of the study area, four
rockshelters in a sandstone of the Pennington Formation were discovered
at elevations near the limits of the study area boundary. Some rock-
shelters were in the Bangor Limestone and Hartselle Formation, and in
the downstream half of the study area, one or two shelters were in the
Ste. Genevieve Limestone Member of the flonteagle Limestone.

The rockshelters in the study area have been formed at the interface of
a limestone or sandstone stratum with siltstone or shale. The latter
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strata weather away more quickly and leave a vertical section of line-
stone or siltstone exposed. Then, the action of the wind and water
(especially water) erodes the exposed rock face. Frost-heave accomplish-
.i by water in horizontal fissures parallel with the plane of bedding in
the limestone or sandstone strata, and the force of gravity, also play a
part in toe formation of the rockshelters.

'he locations of rockshelters in the study area are mapped in lar) Set r,
special Features.

2.7 SOILS

3.7.1 INTRODUCTION

The principal source of information for this section of the report was
the Soil Survey of the McCreary-Whitley Area (Byrne et al. 1n7,). Thesoils of Wayne County are in the process of being surveyed at this time,
with the survey focusing initially around Lake Cumberland. Powever, the
published soils report will not be available for several years (Soil
I.onservation Service, personal communication). However, the soil scien-
tist engaged in the mapping of soils in Wayne County made, at the re-
quest of the consultant, an initial reconnaissance of the Little South
Fork Wild River study area. The field sheets from this reconnaissance
were then made available to the consultant with the understanding that
these findings were preliminary, and some of the soil series designa-
tions on the field sheets may undergo change before the Wayne County
Soil Survey (Fehr and Richardson, in progress) report is published.

The soils information presented in this environmental inventory is
sufficient for general planning purposes, and may serve as a guide for
farmers, foresters, wildlife managers, engineers and planners in select-
ing the soil types that are most suited to the intended use, and in
understanding the problems and limitations associated with the soils of
the area. The level of detail presented, however, is not sufficient to
supplant detailed cn-site soils investigations necessary for certain
uses, as for example, engineering testing prior to road or building
construction. For more detailed, site-specific soils information,
assistance should be obtained from the State Soil Scientist, Soil Con-
servation Service, Lexington, Kentucky or a geotechnical consulting
firm.

The study area lies at the boundary between the Mississippian Plateau
and Cumberland Plateau Physiographic Provinces and is underlain princi-
pally by Mississippian limestone except at the highest elevations where
Pennsylvanian sandstone and shale formmations predominate. Incisenent
by the Little South Fork and its tributaries has created a moderately
deep, moderately steep-walled valley with soils developed in deep, acid
colluvium. Colluvium is soil material, rock fragments, or both, moved
by creep, slide or local wash and deposited at the base of steep slopes
(Bryne et al. 1970).
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The approximate location and areal extent of the soils of the study area
is graphically depicted in the Map Folio, Map Set B, Soils. Each map
unit is designated by a symbol keyed to the alphabetized list of symbols
in the Map Folio Legend Sheet and to the tables of information included
in the text which follows.

3.7.2 OVERVIEW OF THE SOILS

Soils in the Little South Fork Wild River study area are in the Tate-
Shelocta Association (Byrne et al. 1970). An association is a landscape
that has a distinctive proportional pattern of soils. It normally
consists of one or more major soils for which it is named, and at least
one minor soil. The soils in one association may occur in another, but
in a different pattern.

The Tate-Shelocta Association consists of deep, well-drained, sloping to
steep soils on benches and sideslopes underlain by calcareous shale and
limestone. In most places scattered stones and boulders cover from
three to 20 percent of the surface. The Tate and Shelocta soils to-
gether comprise about 65 percent of this association, and minor soils
the remainder (Byrne et al. 1970). The Tate and Shelocta soils are
strongly acid to medium acid. They developed in deep acid colluvium.
The Tate soils are generally above the Shelocta soils and have a clay
loam subsoil. The subsoil of the Shelocta soils is generally silty clay
loam. Tate soils typically occur on side slopes that have a sandstone
cliff at or near the upper part, but they also occur on stream terraces.
Shelocta soils generally occur on side slopes. Minor soils in this
association include the neutral Colbert, mostly on the higher lying
benches, the DeKalb on ridgetops, the Huntington on floodplains, the
very strongly acid Muse soils on the upper side slopes, the medium acid
Talbott soils in the lower bench positions, and the very strongly acid
Trappist soils on ridgetops and side slopes. A more detailed descrip-
tion of the soils of the study area is presented in the next section of
this report.

3.7.3 DESCRIPTIONS OF THE SOILS

The following text is paraphrased from Byrne et al. (1970) and Fehr and
Richardson (in progress) and describes the soil series and mapping units
of the Little South Fork study area. A description of each soil series
is given, followed by brief descriptions of the mapping units in that
series. It is necessary to read both the description of the soil series
and the mapping unit in order to obtain a full understanding of a partic-
ular soil. The discussion of each soil series includes a brief, non-
technical description of the soil profile, the sequence of layers begin-
ning at the surface and continuing downward to the depth beyond which
the roots of most plants do not penetrate. The soil profile is an
essential part of the description of any given soil series.
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3.7.3.1 Caneyville Series

The Caneyville Series consists of moderately deep, well drained soils on
sideslopes and ridgetops. Limestone outcrops cover about five to 10
percent of the ground surface.

Typically, the surface layer is brown, friable silt loam about eight
inches thick. The subsoil extends to a depth of about 23 inches and is
yellowish-brown, firm silty clay loam in the upper part and yellowish-
red, very firm silty clay in the lower part. The substratum is soft
siltstone and shale fragments to a depth of about 30 inches. Below this
is gray limestone.

Caneyville soils have moderately slow permeability and moderate avail-
able water capacity. The root zone is moderately deep and the organic
matter content is low. They are somewhat difficult to till because of
the rock outcrops. Reaction is very strongly acid to medium acid in the
upper part of the soil and medium acid to mildly alkaline in the lower
part. Runoff is medium. The seasonal high water table is more than six
feet below the surface. Depth to bedrock is 20 to 40 inches and shrink-
swell potential is moderate.

Caneyville silt loam, very' rccky, 6 to 12 percent slopes (CaC)

This moderately deep, well drained, sloping soil is on sideslopes and
ridgetops. Limestone outcrops cover about five to 10 percent of the
surface. This soil was represented as soil 17C on the field sheets
provided by the Soil Conservation Service.

Included with this soil in mapping are small areas of Frederick soils,
and some small areas that are deeper than 40 inches to bedrock.

After the name of each soil series in the text that follows there is a
symbol in parentheses. The symbol identifies the map unit as depicted
on Map Set B, Soils.

At the end of the description of each mapping unit, the woodland suitabi-
lity group to which the unit is assigned is given. The woodland suitabi-
lity group description is keyed to the information in Table 12, Woodland
Interpretations by Woodland Suitability Groups.

Most of the acreage of this Caneyville soil is used for hay and pasture;
a few areas are in cultivated crops and woodland.

This soil is not suited to cultivated crops; it is moderately well
suited to all hay and pasture plants that are commonly grown in the
County. Overgrazing or grazing when the soil is too wet will cause
compaction and excessive runoff. Restricting use when wet, proper
stocking, and rotation grazing will help maintain grassland and soil
tilth.
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This soil has severe limitations for nearly all urban uses because of
depth to bedrock and moderately slow permeability.

This soil is moderately well suited to trees. Equipment limitation,
seedling mortality rate, and plant competition is moderate. There are no
other significant limitations for woodland use or management. Woodland
suitability group 5.

Caneyville silt loam, very rocky, 12 to 20 percent slopes (CaD)

This moderately deep, well drained moderately steep soil is on side-
slopes and ridgetops. Limestone outcrops cover about 5 to 10 percent of
the surface.

This soil was mapped as soil 17D on the field sheets provided by the
Soil Conservation Service. Included with this soil in mapping are small
areas of Frederick soils, some small areas that are deeper than 40
inches to bedrock, and a few areas with more than 20 percent slopes.

Most of the acreage of this Caneyville soil is used for hay and pasture;
a few areas are in cultivated crops and woodland.

This soil is not suited to cultivated crops because of steepness of
slope, depth to bedrock and rock outcrops.

This soil is moderately well suited to all hay and pasture plants that
are commonly grown in the county. Overgrazing or grazing when the soil
is too wet will cause soil compaction and excessive runoff. Restricting
use when wet, proper stocking, and rotation grazing will help maintain
grasslands and soil tilth.

This soil has severe limitations for nearly all urban uses because of
depth to bedrock, moderately slow permeability and steepness of slope.

This soil is moderately well suited to trees. Erosion hazard and equip-
ment limitation are severe, and seedling mortality rate is moderate.
There are no other significant limitations for woodland use or manage-
ment. Woodland suitability group 5.

3.7.3.2 Clymer Series

The Clymer series consists of moderately deep to deep, well-drained
soils on slightly convex ridgetops and broad, rolling flats. They
formed in material that weathered from sandstone.

In a typical profile, the surface layer is about 11 inches thick. It is
dark grayish-brown fine sandy loam in the upper part and light yellowish-
brown sandy loam in the lower part. The subsoil is yellowish-brown loam
in the upper part and strong-brown clay loam and sandy clay loam in the
lower part. Sandstone bedrock is at a depth of about 37 inches.
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The Clymer soils are very strongly acid and have moderately low natural
fertility. Permeability is moderate. These soils can be tilled through-
out a wide range of moisture content. They have moderate to high avail-
able moisture capacity.

Most areas of these soils are farmed or pastured, but the smaller,
rougher areas are forested, primarily with shortleaf pine. Small areas
of the Clymer soils were included with the DeKalb series in mapping.
Except for these inclusions, the Clymer soils do not occur in the Little
South Fork study area.

3.7.3.3 Colbert Series

The Colbert series consists of moderately deep to deep, well-drained
soils occupying wide, convex benches on hillsides and moderately wide
ridgetops. They formed in material that weathered from multicolored,
calcareous clay shale.

In a typical profile, the surface layer is very dark grayish-brown silty
clay loam about three inches thick. The subsoil extends to a depth of
about 20 inches. It is yellowish-brown clay in the upper part and light
olive-brown clay in the lower part. The underlying material is grayish-
brown and olive-gray silty clay. Calcareous shale is at a depth of about
38 inches.

The Colbert soils are neutral and have moderate natural fertility.
Because the subsoil is plastic clay, permeability is slow and root
growth is restricted. During normally dry periods in the growing sea-
son, droughtiness restricts plant growth.

Colbert silty clay loam, 6 to 20 percent slopes (CoD)

This soil has the profile described as typical for the Colbert series.

Small areas of Rock land and of Talbott, Tate, Shelocta, and Muse soils
were included with this soil in mapping. Also included were small areas
of soil that developed in maroon-colored material from the underlying
shale and that is similar to this soil but is much redder, and also a
.ew moderately steep and steep areas on hillsides.

This soil is not well suited to row crops, but where slopes are less
than 8 percent, it can be cultivated occasionally. Growth of crops
generally is poor. Runoff is rapid, and the hazard of erosion is very
high. Woodland suitability group 4.

3.7.3.4 Cutshin Series

The Cutshin series consists of deep, well drained soils on steep slopes,
benches and coves.
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In a typical profile, the surface layer is a friable, dark grayish-brown
loam. The subsoil extends to a depth of about 48 inches and is a fri-
able, dark brown loam in the upper part and a friable sandy clay loam in
the lower portion.

In the study area, Cutshin soils occur only in an inseparable complex
with Shelocta and Muse soils.

3.7.3.5 Dekalb Series

The Dekalb series consists of moderately deep to deep, somewhat exces-
sively drained, sloping to steep soils on backbone-like ridgetops. They
formed in residuum that weathered from sandstone.

In a typical profile, the surface layer is friable sandy loam about
seven inches thick. It is dark grayish-brown in the upper part and
yellowish-brown in the lower part. The subsoil extends to a depth of
about 25 inches and consists of about 10 inches of yellowish-brown,
friable sandy loam and about eight inches of yellowish-brown to strong
brown, friable sandy loam. Sandstone bedrock is at a depth of about 25
inches.

The Dekalb soils are very strongly acid and have low natural fertility
and organic matter content. Available moisture capacity is low to
moderate, and permeability is moderately rapid. Consequently, plant
growth is restricted during short dry periods.

Dekalb fine sandy loam, 6 to 12 percent slopes (DeC)

This soil occupies smooth or slightly convex, narrow ridgetops. Its
profile is deeper than the profile described as typical for the Dekalb
series, and the surface layer is mainly fine sandy loam.

Small areas of Clymer soils were included with this soil in mapping.
Other included soils were the Ramsey on narrow ridgetops and the Muse on
the higher elevations and narrow saddles.

Under good management, pasture plants grow well on this soil. Because
the hazard of erosion is very high in cultivated areas, this soil is
suited to only an occasional row crop. Growth of cultivated crops
generally is poor. Woodland suitability group 12.

Dekalb and Ramsey sandy loams, 12 to 20 percent slopes (DrD)

This undifferentiated group of soils occupies narrow ridgetops and the
upper part of the side slopes. The soils in this group formed in re-
siduum that weathered from acid sandstone.

Generally, about 60 to 70 percent of this group is the moderately deep,
somewhat excessively drained Dekalb soil; about 20 to 30 percent is the
shallow, excessively drained Ramsey soil; and the remaining 10 percent
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is included soils. Some areas are made up of only Dekalb soil, some
areas of only Ramsey soil, and some areas of both soils. A profile
typical for the Dekalb and Ramsey soils is described under the respec-
tive series. Included in mapped areas of this group are small areas of
Clymer and Muse soils and outcrops of sandstone.

Except that the Ramsey soil has a thinner root zone and is more drou-,i
ty, the Dekalb and Ramsey soils have similar qualities. Also, added
lime and fertilizer are effective for a shorter period on the Ramsey
soil.

Under good management, pasture and hay crops grow fairly well on the
soils of this group. These soils are not suited to cultivated crops,
because of the hazard of erosion and poor growth of crops. Woodland
suitability group 12.

3.7.3.6 Elk Series

The Elk series consists of deep, well-drained, nearly level, acid soils.
These soils occupy low stream terraces and are occasionally flooded.
They formed in deep silty sediment that washed from soils derived from
shale and siltstone.

In a typical profile, the surface layer is friable, dark yellowish-brown
silt loam about eight inches thick. The subsoil extends to a depth of
about 39 inches. It consists of about seven inches of dark yellowish-
brown silt loam, about seven inches of strong brown silty clay loam, and
about 10 inches of yellowish-brown silty clay loam. Elk soils are strong-
ly acid and have high natural fertility and available moisture capacity.
Permeability of the subsoil is moderate. The plow layer is easily
tilled throughout a wide range of moisture content.

In the study area, small acreages of Elk soils were included in mapping
with soils in the Tate series.

3.7.3.7 Frederick Series

The Frederick series consists of deep, well drained soils on sloping
upland sideslopes and convex ridgetops.

Typically, the surface layer is brown, friable silt loam about eight
inches thick. The subsoil extends to a depth of more than 65 inches,
and is yellowish-red, firm, silty clay in the upper part and yellowish-
red, firm clay in the lower part.

This soil has moderate permeability and high available water capacity.
The root zone is deep and the organic matter content is moderate. This
soil is easily tilled. Reaction is very strongly acid or strongly acid.
Runoff is medium. The seasonal high water table is more than six feet
below the surface. Depth to bedrock is more than 60 inches, and shrink-
swell potential is high.
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Frederick silt loam, 6 to 12 percent slopes (FdC)

This deep, well drained soil is on sloping upland sideslopes and convex
ridgetops. It was mapped as soil 26C on the field sheets provided by
the Soil Conservation Service.

Included with this soil in mapping are small areas of Caneyville soils.

Most of the acreage of this Frederick soil is used for cultivated crops,
hay, and pasture; a few reas are in woodland.

This soil is well suited to corn, soybeans, small grain, and tobacco.
The erosion hazard is severe when cultivated and a combination of crop-
ping systems and erosion control practices are needed to slow runoff and
to control erosion. Tilth can be maintained and improved by returning
crop residues to the soil, growing green manure and cover crops, using
minimum tillage, and growing grass-es and legumes in the cropping system.
Crops on this soil respond well to lime and fertilizer.

This soil is well suited to all hay and pasture plants that are commonly
grown in the county. Overgrazing or grazing when too wet will cause
soil compaction and excessive runoff. Restricting use when wet, proper
stocking, and rotation grazing will help maintain grassland and soil
tilth.

This soil has severe limitations for nearly all urban uses because of
high shrink-swell potential and steepness of slope. It has moderate
limitations for septic tank filter fields because of moderate perneabil-
i ty.

This soil is well suited to trees. The equipment limitation and plant
competition are moderate. There are no significant limitations for
woodland use or management. Woodland suitability group 6.

3.7.3.8 Grigsby Series

The Grigsby series consists of deep, well drained soils formed in mixed
alluvium on floodplains. Permeability is moderate or moderately rapid.
Slopes range from 0 to 4 percent.

In a representative profile, the surface layer is a very friable brown
loam about seven inches thick. The subsoil extends to a depth of about
60 inches and is a very friable dark yellowish-brown loam. These are
well drained soils with moderate or rioderately rapid permeability.

Grigsby loam is represented on Map Set B, Soils by the symbol Gr.
Grigsby loam was identified on the preliminary Soil Conservation Service
field sheets (Fehr and Richardson, in progress) as soil number 2.
Woodland suitability group 2.
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3.7.3.9 Huntington Series

The Huntington series consists of deep, well-drained, nearly level soils
on narrow flood plains along the Little South Fork Cumberland River and
its tributaries. They fonmed in nonacid sediments that washed from
soils derived from limestone and calcareous shale.

In a typical profile, the surface layer is friable, dark-brown silt loam
about 18 inches thick. The subsoil extends to a depth of about 40
inches. It consists of about 12 inches of friable, dark-brown silt loam
and ahout 10 inches of friable, dark-brown loam. The underlying material
is dark-brown sandy loam.

The Huntington soils have a thick, moderately permeable root zone. Their
available moisture capacity and natural fertility are high. The organic
matter content is adequate for maintaining good tilth, and the plow
layer is easily worked without clodding or crusting. Most areas are
flooded during winter, but damage to crops from flooding during the
growing season is infrequent.

Huntington silt loam, (0 to 4 percent slopes) (Hu)

This soil occupies areas along streams and in depressions around sink-
holes.

Included with this soil in mapping were small areas of Tate soils and of
a moderately well drained soil that is similar to this soil in texture
.nd origin.

This Huntington soil is suited to intensive use for all row crops com-
monly grown in the area. Woodland suitability group 2.

3.7.3.10 Muse Series

The Muse series consists of deep, well-drained soils on convex ridge-
tops, benches, foot slopes, colluvial fans and convex to smooth side
slopes throughout the uplands of the area. They formed in residuum that
weathered from interbedded acid shale and thin sandstone or in colluvium
moved down from soils derived from shale.

In a typical profile, the surface layer consists of about two inches of
friable, brown silt loam over about six inches of friable, yellowish-
brown silty clay loam. The subsoil extends to a depth of about 46
inches. It is yellowish-brown and strong brown silty clay loam in the
upper part and yellowish-red silty clay in the lower part. The under-
lying material is mottled, yellowish-red silty clay.

The Muse soils have a thick root zone. They are very strongly acid and
have moderate natural fertility. Available moisture capacity is high,
and permeability is moderately slow.
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Muse silt loam, 6 to 12 percent slopes (MeC)

This soil occupies convex ridgetops. Except for a slightly thicker
surface layer and fewer coarse fragments, the profile of this soil is
similar to the profile described as typical for the Muse series.

Small areas of Wellston, Clymer, and Dekalb soils were included with
this soil in mapping. Also included were some eroded areas and some
.reas that are nearly level.

This soil can be tilled throughout a wide range of moisture content.
The organic-matter content is medium. All crops commonly grown in the
area are suited, but the hazard of erosion is high in cultivated areas.
Woodland suitability group 6.

Muse silt loam, 12 to 20 percent slopes (MeD)

This soil is in the uplands. It has the profile described as typical
for the Muse series.

Small areas of Wellston, Dekalb, and Tate soils were included with this
soil in mapping. Also included were some eroded areas and some areas
that are only moderately sloping.

This soil is suited to most crops commonly grown in the area. Because
the hazard of erosion is very high in cultivated areas, this soil is
suited to only an occasional row crop, but is well suited to pasture and
hay. The organic matter content of the plow layer is medium, and this
soil can be tilled throughout a wide range of moisture content. Wood-
land suitability group 6.

Muse-Trappist silt loams, 20 to 30 percent slopes (MpE)

This complex is on benched, smooth landscapes. About 60 to 70 percent
of the complex is Muse soil and about 30 to 40 percent is Trappist and
included soils. All of these soils are so intermingled that separating
them on a soil map is not practical. The profiles of these soils are
similar to the profiles described as typical for the respective series.

Some small areas of Shelocta soils; of deep, dark-colored soils on
north-facing slopes; of shallow soils on narrow ridgetops; and of steep
soils on side slopes were included with this complex in mapping.

Because of the hazard of erosion and steepness, the soils in this com-
plex are not suited to cultivated crops. Under good management, pasture
and hay crops grow well. Woodland suitability group 6.

Muse-Trappist silt loams, 30 to 50 percent slopes (MpF)

This complex is on benched, smooth landscapes. About 50 to 60 percent of
the acreage is Muse soil, and about 40 to 50 percent is Trappist and
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included soils. All of these soils are so closely intermingled that
separating them on a soil map is not practical. The profiles of these
soils are similar to the profiles described as typical for the respec-
tive series.

Some small areas of Snelocta soils; of deep, dark-colored soils on the
lower part of the north-facing slopes; of shallow soils on narrow ridge-
tops; and of very steep soils on side slopes were included with this
complex in mipping.

Because of the hazard of erosion and steepness, the soils in this com-
plex are not suited to cultivated crops. They are suited to limited
grazing but are better suited as woodland or wildlife habitat. Woodland
suitability group 7.

3.7.3.11 Nolin Series

The Nolin series consists of deep, well drained, nearly level soils on
fl oodpl a ins.

In a typical profile, the surface is brown, friable silt loam about 10
inches thick. The subsoil extends to a depth of about 45 inches and is
brown, friable, silt loam. The underlying material is brown, gravelly
silt loam to more than 60 inches.

Nolin soils have moderate permeability and high available water capa-
city. The root zone is deep and the organic matter content is moderate.
They are easily tilled. Reaction is medium acid to moderately alkaline.
Runoff is slow. The seasonal high water table is three to six feet
below the surface. Depth to bedrock is more than 60 inches. This soil
is subject to common flooding.

Nolin silt loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes (No)

Nolin silt loam is designated as soil number 10 on the field sheets
provided by the Soil Conservation Service. It is a deep, well drained,
nearly level soil on floodplains.

Most of the acreage of this Nolin soil is used for cultivated crops and
hay; a few areas are in pasture and woodland.

This soil is well suited to corn, soybeans, and small grains. The
erosion hazard is slight. Because of oc-asional flooding during winter
and early spring, tillage operations may oe delayed, except where protect-
ed. Tilth can be maintained and improved by returning crop residues to
the soil, growing green manure and cover crops, using minimum tillage,
and growing grasses and legumes in the cropping system. Crops on this
soil respond well to lime and fertilizer.
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This soil is well suited to hay and pasture plants that can tolerate
flooding for brief periods. Overgrazing or grazing when too wet will
cause soil compaction and excessive runoff. Restricting use when wet,
proper stocking, and rotation grazing will help maintain grassland and
soil cilth.

T;iis soil has severe limitations for nearly all urban uses because of
flooding.

This soil is well suited to trees. Plant competition is severe. There
are no other significant limitations for woodland use or management.
Woodland suitability group 2.

3.7.3.12 Pope Series

The Pope series consists of deep, well-drained, gently sloping to strong-
ly sloping soils. These soils are on flood plains and streambanks and
are flooded annually. They formed in acid sediment that washed from
weathered sandstone and shale.

In a typical profile, the surface layer is drak grayish-brown and dark
brown silt loam about eight inches thick. The next layer is yellowish-
brown fine sandy loam that is underlain by dark yellowish-brown sandy
loam to a depth of more than 63 inches.

The Pope soils are strongly acid and have moderately high natural fertil-
ity. Permeability is moderate to moderately rapid, and the available
moisture capacity is high. These soils have a thick root zone and can
be tilled throughout a wide range of moisture content without clodding
or crusting. Most of the acreage is cleared and famed. Although these
soils are flooded annually, flooding rarely occurs during the growing
,eason.

Small areas of Pope soils were included in mapping with soils in the
Tate series.

3.7.3.13 Ramsey Series

The Ramsey series consist of shallow to moderately deep, somewhat exces-
sively drained soils. These soils occupy narrow ridgetops near sand-
stone cliffs throughout the area. They formed in residuum that weather-
ed from sandstone. Slopes range from 12 to 20 percent.

In a typical profile, the surface layer is very dark, grayish-brown and
yellowish-brown sandy loam about five inches thick. The subsoil is
brownish-yellow loamy sand that contains some coarse fragments and that
is about seven inches thick. The substratum is yellowish-brown loamy
sand. Soft sandstone is at a depth of about 18 inches.
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The Ramsey soils are very strongly acid. Availabile moisture holding
capacity is low, and permeability is moderately rapid to rapid. These
soils have a thick root zone.

Small areas of Ramsey soils were included in mapping with soils of the
Dekalb series.

3.7.3.14 Rigley Series

The Rigley series consists of deep, well drained soils on very steep
slopes, benches and narrow ridgetops. In the study area, Rigley soils
occur as an inseparable complex with Shelocta and Muse soils. On the
field sheets provided by the Soil Conservation Service, this complex was
designated as soil 14F.

Rigley-Shelocta-Muse Complex, 20 to 60 percent slopes (RmF)

This mapping unit consists of areas of Rigley, Shelocta and Muse soils
that are so intermingled that they could not be separated in mapping.
They are deep and wall drained soils on very steep mountain slopes,
benches and narrow ridgetups with compass orientations ranging from from
1400 to 3200. This range of compass orientations gives the complex a
hot, dry aspect.

Rigley soils make up 35 to 45 percent of this unit. Typically, the
surface layer is friable, dark grayish-brown loam about one inch thick.
The subsurface layer is friable, brown, fine sandy loam to a depth of
about 12 inches. The subsoil extends to a depth of about 41 inches and
is friable, yellowish-brown sandy loam. The underlying material is
yellowish-brown sandy clay loam to a depth of about 72 inches.

Rigley soils have moderately rapid permeability and moderate available
moisture capacity. The root zone is deep and organic matter content is
low. Reaction is strongly acid to extremely acid and runoff is medium
to rapid. The seasonal high water table is three to six feet below the
surface and depth to bedrock is more than 40 inches.

Shelocta soils make up 15 to 25 percent of the unit. Typically, the
surface layer is friable, dark brown silt loam about one inch thick.
The surface layer is friable, yellowish-brown, silt loam to a depth of
about nine inches. The subsoil extends to a depth of about 42 inches.
It is friable yellowish-brown, silty clay loam in the top 15 inches and
firn, strong brown silty clay loam in the lower 18 inches. The under-
lying material extends to more than 60 inches and is yellowish-brown
silty clay loam.

Shelocta soils have moderate pemeability and high available water
capacity. The root zone is deep and organic matter content is moderate.
Reaction is strongly acid to extremely acid and runoff is medium to
rapid. The seasonal high water table is more than six feet below the
surface and depth to bedrock is more than 48 inches.
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Muse soils make up 15 to 20 percent of the unit. Typically, the surface
layer is friable, dark brown, silt loam about one inch thick. The
subsurface layer extending to about four inches is friable, strong brown
silt loam. The subsoil extends to a depth of about 40 inches and is
friable, strong brown, silty clay loam in the upper 18 inches and firm
strong brown, silty clay in the lower 18 inches. The substratum extends
to a depth of about 47 inches and is variegated yellowish-red and light
gray clay. Below this is red and gray clay shale.

Muse soils have slow permeability and high available water capacity.
The root zone is deep and organic matter content is moderate. Reaction
is strongly acid to extremely acid and runoff is medium. The seasonal
high water table is six feet below the surface and depth to bedrock is
more than 40 inches. Shrink-swell potential is moderate.

Including in mapping are small areas of soils that are less than 40
inches to bedrock and rock outcrop. Also included are small areas of
soils that contain more silt, soils that contain more than 35 percent
coarse fragments, and small areas that have a dark colored surface
horizon. There are a few small areas with slopes of less than 20 per-
cent and over 60 percent.

Most of the acreage of these soils is used for woodland. Small areas
are used for cultivated crops or grass.

This mapping unit is not suited to cultivated crops because of steepness
of slopes, and is poorly suited to hay and pasture.

This mapping unit has severe limitations for most urban uses because of
steepness of slopes.

The unit is moderately well suited to trees. On the Rigley and Muse
soils, the erosion hazard and equipment limitations are moderate on
slopes less than 35 percent and severe on slopes over 35 percent. Plant
competition is moderate. On the Shelocta soils, the equipment limita-
tion is moderate on slopes of less than 35 percent and severe on slopes
over 35 percent. The erosion hazard and plant competition is moderate.
There are no other significant limitations for woodland use or manage-
ment. Woodland suitability group 14.

3.7.3.15 Rock Land-Caneyville Complex

This mapping unit consists of areas of rock outcrop and Caneyville soils
that are so intermingled that they could not be separated in mapping.
It is designated in Map Set B, Soils, as RuE. This complex is designat-
ed as soil type 23F on the field sheets provided by the Soil Conserva-
tion Service.
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Soils in this complex are very shallow to moderately deep on the lower
mountain sideslopes and in low saddles. Rock outcrop generally makes up
about 40 percent of the complex. In some areas, however, it makes up
only 15 percent of the complex and in other places it makes up as much
as 75 percent. Typically, rock outcrop consists of exposed areas of
limestone that occur at random. Slope ranges from 20 to 50 percent.

Caneyville soils make up about 25 percent of the complex but they make
up 15 to 50 percent in some areas.

Typically, the surface layer is brown, friable silt loam about eight
inches thick. The subsoil extends to a depth of about 23 inches and is
yellowish-brown, firm silty clay loam in the upper part and yellowish-
red, very firm silty clay in the lower part. The substratum is soft
siltstone and shale fragments to a depth of about 30 inches. Below this
is gray limestone.

This soil has moderately slow permeability and moderate available water
capacity. The root zone is moderately deep and the organic matter
content is low. This soil is somewhat difficult to till because of the
rock outcrops. Reaction is very strongly acid to medium acid in the
upper part and medium acid to mildly alkaline in the lower part. Runoff
is medium. The seasonal high water table is more than six feet below
the surface. Depth to bedrock is 20 to 40 inches and shrink-swell
potential is moderate.

Included in mapping are small areas of soils that are more acid and
loamy in the upper two feet. Close to and surrounding the rock out-
crops, the soils are shallow to bedrock. Also included are small areas
of soils that are deeper than 40 inches to bedrock.

Most of the acreage of these soils is used for woodland. Small areas
are used for cultivated crops or grass.

The unit is not suited to cultivated crops because of steepness of
slopes and rock outcrop, and is poorly suited to hay and pasture.

This mapping unit is moderately well suited to trees. Erosion hazard
and equipment limitation is severe, seedling mortality rate is moderate
on hot slopes and plant competition is moderate on cool slopes. There
are no other significant limitations for woodland use and management.
Woodland suitability group 14.

3.7.3.16 Rock Land-Talbott Complex

Rock Land-Talbott complex (Rt) consists of areas where outcrops of
limestone cover 25 percent or more of the surface of the Talbott soil.Rock land generally makes up 50 to 70 percent of the acreage in this
complex, and the rest is Talbott soil. This complex occurs along the
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South Fork Cumberland River and Little South Fork drainageways. Slopes
commonly range from 5 to 30 percent, but in places adjacent to streams
they are 60 percent or more. Except for a thinner surface layer and
more rockiness, the profile of the Talbott soil in this complex is
similar to the profile described for the Talbott series.

Included in mapped areas of this complex are areas of dark brown to
olive, clayey soils derived largely from limestone. These included
soils are neutral or slightly acid and range from one inch to 40 inches
in depth, depending on the depth of the crevices or holes in or between
the rock outcrops. Also included in deep draws are small areas of
yellowish or brownish soils derived from medium-textured acid colluvium.

Because of rock outcrops, steepness, and past erosion, this complex is
not suited to cultivated crops. It provides limited grazing but is
better suited as woodland or wildlife habitat. Woodland suitability
group 14.

3.7.3.17 Shelocta Series

The Shelocta series consists of deep, well-drained steep to very steep
soils. These soils occupy wide slopes along the tributaries. They
formed in acid colluvium that has been moved downslope from adjacent
areas.

In a typical series profile, the surface layer is dark brown and yellow-
ish-brown silt loam about seven inches thick. The subsoil extends to a
depth of 47 inches. The major part of the subsoil is strong brown and
yellowish-brown silty clay loam. The substratum is reddish-brown silty
clay.

The Shelocta soils are strongly acid and have moderate, natural fertil-
ity. The available moisture capacity is high, and permeability is
moderate. These soils have a thick root zone. Most of the acreage is
in hardwood forest.

In the study area Shelocta soils are mapped only in complexes or groups

with the Muse and Tate soils.

Shelocta-Muse-Cutshin Complex, 20 to 60 percent slopes (SoF)

This mapping unit consists of Shelocta, Muse and Cutshin soils that are
so intermingled that they could not be separated in mapping. They are
deep and well drained soils on very steep mountain slopes, benches and
coves with cool aspects, ranging from compass orientations of 3200 to
1400. On the field sheets provided by the Soil Conservation Service
this complex was designated as soil type 15F.
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Shelocta soils make up 20 to 30 percent of this unit. Typically, the
surface layer is friable, dark brown silt loam about one inch thick.
The subsurface layer is friable, yellowish-brown, silt loam to a depth
of about nine inches. The subsoil extends to a depth of about 42 inches.
It is friable yellowish-brown, silty clay loam in the top 15 inches and
firm, strong brown silty clay loam in the lower 18 inches. The under-
lying material extends to more than 60 inches and is yellowish-brown
silty clay loam.

Shelocta soils have moderate premeability and high available moisture
capacity. The root zone is deep and organic matter content is moderate.
Reaction is strongly acid to extremely acid and runoff is medium to
rapid. The seasonal high water table is more than six feet below the
surface and depth to bedrock is more than 48 inches.

Muse soils make up 15 to 25 percent of the unit. Typically, the surface
layer is friable, dark brown silt loam about one inch thick. The subsur-
face layer extending to about four inches is friable, strong brown silt
loam. The subsoil extends to a depth of about 40 inches and is friable,
strong brown, silty clay loam in the upper 18 inches and firm strong
brown silty clay in the lower 18 inches. The substratum extends to a
depth of about 47 inches and is variegated yellowish-red and light gray
clay. Below this is red and gray clay shale.

Muse soils have slow permeability and high available water capacity.
The root zone is deep and organic matter content is moderate. Reaction
is strongly acid to extremely acid and runoff is medium. The seasonal
high water table is more than six feet below the surface and depth to
bedrock is more than 40 inches. Shrink-swell potential is moderate.

Cutshin soils make up 15 to 20 percent of the mapping unit. Typically,
the surface layer is friable, dark grayish-brown loam
about one inch thick. The subsurface layer is friable, dark brown
loam to a depth of about eight inches. The subsoil extends to a
depth of about 48 inches and is friable, dark brown loam in the
upper 10 inches and friable brown sandy clay loam in the lower 30
inches. The substratum is strong brown, sandy clay and extends to
a depth of about 60 inches. Below this is sandstone and shale
bedrock.

Cutshin soils have moderate permeability and moderate available
moisture capacity. The root zone is deep and organic matter content
is moderate to high. Reaction is very strongly acid to neutral
and runoff is medium or rapid. The seasonal high water table is
more than five feet below the surface and depth to bedrock is more
than 40 inches.

Included in mapping are small areas that are less than 40 inches
to bedrock and rock outcrop. Also included are small areas of
soils that contain more silt, soils that contain more sand and
soils that contain more than 35 percent coarse fragments. There
are a few small areas with slopes of less than 20 percent and over
60 percent.
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Most of the acreage of these soils is used for woodland. Small areas
are used for cultivated crops or grass.

The mapping unit is not suited to cultivated crops because of steepness
of slopes and is poorly suited to hay and pasture.

This mapping unit has severe limitations for most urban uses because of
steepness of slopes.

The unit is moderately well suited to trees. On the Shelocta soils the
equipment limitation is moderate on slopes less than 35 percent. On the
Muse soils the erosion hazard and plant competition are moderate on
slopes less than 35 percent and severe on slopes over 35 percent. Plant
competition is moderate. On the Cutshin soils erosion hazard and equip-
ment limitation are moderate on slopes less than 35 percent and severe
on slopes over 35 percent. Plant competition is severe. There are no
other significant limitations for woodland use or management. Woodland
suitability jroup 14.

3.7.3.18 Strip Mines

Strip mines (St) consist of areas where the material above a coal seam
has been removed to allow open pit mining. Some of the surface mined
areas in the vicinity of the study area have been reclaimed for pasture
and hay.

3.7.3.19 Talbott Series

The Talbott series consists of moderately deep to deep, well-drained,
rolling to hilly soils on convex side slopes, ridgetops, and benches
along the Little South Fork Cumberland River and its tributaries. They
formed in residuum derived from limestone.

In a typical profile, the surface layer is mainly light yellowish-brown
silt loam about four inches thick, and the subsoil extends to a depth of
33 inches. The major part of the subsoil is yellowish-red silty clay
and clay. Limestone bedrock is at a depth of about 33 inches.

The Talbott soils are strongly acid and have moderately high natural
fertility. Permeability is moderately slow, and available moisture
capacity is moderate to low. The root zone is moderately thick. Rock
outcrops and the hazard of erosion are the main limitations to use.

Most of the acreage of Talbott soils is in pasture or has a sparse stand
of redcedar, oak, hickory, buckeye and elm.

Talbott rocky silt loam, 6 to 12 percent slopes (TaC)

This soil occupies rolling, karst landscapes where rock outcrops make up
three to eight percent of the surface. Except for disturbed areas that
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have a brown A horizon, the profile of this soil is similar to the
profile described as typical for the Talbott series.

Included with this soil in mapping were small areas of Huntington soils
in depressions around sinkholes. Also included were small areas of very
dark colored, fine-textured, very plastic soils; of severaly eroded
soils: of nonrocky soils; and of soils consisting of 15 to 50 percent
limestone outcrops.

Because of many rock outcrops, this soil is not well suited to cultivat-
ed crops. It is better suited as pasture or as woodland or wildlife
habitat. Woodland suitability group 4.

Talbott rocky silt loam 12 to 20 percent slopes, (TaP)

This soil occupies convex side slopes, karst ridgetops, and benches.
Rock outcrops make up three to eight percent of the surface.

Included with this soil in mapping were small areas of Huntington soils
in depressions. Also included were small areas of severely eroded
soils; of very dark colored, very plastic soils; and areas that are more
than eight percent rock outcrops.

Because of rockiness and the hazard of erosion, this soil is not suited
to cultivated crops. It is better suited as pasture or as woodland or
wildlife habitat. Woodland suitability group 4.

Talbott very rocky silty clay, 12 to 20 percent slopes, severely
eroded, (TbD3)

This soil is on convex side slopes, karst ridgetops, and benches. Rock
outcrops make up 10 to 25 percent of the surface. Except for a silty
clay surface layer and less depth to bedrock, the profile of this soil
is similar to the profile described as typical for the Talbott series.

Included with this soil in mapping were small areas of uneroded soils,
of gullied soils, and of Huntington soils in depressions.

Most of the original surface layer of this Talbott soil has been washed
away. Because of past erosion, rockiness, poor workability, droughti-
ness, and the hazard of further erosion, this soil is not suited to
cultivated crops, hay or pasture. It is better suited as woodland or
wildlife habitat. Woodland suitability group 4.

3.7.3.20 Tate Series

The Tate series consists of deep, well-drained, Tainly moderately steep
or steep soils on side slopes that have a sandstone cliff at or near the
upper part. These soils are gently sloping and strongly sloping in a
small acreage on stream terraces. Tate soils are the most extensive
soils in McCreary county. They formed in colluvium that moved downslope
from soils derived from acid sandstone and shale.
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In a typical profile, the surface layer is friable, brown and yellowish-
brown loam about eight inches thick. The subsoil extends to a depth of
more than 48 inches and is underlain by shale. The subsoil consists of
aboiut six inches of yellowish-brown loam underlain by yellowish-brown
and strong-brown clay loam.

The Tate soils are very strongly acid and have moderate natural fertil-
ity. Permeability is moderate to moderately rapid. The root zone is
deep, and available moisture capacity is high. Except in stony areas,
tillage is easy. These soils can be worked throughout a wide range of
moisture content without clodding or crusting.

Most of the steep areas are forested. Tulip-poplar and other hardwoods
grow on slopes facing north, and mixed oak and hickory grow on slopes
facing south. Most of the acreage on stream terraces is used for pas-
ture.

Tate fine sandy loam, 0 to 6 percent slopes (TeB)

This soil occupies second bottoms. Some areas are so high above normal
flood stage that they are infrequently flooded. In most places the
surface layer is darker colored, is slightly coarser textured, and has
..eaker structure than that in the profile described as typical for the
Tate series. Also, this soil is fairly free of coarse fragments to a
depth of 40 inches, but below this depth pebbles and cobblestones are
common.

Included with this soil in mapping were small areas of Pope and Elk
soils and, in places, small areas that have slopes of more than six
percent.

Natural fertility is moderate, and infiltration and permeability are
moderately rapid.

This soil is well suited to hay and pasture. Growth of most crops is
good if management is good. Where this soil is cultivated, the hazard
of erosion is slight to moderate. Woodland suitability group 2.

Tate-Trappist stony complex, 25 to 45 percent slopes (TnF)

This complex is on benched or irregular landscapes. Generally, about 60
percent of the complex is Tate soil, about 30 percent is Trappist soil,
and the remaining 10 percent is included soils. All of these soils are
so intermingled that separating them on a soil map is not practical.

The Tate soil developed in colluvium on concave or smooth slopes at the
head of drainageways, on benches, or on the lower part of side slopes.
In contrast, the Trappist soil developed on strongly coihvex landforms
that project a short distance out from the side slopes. The Trappist
soil is five to seven percent steeper than the Tate soil.
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The Tate and Trappist soils are unlike in appearance. The profile of
the Tate soil in this complex is similar to the profile described as
typical for the series but has a higher content of coarse fragments and
is underlain by weathered clay shale at a depth of three to four feet.
The profile of the Trappist soil is slightly thicker above shale than
the profile described as typical for the series and contains fewer
coarse fragments in the subsoil. Also, the Trappist soil is capped with
moderately coarse textured colluvium about five inches thick. In this
complex, however, stones cover from three to 15 percent of the surface.
Included in mapped areas of this complex are small areas of Cotaco soils
or a dark-colored soil. Rock outcrops are common on abrupt slope
breaks.

Stoniness and steepness severely restrict the use of soils in this
complex. These soils are suitable for limited grazing but are more
suitable as woodland and for providing wildlife food and cover. Wood-
land suitability group 13.

Tate, Shelocta and Muse stony soils, 12 to 35 percent slopes (ToE)

This undifferentiated group of soils occupies benched landforms that
have an overall concave appearance.

The soils in this group developed in acid colluvium that weathered from
siltstone, sandstone, and shale. This colluvium ranges from three to

five feet in thickness and overlies red, greenish-gray, and gray, calca-
reous clay shale and some limestone. Typically, stones cover from 10 to
30 percent of the surface.

Some areas are made up of only Tate soil, some areas of only Shelocta
soil, some areas of only Muse soil, and some areas of all three of these
soils. The profile of the Tate soil in this group has coarser texture
and contains more coarse fragments than the profile described as typical
for the Tate series. The profile of the Shelocta soil is similar to the
one described as typical for the Shelocta series. Except for more
coarse fragments in the surface layer, the profile of the Muse soil is
similar to the one described as typical for the Muse series.

Included in mapped areas of these soils in some places are small areas
of Colbert, Talbott, or dark-colored soils.

The large amount of stones on the surface severely restricts the use of
the soils in this group. These soils can be used as woodland and for
producing wildlife food and cover. The operation of farm machinery is
extremely difficult. Because of the underlying shale, these soils are
likely to slump in some places if they are used for engineering. Wood-
land suitability group 5.

3.7.3.21 Wellston Series

The Wellston series consists of well-drained, gently sloping to sloping
soils on broad ridgetops throughout the area. These soils formed partly
in residuum from acid shale and sandstone and partly in thin loess.
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In a typical profile, the surface layer is dark-brown and yellowish-
brown silt loam about seven inches thick. The subsoil extends to a
depth of about 34 inches and abruptly overlies fine-grained sandstone.
The major part of the subsoil is yellowish-brown silt loam and silty
clay loam.

The Wellston soils are very strongly acid and have moderate natural
fertility. Permeability is moderate, and available moisture capacity is
high. The Wellston soils have a thick root zone. They are easily
tilled and can be worked throughout a wide range of moisture content
without clodding or crusting.

Wellston silt loam, 6 to 12 percent slopes (WeC)

This soil occupies wide, smooth, convex ridgetops.

Included with this soil in mapping were small areas of Muse and Clymer
soils. Also included were some areas that are nearly level and some
that are strongly sloping.

This soil is suited to all crops commonly grown in the study area. In
cultivated areas the hazard of erosion is high. This soil is well
suited to pasture and hay crops. Woodland suitability group 3.

3.7.4 USE OF THE SOILS AS WOODLAND

Approximately 62 percent of the study area is forested. The original
forest of the area consisted of approximately a dozen species of hard-
woods. The dominant species, however, were oak (Quercus spp.), tulip-
poplar (Liriodendron tulipifera), and hickory (Cay_a spp. . Some hemlock
(Tsuga canadensis) grew on sideslopes and on bottom lands in steep coves
andeep ravines. Virginia, shortleaf and pitch pine (Pinus virginiana,
P. echinata, and P. rigida, respectively) were minor constituents of the
original forest and grew near cliffs and on sandy and rocky ridgetops
(Byrne et al. 1970).

Following settlement of the area, the original forest was first selec-
tively logged and then was clearcut. The first logging occurred in the
period between 1880 and 1920 (Byrne et al. 1970). Some of the cleared
land was farmed, then later abandoned and allowed to revert to forest
through the process of natural succession. At one time or another since
the area was settled, practically all of the forest land has been burned
over, either by wildfire, or by fires intentionally set by farmers to
encourage growth of herbaceous plants for grazing livestock (Byrne et
al. 1970). Burning of woodlands for this purpose was formerly a common
practice, and is still practiced to a certain extent today.

The existing vegetation of the study area reflects past management
practices, but is a rather poor indicator of the original natural forest
community. On moist sideslopes today, the principal species include
American beech (Fagus grandifolia), northern red oak (Quercus rubra),
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black oak ( . velutina), tulip poplar, white ash (Fraxinus americana),
basswood (Tilia heterophylla), bitternut hickory (Carya cordiformis),
pignut hickory7 C. ab ra, black gum (N ssa s lvatic-a-,dogwood (Cornus
florida) and pawpawAEsmina triloba)7 d ir stes, the principal
species are scarlet oak ((I. c6c-icnea), black oak, white oak (Q. alba),
post oak (Q. stellata), chestnut oak (2. montana), black gum anu mi-1Wr-
nut hickory (C. tomentosa). The number of shortleaf and Virginia pines
has increased on these drier sites since the area was first logged and
since the abandonment of the subsequent farmland (Byrne et al. 1970).

Hardwoods tend to replace pines under natural conditions in the McCreary/
Whitley county area (Byrne et a. 1970). The rate at which replacement
progresses is related to soil characteristics. Dekalb, Ramsey and other
soils that provide a dry site remain in a forest type of pine or rin.-
oak for a long time. Wellston and other moist soils revert rather
rapidly to an oak-hickory forest type with a few scattered pines. Tate
soils on north-facing slopes revert rapidly to hardwood forest (Byrne et
al. 1970).

3.7.4.1 Woodland Suitability Grouping of Soils

Byrne et al. (1970) classified the soils of the McCreary/Whitley county
area into 14 suitability groups based upon: (1) site index, or poten-
tial productivity; (2) existing tree species; (3) species preferred in
future stands; (4) species suitable for planting, and (5) limitations
and hazards to management. Each group consists of soils that have
approximately the same suitability for wood crops, require about the
same management, and have about the same potential productivity. Only
nine of the 14 woodland suitability groups in the McCreary/Whitley
county area occur in the Little South Fork study area.

The site index is an index to the productivity of a soil for a specified
species of tree. Byrne et al. (1970) measured the site index on the
Muse, Tate, Dekalb, Clymer, Wellston, Tilsit and Shelocta soils and
interpolated the site index for the other soils in the McCreary/Whitley
county area. The site index is the average height, in feet, of the
dominant and codominant upland oaks at 50 years of age. In each wood-
land suitability group, generally two of every three trees measured
varies less than 10 percent from the indicated site index. Although
site index gives a good indication of potential productivity, the mea-
surements made on trees now growing probably will cause underestimation
of the growth potential. This underestimation results from trees now
growing in the forests that reestablished in the area after logging,
burning, grazing and other practices had damaged the soils and caused
erosion (Byrne, et al. 1970).

Table 12 on the pages that follow lists the 14 woodland suitability
groups in the McCreary/Whitley county area, as described by Byrne et al.
(1970). An asterisk appears beside the groups that occur in the Little
South Fork Wild River study area. Besides a brief description of each
suitability group, Table 12 also includes the following information:
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potential productivity in terms of forest type and site index; the tree
species in existing stands; preferred tree species in these stands; tree
species suitable for planting, and hazards and limitations to management
including plant competition, seedling mortality, erosion and equipment
limitations.

Plant competition refers to encroachment by annuals, shrubs, and other
undesirable plants and the rate at which these undesirable species in-
vade or colonize cleared or open areas. A rating of slight means that
the early growth of desirable species of trees is essentially unhindered
by competing plants. A moderate rating means that early growth of
desirable tree species is satisfactory, but minor treatment is necessary
to aid the establishment of these desirable species. Otherwise, their
establishment may be hindered by weed species. Severe means that strong
management treatment is necessary to protect desirable species from weed
encroachment that would otherwise preclude their establishment (Byrne et
al. 1970).

Seedling mortality refers to loss of natural or planted seedlings as a
result of frost heaving or of too much or too little moisture at the
time of germination. The seedling mortality rating in Table 12 assumes
that there is a sufficient amount of viable seed of the preferred tree
species to begin with. The rating of slight means that establishment of
desired secies is not a problem. Moderate means that natural regenera-
tion cannot be relied on for adequate stocking, or that between 25 and
50 percent of the planted seedlings die. A rating of severe means that
natural regeneration cannot be relied on, or that less than 50 percent
of the planting seedlings survive. On soils rated severe, herbicide
sprays to reduce competition from hardwoods or scarification to prepare
a better seedbed is necessary for the establishment of pines (Byrne et
al. 1970).

Erosion hazard indicates the susceptibility of a particular soil to
movement by running water and discounts the influence of the ground
cover vegetation. A rating of slight means that the hazard of erosion
is only minor. Timber management operations are curtailed only during
rainy periods, and waterbars are needed only at critical locations. A
rating of moderate means that special practices are needed to keep
much-used areas dry so as to avoid concentration of running water in
disturbed areas and to keep water from accumulating. On soils rated
moderate, filter zones between logging roads and streams are needed.
Severe means that detailed planning is needed to control erosion where
the surface layer of the soil is disturbed. Water cannot be allowed to
accumulate and the filter zone between streams and logging roads must be
wide. Skidding of logs should be on the level or in an uphill direc-
tion, but not downhill. A very severe rating means that erosion is the
main concern of management. On soils rated very severe, erosion can he
so rapid that any disturbance of the soil causes serious problems unless
ao intensive erosion control practices are used before, during, and
after all timber management or hravest operations. Logging must be
uphill and by cable or arch. Skid trails can withstand only a few
passes without serious problems developing. Where roads or other im-
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TABt' 17

WOODLAND MANAGEMENT :NTERPRETATIONS By WOOOLANO SoITARILITY GROPS

Potential Productivity Iree Species

Woodland Suitability Forest Type Site F isting Stands
Group Index S

Group I! Nearly level, somewhat poorly Sweetgam 9r Piver Tirrh, pin oak, sweetg9Lm,
drained, acid soils on bottom lands Cottonwood 'I sycamore, ottonwood and red
and low terraces; shallow root zone maple
above high water table or fragipan;
flooded annually.

-Group 2: Nearly level to gently sloping, Upland oak 90 TuliD-poolar, nlack walnut, red
moderately well drained to well drained Tulip-poplar 15 oak, white oak, eli', and river
soils on bottom lands, low terraces, hirch.
toe slopes, and colluvial fans; seasonal
high water table or occasional flooding
in places.

-Group 3! Nearly level to gently sloping, Upland oak 3? Scarlet -iak, black oak, latkgum,
moderately well drained to well drained Shortleaf pine Dl snortleaf pine, and Virginia
soils on high terraces and uplands; pine.
fragipan io places.

*GrGup 4: Gently sloping to moderately Upland Oak 74 White oak, post oai, redcedar,
steep, well-drained, residual soils on winged el", -rQinia pine,
uplands; derived from liriestone or black cherry, shagbarlk .ickry,
calcareous shale; some areas are rocky. hitterrut hicvory, and hu:keye.

-Group 5; Moderately steep to steep, Upland oak ? 95 White oak, black oak, scarlet oak,
well-drained, acid, stony soils on up- Tulip-poplar 2 S red oak, rock elm, buckeye,
lands developed in colluvium ove tulip poplar, black the ry,

calcareous substraton 87 shagbark hickory and bitlernut
hickory.

*Group 6: Sloping to moderately steep, White oak 62 Scarlet oak, white oak, blackqum,
mostly well-drained, acid, clayey Shortleaf pine 68 shortleaf pine, V1rginia pine,
soils on uplands. Scarlet oak 70 blackgur, pignut hickory, and

Upland oak 66 mockernut hickory.

*Group 7: Steep to very steep, well- Upland oak 75 White oak, Slack oak, chestnut

drained, acid, loamy or clayey soils Upland oak 66 oak, scarlet oak, shortleaf
on uplands. pine, Virginia pine, plackgum,

pignut hickory, and mockernut
hickory.

Group 8: Stony, loamy, or clayey, acid Upland oak 75 Scarlet oak, chestnut oak, white
soils that have long, steep to very 3 &4 oak, shortleaf pine, Virginia
steep slopes and are on uplands. pine, red maple, tblackgum, and

mockernut hickory.

Group 9: Very steep, slightly acid to Tulip-poplar 95 Buckeye, basswood, tulip-poplar,
neutral. stony soils in the upper Upland oak 83 red oak, beech, and sgar maple.
part of coves facing north.

Group l0: Moderately steep to steep, Shortleaf pine 2 68 Shortleaf pine, Ditch pine, Vir-
moderately coarse textured, well- 3 55 ginia pine, Post oak, chestnut
,.'ained or somewhat excessively oak, blacack :ak, southern
drained soils on uplands. red oak, scarlet oak, blackgam,

souvWood, and mockernut hickory.

Group l1; Strongly sloping to steep, Upland oak 2 7 ed oak, white oak, black oak,

medium-textured, well-drained soils 70 starlet oak, hiackquri, shortleaf

on uplands; developed in deep pine, tulip-poplar, and mockernut
colluviun. hickory.

*Group 12: Gently sloping to strongly Virginia pine 73 Shortleaf pine, Virginia pine,
sloping, moderately coarse textured, Shortleaf pine 64 pitch pine, black Oak, white
well-drained to somewhat excessively oak, post oak, southern red
drained soils on uplands; some areas oak, scarlet oak, and blackgum.
are shallow.

2 750dok ht ebakok
*Group 13: Strongly sloping to steep, Upland oak 75 Red oak, white oak, black oak,
stony acid soils, mainly below cliffs 65 chestnut oak, scarlet oak. short-
in the uplands; mainly moderately leaf pine, tulip-poplar, '
coarse textured but small areas are blackqum, mockernut hickory,
fine textured, and pignut hickory.

-Group 14: Land types and soil complexes (4) ------------- 4 4) ---------------------------((d

that are extremely variable in texture,
slope, and other characteristics.

I Site index is based on height of Il ye. "f age for c(titonwood; site index for all other species

is based on height at 50 years of age. A-erally, two of every three trees measured will vary less
than In percent from the site index (Byrne et al. 19701.

2 On the lOwer one-third of slopes on a'l aspects and the upper two-thirdns of slopes that have aspects
of 340 to 15 degree% (Byrne et al. 1970).
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totential Productivity 'rev Speves

Preferred in Stdnis S,!t,!le for P'antiro Olant Seedling fErosion quopnent
compet It To, Ilu ,d It azar iato

Sweetguri, pin oak, and cotton- Cottonwood, pin oak, and Severe Severe Sliqht Moderate to
wood. sweetgum severe.

tulp-pOpdlar, red oak, black whnte pine, tulip-pop'ar, Severe S!'qht Slignt Slignt
oak, and white oak. black walnut, shnrtleaf

pine, and red oak.

Snortleaf pine, black oak, and White pine a rt- Moderate 'loderate Sligrt Slight
scarlet oak. leaf pine.

Wite oak, red oak, black Oak, Snortlea' pine, Virginia Seere Severe Severe Severe
and s,:arlet oak. pine, and redcedar.

Tlip-poplar, red oak, black Tulip-poplar, snortleaf Moderate Moderate Severe Severe
oak, white oak, and black pine and white pine, to severe.
walnut.

Scarlet oak, white oak, black Shortleaf pine and Vir- Moderate Moderate Moderate Moder6te
oak, and shortleaf pine. ginia pine. to severe to severe to severe

Black oak, red oak, 2 scarlet Shortleaf pine ani Vir- Moderate Moderate Very Severe
oak, white oak, sortleaf ginia pine. severe
pine, white a~h, , and
tulip poplar.

2
Red oak, black oak, chestnut Shortleaf pine, 'ir- Moderate Moderate Very Severe

ak, white oak, 5ulip-poplar ginia pine, white severe
and white ash . pine, and tulip-

poplar.

Tulip-poplar, red oak, and Tulip-poplar, white Moderate Slight Very Severe
black oak. pine and black walnut, severe

Shortleaf line, white oak, Shortleaf pine and Vir- Slight Slight Severe Severe
scarle. oak, and chestnut ginia pine.
oak.

White oak, 3 red oak, black Tulip-poplar, 2 short- Moderate Moderate 4oderate Moderate
oak, tulip-poplar, and leaf pine, and white to severe to severe
shortleaf pine. pine.

Shortleaf pine and Virginia Shortleaf pine and Vir- Moderate Slight Slight to Slight to
pine. ginla pine. moderate moderate

White oak, black oak, scarlet Shortleaf pine, Vir- Moderate Moderate Severe Moderate to
oak, shortleaf 2pine, and ginia pine, white to severe very severe
tulip-poplar. pine and ulip-

poplar.

4 ----------------------- 4) --------------- Moderate Moderate Very Severe
severe

3
On ridgetops and the upper two-thirds of slopes that have aspects of 125 to 340 degrees.
Data not available.

* Occurs in the Little South Fork Wild River Study Area.
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provements are built on soils with a very severe rating, slides and
slips are common (Byrne et al. 1970).

An equipment limitation refers to the relative degree that theuse of
wheeled or crawler type equipment is prohibited or restricted by soil
characteristics. The limitation is slight if there is no restriction on
the type of equipment that can be used; moderate if the type of equip-
ment and the time it can be used are somewhat restricted, and severe if
there are severe restrictions on the type of equipment tha can be used
or the time of the year that the equipment can be used. On soils that
are rated severe, special equipment, such as cable or arch logging
equipment is generally required (Byrne et al. 1970).

3.7.5 USE OF THE SOILS FOR WILDLIFE

This section of the report assesses the suitability of the soils of the
study area for wildlife management purposes. Successful wildlife manage-
ment depends upon providing the indigenous wildlife of an area with
ample food, cover and water in suitable locations. Wildlife habitats
that provide these basic needs can be created, improved or maintained by
planting or managing existing vegetation on the soils of the area to
promote the growth of plant species that are most desirable for wildlife
use. The estimated suitability of the soils of the Little South Fork
study area for different kinds of wildlife and for "producing wildlife
habitat elements" is evaluated in Table 13 on the pages that follow.

Accordint to Byrne et al. (1970), white-tailed deer, ruffed grouse, gray
squirrel, fox squirrel, cottontail rabbit, bobwhite and wild turkey are
common in many places in the McCreary/Whitley county area. Personal
communication with wildlife biologists in the Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources in Frankfort indicates that this statement
is still applicable. The information in the text and tables of this
section of the report is useful in assisting game managers in determin-
ing which species of game to encourage in a particular habitat and in
identifying specific sites for the development, protection and enhance-
ment of important elements of wildlife habitat. The kinds of wildlife
habitat suitable for the soils in the Tate-Shelocta Association, the
soil association that includes the Wild River study area, is discussed
below.

The Tate-Shelocta Association, which is largely forested, occupies the
lower slopes and benches along the Big South Fork and its main western
tributaries including the Little South Fork. Along the Wild River seg-
ment of the Little South Fork, small farms and abandoned fields are
common on these lower slopes and benches. Cliffs that are common in
adjacent soil associations hinder access to this association for both
hunters and whitetailed deer (Byrne et al. 1970).

According to Byrne et al. (1970), the Tate-Shelocta Association probably
has the best potential for supporting wildlife of any soil association
in the McCreary/Whitley county area. Plants grown on the soils of the
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TABLE 13

SUITABILITY OF SOILS FOR ELfMENTS OF WILDLIFE HABITATS AND KINDS OF WILnLIFE

Wildlife Habitat Elements

Mapping Unit and Symbol Grains and Grasses and Wild Herbaceous
Seed Crops Legumes Upland Plants

Caneyville silt loam, very rOcky, 6 to 12 percent
slopes (CaC) Poor Fair Fair

Caneyville silt loam, very rocky, 12 to 20 percent
slopes (CaD) Poor Fair Fair

Colbert silty clay loam, 6 to 20 percent slopes (CoD) Poor Fair Fair

Dekalb fine sandy loam, 6 to 12 percent slopes (DeC) Fair Fair Fair

Dekalb and Ramsey sandy loams, 12 to 20 percent
slopes (rD):

Dekalb soil Poor Fair Fair

Ramsey soll Unsuited Poor Poor

Frederick silt loam. 6 to 12 percent slopes (FdC) Good Good Good

Grigsby loam (Gr) Fair Good Good

Huntington silt loam (Hu) Fair Good Good

Muse silt loam, 6 to 12 percent slopes (MeC) Fair Good Good

Muse silt loam, 12 to 20 percent slopes (MeO) Poor Fair to good Good

Muse-Trappist silt loams, 20 to 30 percent %lopes (MpE) Unsuited Poor Good

Muse-Trappist silt loams, 30 to 50 percent Slopes (1ipF) Unsuited Unsuited Fair

Nolin silt loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes (No) Good Good Fair

Rigley Shelocta-Muse Complex, 20 to 60 percent

slopes (RnF) Unsuited Poor Poor

Rock land - Caneyville Complex (RuE):

Rock land Unsuited Unsuited Poor

Caneyville soil Poor Poor Fair

Rock land-Talbott complex (Rt):

Rock land Unsuited Unsuited Poor

Talbott soil Poor Fair Good

Shelocta-Muse-Cutshin Complex, 20 to 60 percent
slopes (SoF) Unsuited Poor Fair

Strip Mines (St) Unsuited Unsuited Poor

Talbott rocky silt loam, 6 to 12 percent slopes (TaC) Poor Fair Good

Talbott rocky silt loam, 12 to 20 percent slopes (Tal) Poor Fair Good

Talbott very rocky silty clay, 12 to 20 percent slopes
severely eroded (TbO3) Unsuited Poor Fair

Tate fine sandy loam, 0 to 6 percent slopes (Tell) Fair Good Good

Tate-Trappist stony complex, 25 to 45 percent slopes (TnF):

Tate soil Unsaited Unsuited Fair

Trappist soil 'insuited Unsuited Fair

Tate, Shelocta, and Muse stony soils, 12 to 35 percent
slopes (ToE) tInsuited Unsuited Fair

Wellston silt loam, 6 to 12 percent slopes (WeC) Fair Good Good
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Wildlife Habitat Elemnts (continued) Kinds of Wildlife

Hardwood iloody Evergreen Woody Shallo Water ExcaiAted Ponds Open Wildlife Woodland
Plants Plants Developments Wildlife

Fair Fair Fair Fair Fair Fair

Fair Fair Poor Poor Fair Fair

Fair Fair Unsuited Unsuited Fair Fair

Fair Fair Unsuited Unsuited Fair Fair

Poor Fair Unsuited IInsuited Poor Poor

Fair Good Unsuited Unsuited Poor Fair

Good Good Unsuited Unsuited Good Good

Good Poor Unsuited Unsuited Good Good

Good Poor Fair Door Good Good

Good Poor Unsuited Unsuited Fair Good

Good Good Unsuited Unsuited Good Good

Good Poor Unsuited Unsuited Poor Fair

Good Poor Unsuited Unsuited Poor Fair

Good Poor Unsuited Unsuited Good Good

Fair Good Unsuited Unsuited Poor Fair

Fair Fair Unsuited Unsuited Unsuited Fair

Fair Good Unsuited Unsuited Poor Fair

Fair Fair Unsuited Unsuited Unsuited Fair

Poor Good Unsuited Unsuited Fair Poor

Fair Good Unsuited Unsuited Poor Fair

Poor Good Unsuited Unsuited Unsuited Poor

Good Poor Unsuited Unsuited Unsuited Good

Good Poor Unsuited Unsuited Fair Good

Fair Fair Unsuited Unsuited Poor Fair

Good Poor Unsuited Unsuited Good Good

Good Fair Unsuited Unsuited Poor Fair

Good Fair Unsuited Unsuited Poor Fair

Fair Fair Unsuited Unsuited Poor Fair

Good Poor Poor Poor Good Good
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Tate-Shelocta Association are generally higher in nutritive value than
plants grown on other soils (Byrne et al. 1970). While permanent open-
ings (small forest clearings established in sod) that are needed by
turkeys are relatively scarce in the area, den trees for squirrels and
permanent sources of water for deer and turkeys are abundant.

In most locations, the soils in the Tate-Shelocta Association provide
good habitat for turkeys and excellent habitat for squirrels. The habi-
tat could be improved for both white-tailed deer and turkeys if small
areas of Huntington and Pope soils on floodplains of small streams were
cleared and established in sod. Along the Little South Fork north of
Slavans, the habitat for deer and grouse is fair to good. The reason
the habitat in this area is not better for deer is that browse is gene-
rally scarce in the sparse stand of shrubs among the hardwoods. More
browse occurs where intermediate cuttings are made, but the plants soon
grow too tall to be reached by deer (Byrne et al. 1970).

The ratings for suitability of soils for elements of wildlife habitat in
Table 13 do not take into account present land use, the relationship of
soils to adjoining areas, and the movements of wildlife. A rating of
good means that habitats are generally easily created, improved or
maintained on the soil in question; there are few or no soil limitations
to habitat management, and satisfactory results can be expected. A
rating of fair means that habitats can be created, improved or main-
tained, but there are moderate soil limitations that affect management.
Moderately intensive management and fairly frequent attention are re-
quired for satisfactory results. A rating of poor means that habitats
can generally be created, improved or maintained, but soil limitations
are severe. Management of habitat is difficult, expensive and requires
intensive effort. A rating of unsuited means that habitats cannot be
created, improved or maintained, or that these practices are not feas-
ible under prevailing soil conditions (Byrne et al. 1970).

3.7.5.1 Elements of Wildlife Habitat

The following paragraphs briefly describe the elements of wildlife
habitat that are rated in Table 13.

Grain and seed crops are areas of domestic grains or seed-producing
annual herbaceous plants that have been planted to produce food for
wildlife. Suitable plants include corn, sorghum, wheat, oats, millet,
buckwheat, soybeans and sunflowers.

Grasses and legumes are domestic perennial grasses and herbaceous le-
gumes that have been planted to provide wildlife food and cover. Suit-
able plants include fescue, bromegrass, bluegrass, timothy, redtop,
orchardgrass, reed canarygrass, clover, trefoil, alfalfa and sericea
lespedeza.

Wild herbaceous upland plants are native or introduced perennial grasses
and weeds preferred by wildlife on uplands that provide food and cover
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and that are established mainly through natural processes. Examples of
these plants include: beggarweed, wild bean, goldenrod, wild ryegrass,
oatgrass, pokeweed, wild strawberry, and lespedeza. Ratings in this
category are based on the estimated number, variety and vigor of desir-
able species that are native to each soil.

Hardwood woody plants are vigorous sprouts or dependable, naturally
occurring food-producing hardwood trees, shrubs or woody vines that are
preferred by wildlife. Examples include: oak, hickory, dogwood, maple,
qrape, blueberry, brier, greenbrier, cherry and viburnum.

Evergreen woody plants are coniferous trees and slower growing evergreen
shrubs that are commonly established through natural processes and that
are important to wildlife mainly as cover, but also for food. Examples
include: Virginia pine, shortleaf pine, pitch pine, redcedar, hemlock,
mountain laurel, American holly, and rhododendron.

Shallow water developments are areas of standing water in impoundments
or excavations that generally do not exceed five feet in depth. Such
structures include shallow dugout ponds, low dikes and levees. Several
of these occur in the study area, although some contain water only
during wet weather.

Excavated ponds are dugout water areas or combinations of dugout ponds
and low dikes or dams that hold enough water of suitable quality and
depth to support fish or other wildlife. These are ponds of one-tenth
acre or more that are built on nearly level land and that have an aver-
age depth of six feet or more over at least one-fourth of the area. A
dependable source of unpolluted water of low acidity is needed for
producing fish (Byrne et al. 1970). Twenty-three farm pond-, some of
which are in this category and some of which are shallow water develop-
ments, occur in the study area. Most of these are livestock watering
ponds. Sixteen of these are on the Wayne County side of the study area,
and the remaining seven are on the mcCreary County side. Ponds are
located in the Map Folio Set, Map Set D, Land Cover.

3.7.5.2 Kinds of Wildlife

The kinds of wildlife addressed in Table 13 are described below. Byrne
et al. (1970) did not consider wetland wildlife to he an important class
of wildlife in the McCreary/Whitley county area because of a lack, in
that area, of large bodies of water. For this reason, wetland wildlife
are not included in Table 13, which is adapted from Byrne et al. (1970).
Lake Cumberland, however, lies west of the Wild River study area in
Wayne County. Lake Cumberland does have significant wetland wildlife
populations. Wetland wildlife consists primarily of birds and mammals
that inhabit lakes, ponds, marshes and swamps. Examples include ducks,
geese, herons, shorebirds, mink, muskrat and opossum. Some of these
species do occur, at least seasonally, on and along the Little South
Fork, but they are few in number. More important classes of wildlife in
the Little South Fork study area are open land wildlife and woodland
wildlife.
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Open land wildlife consists of birds and mammals that normally frequent
cropland, pasture, meadows, lawns and areas that are overgrown with
grasses, herbs and shrubs. Examples include quail, meadowlark, dove,
cottontail rabbit, red fox and woodchuck.

Woodland wildlife consists of birds and mammals that normally frequent
woodland made up of hardwoods, shrubs, and vines; coniferous trees and
shrubs, or a mixture of both type of woodland. Examples of woodland
wildlife include ruffed grouse, gray squirrel, fox squirrel, gray fox,
white-tailed deer, raccoon and wild turkey.

3.7.6 USE OF THE SOILS FOR PLANNING

Knowledge of soil limitations is a valuable aid in planning for recrea-
tion facilities and community developments including selection of suit-
-hlp sites for buildings and plan areas. Table 14 on the pages that
follow presents "L, ratings of the estimated degree and kind of limita-
tions of each soil in the study area for selected recreational facili-
ties and community developments. Whether or not such facilities are
ever planned for development in the Wild River study area, the infoma-
tion in TAble 14 is valuable to managers of the Wild River since it
provides understanding of which soils, and thus, which areas in the
study corridor are most sensitive to disturbance by recreationists, and
which areas should be capable of withstanding such use with minimal
effect on the natural environment.

In Table 14, a rating of slight indicates that the soil has few limita-
tions and that they are easily overcome. A soil rated moderate has
limitations that can be overcome by implementing special management
practices. A rating of severe indicates serious limitations exist which
can be overcome only by the use of intensive management practices. A
severe rating does not mean that the soil cannot be used for the stated
purposes; what it means is that the cost involved in overcoming the soil
limitations may be prohibitive, and the effort to use the soils for the
stated purpose may not be justifiable on the basis of cost. The infor-
mation contained in Table 14 does not obviate the need for site-specific
soil investigations for many of the uses in the table which require only
a small area. Rather, this information is intended for use as a guide
in screening potential sites and in planning more detailed investiga-
tions.

In Table 14, the kinds of limitations, expressed in terms of soil char-
acteristics or properties, are given only if the degree of limitation is
rated at more than slight.

The criteria used to determine the degree and kind of limitation vary
according to the intended use. Limitations of soils for use as a septic
tank filter fielJ, for example, are steep slopes, seasonally high water
table, flooding, shallow depth to bedrock, stoniness and slow permeabil-
ity. A rating of moderate indicates that the soil has borderline limita-
tions making it only marginally suited to the use and indicating that a
thorough investigation should be made at the proposed site.
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TABLE 14 - LIMITATIONS OF SOILS FOR RECREATIONAL AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENTS

Estimated legree and Kind of Limitations
If Limitation Is Moderate or Severe

Mapping Unit and Symbol Septic Tank Impoundments and Buildings With
Filter Fields Sewage Lagoons Basements

Caneyville silt loam, very rocky, Severe: shallow Severe: shallow depth Severe: shallow depth
6 to 12 percent slopes (CaC) depth to bedrock; to bedrock; moderately to bedrock.

moderately slow slow permeability.
permeability.

Caneyville silt loam, very rocky, 12 Severe: shallow Severe: shallow depth Severe: shallow depth
to 20 percent slopes (CaD) depth to bedrock; to bedrock; moderately to bedrock.

moderately slow slow permeability.
permeability.

Colbert silty clay loam, 6 to 20 per- Severe: bedrock at Severe: slope; bedrock Moderate: bedrock at
cent slopes (COD). a depth of 2 to 3 at a depth of 2 to 3 depth of 2 to 3

feet; slow permea- feet; poor material. feet; slope.
ability; slope.

Dekalb fine sandy loam, 6 to 12 per- Moderate: bedrock Severe: slope; pervious Moderate: bedrock at
cent slopes (DeC) at a depth of 2 to substratum, depth of 2 to 3 feet;

3 feet; slope, slope.

Dekalb and Ramsey sandy loams, 12
to 20 percent slopes (DrD):

Dekalb soil ----------------------- Severe: bedrock at Severe: slope; pervious Moderate: bedrock at
a depth of 2 to 3 substratum, a depth of 2 to 3
feet; slope. feet; slope.

Ramsey soil -------------------- Severe: bedrock at Severe: bedrock at a Severe: bedrock at a
a depth of 1 to 1 depth of I to 1 feet depth of 1 to 1
feet; slope, slope. feet; slope.

Frederick silt loam. 6 to 12 percent Moderate: mode- Moderate: moderately Severe: slope; high
slopes (FdC) rately slow slope permeability, shrink-swell poten-

permeability. tial.

Grigsby loam (Gr) Severe: flooding Severe: flooding hazard. Severe: flooding
hazard. hazard.

Huntington silt loam (Hu) Severe: flooding Severe: flooding hazard. Severe: flooding
haza rd. hazard.

Muse silt loam, 6 to 12 percent Severe: moderately Severe: slope. Moderate: slope.
slopes (MeC) slow permeability.

Muse silt loam, 12 to 20 percent Severe: slope; Severe: slope. Moderate: slope.
slopes (MeD) moderately slow

permeability.

Muse-Trappist silt loams. 20 to 30 Severe: slope; sto- Severe: slope. Severe: slope; stoni-
percent slopes (MpE) niness in some ness in some areas.

areas.

Muse-Trappist silt loams, 30 to 50 Severe: slope; sto- Severe: slope. Severe: slope; stoni-
percent slopes (MpF) niness in some ness in some areas,

a reas.
Nolin silt loam, 0 to 7 percent Severe: flooding Severe: flooding hazard. Severe: flooding

slopes (No). hazard, hazard.

Rigley-Shelocta-Muse Complex, 20 to Severe: slope. Severe: slope. Severe: slope.
60 percent slopes (RmF)

Rockland-Caneyville Complex (RuE):

Rockland ------------------------- Severe: rockiness. Severe: rockiness. Severe: rockiness.

Caneyville soil ------------------ Severe: slope; . Severe: slope, Severe: slope;
rockiness. rockiness. rockiness.

Rockland-Talbott complex (Rt):

Rockland ------------------------- Severe: rockiness. Severe: rockiness. Severe: rockiness.

Talbott soil ---------------------- Severe: slope; Severe: slope; rocii- Severe: rockiness.
moderately slow ness.
permeability;
rock iness.

Source: Byrne, et al. (1970) Soil Survey of the McCreary-Whitley Area, Kentucky.
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Estimated Degree and Kind of Limitations If Limitation is Moderate or Severe- continued)

Camps i tes

Roads Athletic Fields Play and Picnic Areas Tents Trailers

Moderate: shallow Severe: slope; mod- Severe: slope; moderate- Moderate: slope; Severe: slope

depth to hedrock, erately slow perme- ly slow permeability, moderately slow moderately slow
ability. permeability. permeability.

Severe: slope shallow Severe: slope mode- Severe: slope mode- Severe: slope; Severe: slope
depth to bedrock. rately slow perme- rately slow perne- moderately slow moderately

ability. ability. permeability. slow perme-
ability.

Severe: slope. Severe: slope; slow Severe: slope. Severe: slope: Severe: slope;
pemeability. slow peme- slow permea-

ability. bility.

Moderate: bedrock at Severe: slope. Moderate: slope. Moderate: slope. Severe: slope.
a depth of 2 to 3
feet; slope.

Severe: slope. Severe. slope. Severe: slope. Severe: slope. Severe: slope.

Severe: bedrock at a Severe: bedrock at a Severe: bedrock at a Severe: bedrock at Severe: bedrock at
depth of I to 1 depth of I to 1 feet; depth of 1 to 1 feet; a depth of I to a depth of I to
feet; slope, slope, slope. lh feet; slope. 1 feet; slope.

Severe: slope; high Severe: slope. Severe: slope. Moderate: slope. Severe: slope.
shrink-swell potential.
Severe: flooding Moderate: flooding Moderate: flooding Moderate: flooding Moderate: flood-
hazard, hazard, hazard, hazard. ing hazard.

Severe: slope; high Severe: slope. Severe: slope. Moderate: slope. Severe: slope.
shrink-swell potential.

Severe: flooding hazard. Moderate: flooding Moderate: flooding Moderate: flooding Moderate: flood-
hazard, hazard, hazard. ing hazard.

Moderate: slope; high Severe: slope. Moderate: slope; silt Moderate: slope; Severe: slope.
shrink-swell poten- loam surface layer. moderately slow
tial. permeability.

Severe: slope. Severe: slope; stoni- Severe: slope. Severe slope. Severe: slope;
ness in some areas, stoniness in

some areas.

Severe: slope. Severe: slope; stoni- Severe: slope. Severe: slope. Severe: slope;
ness in some areas, stoniness in

some areas.
Severe: flooding Moderate: flooding Moderate: flooding Moderate: flooding Moderate: flood-
hazard, hazard, hazard, hazard. ing hazard.

Severe: slope. Severe: slope. Severe: slope. Severe: slope. Severe: slope.

Severe: rockiness. Severe: rockiness. Severe: rockiness. Severe: rockiness. Severe: rocki-
ness.

Severe: slope; Severe: slope; rocki- Severe: slope; Severe: slope; Severe: slope;
rockiness. ness. rockiness. rockiness. rockiness.

Severe: rockiness. Severe: rockiness. Severe: rockiness. Severe rockiness. Severe: rocki-
ness.

Severe: slope, rocki- Severe: rockiness. Severe: rockiness. Severe: rockiness. Severe: rocki-
mess. ness.
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TABLE 14 - Continued

Estimated Degree and Kind of Limitations
If Limitation Is Moderate or Severe

Mapping Unit and Symbol Septic Tank Impoundments and Buildings With
Filter Fields Sewage Lagoons Basements

Shelocta-tuse-Cutshin Complex, 20 to Severe: slope. Severe: slope. Severe: slope.

Talbott rocky silt loam, 6 to 12 Severe: bedrock at Severe: slope. Moderate: slope;
percent slopes (TaC). a depth of ? to 

31  
rockiness.

feet; moderately
slow permeability.

Talbott rocky silt loam, 12 to 20 Severe: slope; Severe: slope. Moderate: slope;
percent slopes (TaD). moderately slow rockiness.

permeability
Talbott very rocky silty clay loam, Severe: slope; Severe: slope; rockiness. Severe: rockiness.
12 to 20 percent slopes, severely moderately slow
eroded (TbD3). permeability,

rockiness.
Tate fine sandy loam, 0 to 6 per- Slight. Severe: pervious Slight.

cent slopes (TeB). substratum.

Tate-Trappist stony complex, 25
to 45 percent slopes (TnF):

Tate soil ------------------------ Severe: slope; Severe: slope. Severe: slope;
stoniness. stoniness.

Trappist soil --------------------- Severe: depth to Severe: slope; depth Severe: slope;
rock slope, to rock. stoniness.

Tate, Shelocta, and Muse stony soils,
12 to 35 percent slopes (ToE):

Tate soil ------------------------- Severe: slope; Severe: slope. Severe: slope; stoni-
stoniness. ness.

Shelocta soil --------------------- Severe: slope; Severe: slope. Severe: slope; stoni-
stoniness in some ness in some areas.
areas.

Muse soil ------------------------- Severe: slope; Severe: slope. Severe: slope; stoni-
stoniness in some ness in some areas.
areas.

Wellston silt loam, 6 to 12 per- Moderate: slope; Severe: slope. Moderate: slope; bed-
cent slopes (WeC). bedrock at a rock at a depth of

depth of 3 to 5 of 3 to 5 feet.
feet.
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Esti ated ne-ee and -nd of liitations If Limitation is Moderate or Severe-(continued)

Campsites

Roads ApTletic ,elds "lay and Picnic Areas Tents Trailrs

Severe: slope. Severn: sipve. 5evere: slope. Severe: slope. Severe: slope.

Sl Ight. l'gqnt. S1 'qnt. sligsit. Slight.

Severe: slope; ston- Severe: slope; stoni- Severe: slope; stoni- Severe: slope Severe: slope;
hess. ness. ness. stoniness, stoniness.

Severe: slope. Severe: slope; stoni- Severe: slope; stoni- Severe: slope; Severe: slope;
ness. ness. stoniness, stoniness.

Severe: slope, Severe: slope; stoow- Severe: slope; stoni- Severe: slope; Severe: slope;
stoniness. ness. ness. stoniness. stoniness.

Severe: slope. Severe: slope; stoni- Severe: slope; stoni- Severe: slope; Severe: slope;
ness in some areas. ness. stoniness. stoniness in

some areas.
Severe: slope. Severe: slope; stoni- Severe: slope; stoni- Severe: slope; Severe: slope; stoni-

ness in some areas. ness. stoniness. ness in scome areas.

Moderate: slope; bed- Severe: slope. Moderate: s.Jpe. Moderate: slope. Severe: slope.
rock at a depth of 3
to 5 feet.

Moderate: shallow Severe: slope; mod- Severe: slope; mode- Moderate. slope; Severe: slope;
depth to bedrock. erately slow perme- rately slow pernme- moderately slow moderately slow

ability. ability. permeability. pe meahility.

Severe: slope shallow Severe: slope; mod- Severe: slope mode- Severe: slope; Severe: slope
depth to bedrock. erately slow perme- rately slow moderately slow moderately

ability. permeability. permeability. slow perme-
ability.

Seve e: slope; high Severe: slope. Severe: slope. Moderate: slope. Severe: slope.
shrink-swell potential.
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Soil characteristics limiting tne development of impoundments and sewage
lagoons are steep slopes, flooding, rapid pemneability of the subsoil,
and shallowness to bedrock. The impoundments discussed here are shallow
water developments that can be used for boating, fishing, swimming and
other kinds of recreation. They require a surface area of at least (1.1
acre of water and a depth of six feet or more over one-fourth of the
area. Sewage lagoons are shallow ponds that are built to dispose of
sewage in areas where septic tanks or other sewage systems are not
feasible.

Limitations for service buildings and homesites were rated for buildings
of three stories or less that have basements. Soil features limiting
the use of these sites are a seasonally high water table, flood hazard,
steep slopes, depth to and kind of bedrock and the need for cut and fill
operations, grading or other landscape modification. If buildings do
not have basements, depth to bedrock and seasonally high water table are
not as limiting as stated in the table.

The limitations of soils tor roads are rated for light and medium traf-
fic. Soil characteristics that limit the use of soils for roads are
steepness, seasonally high water table, flooding, depth to and kind of
bedrock, and stoniness. Development of bridle paths, nature trails and
footpaths are less restricted by these soil features.

Soil characteristics that limit use of the soils for athletic fields are
a clayey or gravelly surface layer, stoniness or rockiness, a high water
table, steep slopes and flooding. Athletic fields include small, nearly
level areas intensively used for baseball, tennis, football and other
sports.

Soil characteristics that affect the use of soils for picnic and play
areas are steep slopes, flooding, a high water table, rockiness and
stoniness, and texture. Steep, rocky or stony areas are important for
their scenic value or as nature trails. Campsites for tents and trai-
lers are limited by the same soil characteristics as picnic and play
areas, though tent campsites can be located on steeper soils than trai-
ler campsites. Steep slopes, a high water table, flooding, soil texture
and permeability, depth to and kind of bedrock, and rock outcrops or
stones are the main limiting characteristics (Byrne et al. 1970).

3.8 TERRESTRIAL BIOLOGY

3.8.1 INTRODUCTION

3.8.1.1 Purpose of Study

The purpcse of studying the terrestrial biology of the project area is
to obtain an inventory of the important floral and faunal elements that
occur along the Wild River, and to analyze and interpret the signifi-
cance of the terrestrial biota with respect to the formulation of regu-
lations and management plans directing future use of the area. Each of
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the prevalent plant communities found within the designated boundaries
of the Wild River area is described and the associated fauna is identi-
fied and discussed in this section of the report. Locations and descrip-
tions of plant and animal communities of outstanding value or interest
are presented also, and the vu'nerability of these communities to human
disturbance is discussed in relation to regulation and management re-
quirements. Outstanding terrestrial communities are those which repre-
sent the best example in the study area of a particular type of habitat;
those which are scenically, biologically or recreationally unique; or
those which are very sensitive to disruption by human activities such as
those containing rare, threatened or endangered species of plants or
animals. Species that are considered rare, threatened or endangered in
this report are: those that are listed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service on the federal endangered species list; those that have been
proposed for inclusion on the Federal list by the Fish and Wildlife
Service or the Smithsonian Institution; and those species whose status
in Kentucky is being monitored by the Kentucky Nature Preserves Commis-
sion. Other species that are considered by persons knowledgeable of the
terrestrial ecosystems of Kentucky to be unusual or deserving of special
concern or recognition are also discussed. Annotated lists of all of the
plants and animals identified in this inventory, along with the soecies
of plants and animals expected, by virtue of published accounts , their
distributions, to be present along the Wild River are presented in
tabulated form. There is a separate listing of unusual, rare, threa-
tened and endangered species that are likely to occur in the area.
Another table lists the most outstanding individual trees of selected
species encountered during the inventory, with the diameter and approxi-
mate height of each, and its location in the study area. Other aspects
of the terrestrial environment discussed in this section of the report
include vector biology, forestry practices and forest fires.

3.8.1.2 Literature Review

Relatively little information specifically in reference to the terres-
trial ecosystems of the study section of the Little South Fork is cur-
rently available. This is most likely due largely to three factors:
first, the Little South Fork is not in close proximity to a major uni-
versity. Second, there is very little public land along the study
segment of the stream, and finally, access is difficult except at the
State Route 92 bridge which is at the upstream terminus of the study
segment.

As a consequence of the relative lack of specific information on the
terrestrial environment of the Little South Fork, general references
were utilized extensively in preparing for the field survey and in the
preparation of this report. In particular, E. Lucy Braun's Deciduous
Forests of Eastern North America (1950) was relied upon for a general
descriptive overview of the vegetation of the entire area. Other refer-
ences that were utilized in the identification of specimens, and for
information on life history, habitat preference and geographic distri-
bution included: A Guide to the Wildflowers and Ferns of Kentucky
(Wharton and Barbour, 1 71T; Trees and Shrubs of Kentucky (Wharton and
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B3arbour, 1971); Wild Flowers of the .Viited States (Rickett, 1966);
Manual of Vascular Plants of Northeastern United States and Adjacent Can-
ada (Gleason and Cronquist, 1963); Mammals of Kentucky (Barbour and
Davis, 1974); Kentucky Birds: A Findin Guide (Barbour et al., 1973);
and Amphibians and Reptiles of Kentucky (Barbour, 1971). Many other
references were utilized in preparing this report including most of the
standard field guides and general texts including Conant (1958), Peter-
son (1947), Murie (1954), Burt and Grossenneider (1952), Harlow and
Harrar (1969), Muenscher (1950) and Muenscher (1944). The terrestrial
environment of the Little South Fork is similar in some ways to the
Rockcastle River, and the recently completed Environmental Inventory of
the Rockcastle Wild River, Kentucky, prepared for the Corps of Engineers
by Soils Systems, Inc. (1979) of Marietta, Georgia was another useful
source of information. A complete listing of the sources that were
reviewed for this study is presented at the end of this section of the
report.

The advice and assistance of the following persons is gratefully acknow-
ledged: Mr. Max Medley, Mr. Wayne Houtcooper, and Mr. Melvin Warren of
the Kentucky Nature Preserves Commission, were most helpful in providing
information on plant and animal elements of natural diversity occurring
in, or likely to occur in, the Wild River area. Dr. William S. Iavis
and Dr. Arland Hotchkiss, professors of biology at the University of
Louisville, offered advice on regional contacts and on plant distribu-
tion, and Mr. Harry Woodward of the University of Louisville Herbarium
assisted in plant identification and curation of plant specimens.

3.8.2 METHODS AND PROCEDURES

3.8.2.1 Literature Search

The literature search conducted for this study involved the acquisition
of previous studies (impact statements, fishery bulletins, etc.) pre-
pared for other projects in eastern and southeastern Kentucky, review of
in-house bibliographies and literature, and a library literature search.
From the list of sources thus compiled, an effort was made to obtain the
pertinent publications from the publisher or the originating agency,
individual or institution. Some of the informatin gathered for use in
this report, or in preparing for the field survey, was obtained by
telephone contact or by personal in'erview. As soon as preliminary
literature acquisition had been accomplished, the process of review and
analysis was begun.

3.8.2.2 Land Cover Mapping

Prior to the field investigation, a land cover map depicting the major
vegetation types in the study area was prepared from black and white
aerial photographs, dated April .3, 1978, at a scale of approximately one
inch equals 1,000 feet. These photographs were compared, during the
mapping, with full-color aerial photographs, dated March 23, 1977, at a
scale of approximately one inch equals 2,000 feet, and with the Coopers-
ville and Nevelsville 7.5-minute topographic quadrangles for interpreta-
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tion of specific topoqrapic and ;man-related features observed in the
photographs. The information obtained from these three sources was
transferred to a series of eight base maps, each at a scale of approxi-
mately one inch equals 400 feet, and each covering a different segment
of the Wild River study area.

Since both the color and hlack and white aerial photographs were taken
during early spring, the distinction between evergreem (pine and red
cedar) forest communities and stands of pure hardwoods was sharp and
easily discernible. However, the leafless character of the hardwoods,
coupled with shadows cast by terrain features in some of the steeper
areas, made distinguishing cifferent hardwood types very difficult, and
sometimes made it difficult to distinguish hemlock-mixed mesophytic
forest stands from all-deciduous stands. As a consequence of these
difficulties, the land cover maps should not be depended upon to give a
precise estimation of the acreage or areal extent of each mapped forest
cover type, or be used to determine exact lineal distances from a fixed
reference point to the boundary of a given forest cover type. The maps
are, however, good representations of the vegetative patterns that occur
in the Wild River study area, and of their approximate location and ap-
proximate areal extent. The initial photointerpretations of land cover
types were later field checked for accuracy, and revised and refined
based upon notes taken in the field.

3.8.2.3 Preparation for Field Survey

Preparation for the field survey involved the selection of prime sample
sites on the newly completed land cover map. Prime sites are those
believed, on the basis of information obtained in the photo-mapping
process, to represent the best examples of a particular land cover type,
and which would provide the most representative sample of the flora and
fauna of the area if no other sites were visitel. Tdeally, the entire
Wild River corridor would be traversed, with emp~asis placed on sampling
the prime sites. In the event of time loss due to bad weather or other
unforeseen circumstances, every effort would be made to sample at least
the prime sites.

Topography, including especially slope, and geologic formations, aspect
(compass orientation), land cover type (determined by photointerpreta-
tion), and accessibility were the factors of principal importance in
identifying prime sample sites.

3.8.2.4 Field Survey

The field survey was conducted in three parts: the first part took
place during the week of October 17, 1980; the second during the week of
November 10, 1980; and the third du-ing the week of April 6, 1981. Rain
occurred on at least one day during each of the three field visits.
Temperatures, however, were mild during all of the site vitis. Rainfall
during the October and November field dates was light and did not cause
any appreciable rise in the water level of the stream. The stream could
be forded easily. In April, however, a significant rain occurred the
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evening of the first day in the field and intermittent rain occurred
throughout the remainder of the visit. Ry mid-morning of the second day
in the field, the stream could no longer be forded and travel by both
foot and motor vehicle was difficult and treacherous.

Qualitative sampling transects were run in all habitat types occurring
in the study area. The configuration of the qualitative sampling tran-
sects is depicted on Figures 13 and 14.

The following tasks were accomplished during the field survey:

1. The land cover maps, prepared on the basis of initial photo-
interpretations, were field-checked for accuracy and notations
of significant changes were made.

2. Notes were taken describing the flora and fauna of different
habitat types within prime sites, and at other locations of
interest noted in the field.

3. The circumference of specimen trees was measured with a dia-
meter tape; their heights were measured with a clinometer or
estimated, and their approximate locations were mapped.

4. Plant specimens were collected and pressed for later identifi-
cation.

5. Photographs were taken of representative habitats, plants,
animals and scenic views; and

6. Biological features were noted which were significant from a
scenic, recreational or interpretive point of view, as for
example, areas with an abundance of wildflowers, or with a
diverse habitat or apparent abundance of wildlife, or that
were considered to be especially good examples of a particular
habitat type.

The time of the field reconnaissance was influenced by the project
schedule beginning with the letting of the contract in September 1980,
and a mid-May deadline for submittal of the first draft. As a conse-
quence, the initial field site visits in fall of 1980 were too late to
detect the presence of some spring and summer-blooming species of plants.
Likewise, the spring submittal deadline for the draft inventory report
made it necessary to conclude the spring field reconnaissance before
some late spring and early summer species of plants had yet appeared.
Consequently, the observations of plant species occurring in the study
area (Table 15) are somewhat biased in favor of species characteristic
of late fall and early spring, and must be considered as only a partial
listing of the total plant species diversity of the area.
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3.8.2.5 Report Preparation

Upon return from the field, notes taken in the field were compiled and
organized, plants were identified, and the pressed specimens were curat-
ed at the University of Louisville. Subsequently, lists of plants,
amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals occurring, or likely to occur in
the study area were assembled and typed (Tables 15, 16, 17 and 18,
respectively). The Land Cover Maps (Map Folio Set D) were corrected and
put in final form, and other mapped information obtained during the
field survey was transferred to Map Folio Set E, Special Features.
Finally, each habitat type occurring in the study area was described and
discussed in relation to its physical characteristics and typical flora
and fauna. Rare, threatened or endangered flora or fauna occurring in,
or possibly occurring in, the study area were listed and discussed, and
specimen-sized trees located during the survey were included in a table
compared against current state record-sized trees. The findings of this
survey are presented in the paragraphs below, followed by the aforemen-
tioned tables.

3.8.3 TERRESTRIAL HABITATS

3.8.3.1 Overview

E. Lucy Braun mapped the forest regions and sections of eastern United
States in her book, Deciduous Forests of Eastern North America (1950).
Braun's map depicts the Little South Fork as the physical boundary line
between the Cumberland Plateau section of the Mixed Mesophytic Forest
Region and the Mississippian Plateau section of the Western Mesophytic
Forest Region.

The Mixed Mesophytic Forest Region, according to Braun, includes all of
the Cumberland Mountains, the southern part of the Allegheny Mountains,
all but the northeast arm of the Unglaciated Allegheny Plateau, and all
but the southernmost end of the Cumberland Plateau. The Mixed Mesophy-
tic association (Braun used the term "association" to mean a major
climax unit of the forest formation; e.g., Beech-Maple association),
which characterizes the region, is the most cowlox and the oldest
association of the Deciduous Forest Formation. According to Braun, the
Mixed Mesophytic Forest was, until the arrival of the white man, an
essentially undisturbed direct descendant of the mixed forest of the
Tertiary Period (the Tertiary began approximately 65 million years ago).

The Mixed Mesophytic association is a climax forest in which dominance
is shared by a number of species including: beech (Fagus grandifolia),
tulip poplar (Liriodendron tulipifera), basswood (T. F, T. h.
var. Michauxii,T. floridana, and T. neglecta), sugar maple cer sac-
charum), sweet buckeye (Aesculus octandra), red oak (Quercus rubra),
whiteoak (Q. alba), and lock (T canadensis). Chestnut (Castanea
dentata), unti'Fecimated by the c€ utTblght,was also a dominant in
the Mixed Mesophytic Forest. Today, it is represented mostly by dead,
hollow stumps and by saplings and/or stump sprouts that never reach
maturity. Additional species that are more or less abundant in the Mixed
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Mesophytic Forest include: birch (Betula lenta, B. lutea var. alle-
gheniensis), black cherry (Prunus srotina7, cucumber tree (Ma no7a
acuminata), white ash (Fraxinus americana), and red maple (Acer rubrum).

The Little SoLth Fork is the western boundary of the Cumberland Plateau,
and lies along the portion of the Plateau Braun (1950) called the "Cliff
Section" because of the bold cliffs of Pottsville sandstone or conglome-
rate (now called the Rockcastle Conglomerate) that characterize most of
it. Pine, pine-oak, and oak-pine woodlands generally dominate the
narrow ridgetops and caprocks above the sheer sandstone cliffs. On the
rolling interstream uplands on the broader ridges, oak-hickory or oak-
tulip poplar forests often predominate. Below the cliffs, the steep
valley slopes support the true Mixed Mesophytic forest type, in two
distinct phases: an all-deciduous mixed mesophytic forest type, and a
hemlock-mixed mesophytic forest type. Both phases of the Mixed Mesophy-
tic Forest association are evident along Highway 92 east of the Little
South Fork, and especially in proximity to the Big South Fork. Driving
westward, however, the character of the forest changes noticeably, even
abruptly, near the Little South Fork.

West of the Little South Fork is the eastern edge of the Highland Rim of
the Mississippian Plateau Section of the Western Mesophytic Forest
Region. According to Braun (1950), the Western Mesophytic Forest Region
is a region extending from the western escarpment of the Cumberland
Plateau to the loess bluffs along the Mississippi River at the eastern
limit of the Mississippi alluvial plain, and from northern Alabama and
Mississippi northward to the southern boundary of Wisconsin glaciation
in Ohio and eastern Indiana. The region, according to Braun, has no
characteristic climax type. Instead, the major vegetation types of the
region form a complex mosaic which is a reflection of both present and
past influences. In the eastern part of the region, mixed mesophytic
forests are frequent in occurrence, although less luxuriant than are
those of the Mixed Mesophytic Forest Region proper, due presumably to
the influence of a bedrock geology of shale and limestone rather than
sandstone conglomerate. Moving westward, a gradual change occurs in the
extent of Mixed Mesephytic forests, and in the frequency of forest
communities dominater. y oaks. The Western Mesophytic Forest Region is,
therefore, a region :ic transition between the Mixed Mesophytic Forest of
the east, and the Oak-Hickory Forest Region lying west of the Mississip-
pi River.

Of the dissected Eastern Highland Rim (along which the Little South Fork
flows), Braun (1950) said that the nature and extent of the mixed meso-
phytic forest communities was such as to make the Highland Rim essential-
ly a part of the Mixed Mesophytic Forest Region. Beech, however, was
dominant in most mixed mesophytic stands, and the abundance of Pachysan-
dra in the herbaceous layer was distinctive of the area. Oak, oak-
hckory, and in Braun's time, oak-chestnut and related forest types
occupied the drier slopes and ridges. This description is still applic-
able to many sites in the study area, based upon the field reconnais-
sance for this inventory, with the exception, of course, of the near-
total absence of chestnut. Pachysandra was abundant in the herbaceous
layer on many slopes in the study area in the spring of 1981, and beech
was a dominant tree in some mixed mesophytic stands.
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Few of the mixed mesophytic stands, as Braun suggested, were as "luxur-
iant" as those a few miles eastward along the Big South Fork. Hemlock
was extremely scarce in the study area, and so too was Magnolia.

In the upper half of the study segment of the river, the prevalence of
limestone, including areas of shallow soils over limestone and limestone
outcrops, has resulted in the occurrence of vegetation types similar to
those of the area farther west of the Little South Fork that Braun
(1950) calls the "Limestone Hills" section. In the Limestone Hills,
forests in which beech and white oak are abundant occur on some of the
more southerly slopes, and have a xeric aspect accentuated by the local
occurrence of limestone xerophytes where rock outcrops on the slopes.
This description is applicable to a number of forested stands in the
Slavans and Kidds Crossing vicinity of the upstream end of the study
a rea.

Braun (1950) noted that limestone ledges in most of the limestone hills
afforded suitable habitat for a variety of xerophytic herbs and shrubs,
at least some of which are plants commonly occurring in prairie commun-
ities such as Andropogon scoparius, Agave virginica, Eu horbia corollata,
Gaura filipes, Aster oblongifolius, and iphium trifoliatum, and that a
re edar-prairie community (the "cedar barrens") forms a band around
many of these limestone hills. Several of these red cedar-prairie or
cedar barrens habitats were observed in the upstream half of the study
area, especially on the Wayne County side of the river. All were small
and very local in extent. While some were in rocky pastures, others
occurred along roadsides. In addition to red cedar, Aqave virginica,
and Aster oblongifolius, another xerophyte common inthestudy area
cedar barrens habitats was Nothoscordum bivalve. Opuntia humifusa was
present at one location.

Braun (1950) notes that there was once an extensive "barrens" in Wayne
County, Kentucky, and that the only remaining evidence of this is the
abundance of prairie species on roadsides and dry slopes. She also
notes that after lumbering took place in the area in the late 19th and
early 20th century, the slopes eroded badly and most of the A horizon of
the soil washed away. The result was that conditions became unsuitable
for re-colonization of the slopes by the original mesophytic assemblage
of species, and the xerophytic species formerly confined to the lime-
stone ledges spread onto the dry slopes and the roadsides. Red cedar
took over many of the driest slopes, often forming broken bands around
the hills. Intermingled with the cedars are the more xerophytic oaks
and hickories, together with redbud (Cercis canadensis), persimmon
(Diospyros virqiniana), dogwood (Cornus flo'r-a) and a few shrubs (Rhus
aromatica, eltis la, Rhamnus caroliniana and Bumelia lycioides.
Near the upstream teminus ofTthe Little South ForkWild River study
area, an assemblage of species very similar to that described above was
found.

For the purpose of describing the vegetation of the study area in a
context that will relate in a more meaningful way to the Wild River
environment than the broader concept of Mixed Mesophytic or Western
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flesophytic Forests, the study area will be divided into six general
habitat types based primarily on position in the topography, slope,
drainage and aspect (compass orientation of a slope). The discussion to
follow will generally proceed through these habitat types, describing
each and the variations within each, from the type occupying the lowest
elevations in the study area upwards to the highest elevations. The one
principal departure from this will be the discussion of disturbed habi-
tats, which occur at all elevations and are a major habitat type in the
Little South Fork Wild River study area. A quick-reference number is
provided in parentheses after the common names of plants the first time
that they appear in the text. The number is provided to assist the
reader in quickly locating the plant in Table 15 if more information,
such as scientific name, distribution or abundance in the study area, is
desired.

The six habitat types discussed in the paragraphs that follow are, in
order of ascending topographic elevation: river bank, alluvial woods,
slope forest, cliff, and bluff and ridge. The sixth habitat type is
disturbed habitat which, as previously mentioned, occurs at all eleva-
tions. These principal habitat-types, minus disturbed habitats, are il-
lustrated schematically on Figure 15. It should be realized that the
schematic cross section of the stream in Figure 15 is idealized. The
actual cross section of the stream, and with it, the type of terres-
trial habitat, varies considerably from one place to the next in the
study area. The alluvial woods, for example, a habitat-type character-
istic of floodplains, is not everywhere present because the floodplain
is discontinuous. Cliff habitat, likewise, is not universally present.
Cliffs, in fact, are spotty in distribution in the study area. Still,
Figure 15 provides a general conceptual overview that should help to
visualize the different types of habitats discussed below.

3.8.3.2 Riverbanks (RB)

Riverbanks are a diverse habitat type in the study area. In many loca-
tions, the banks are, in large part, composed of outcroppings of the
Monteagle Limestone. From one location to the next, the outcroppings in
the banks may take the form of ledges, sheer rock walls, cobble-sized
rubble, or scattered boulder-sized slabs of limestone amid muddy embank-
ments. Occasionally, the banks are mud, formed out of the soils of the
Huntington silt loam series. Bars of sand and gravel occur in some
locations, although they do not occur as frequently as on the Big South
Fork or the Rockcastle River, and small islands in the center of the
stream are common. All of these microenvironments are included in the
category of riverbanks, and are designated, collectively, as habitat
"RB" in Table 15. Plates 36 through 44 in the Aquatic Biology section
of this report illustrate the various types of riverbank habitat present
at the aquatic sampling sites visited during the field reconnaissance
for this inventory, and are generally representative of the range of
riverbank habitats in the study area.
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The occasional sand and gravel bars at the edge of the stream, and the
small islands within it, are frequently inundated by the rise of the
stream after heavy rains. Plants found in these aquatic habitats in-
clude mainly water willow (117), and occasionally some black willow
trees (187) and shrubby sandbar willows (186). The water willow, how-
ever, is by far the most abundant plant of these habitats, forming
extensive colonies in shallow water practically everywhere along the
stream. In addition to the black willow and sandbar willow, other woody
species found on sandbar and island habitats include seedling and sap-
ling sycamores (152), silver maples (3), and occasionally, buttonbust.
(56). The latter species was observed during this reconnaissance at
Ritner ford, at Vaughn's ford (approximately river mile 10.7), and along
Corder Creek. Ritner ford supports a particularly good assemblage of
aquatic species, including all of the aforementioned, plus oondweed
(161), smartweed (156), lizard's-tail (190), coontail (57), spike rush
(83) and bulrushes (191, 192). Pondweed and coontail were observed only
at the Ritner ford locality during this survey, while the other species
were observed at one or more other locations.

Above the sandbars and islands, extending to the bases of the line of
trees at the inflection point of the bank, and also frequently inundated
by storms and heavy rains, is the riverbank proper. This habitat is
occupied principally by sycamore, silver maple, and box elder (1), and
occasional black willows. Shrubs once again include buttonbush, and
also, silky dogwood (71). Herbaceous plants observed in this habitat
often included blue lobelia (127), white snakeroot (91) and autumn
sneezeweed. At Ritner Ford, a relative of blue lobelia, cardinal flower
(126), was observed.

The Kentucky Nature Preserves Commission (KNPC) has reported the occur-
rence of one Kentucky threatened species (Branson et al in press) in the
riverbank environment of the Little South Fork. It is shining ladies'
tresses (Spiranthes lucida), a member of the orchid family, and has been
found in a moist abTtat in the study area at Ritner Ford, according to
KNPC records (KNPC, personal communication).

.,nother species, considered to be a species deserving special concern in
Kentucky (Branson et al. in press), may possibly be present in swampy
ground along the river, and/or on limestone outcrops in the study area
(KNPC personal communication). It is northern white-cedar (Thuja occi-
dentalis), a species of tree whose occurrence in Kentucky represents a
separation from the rest of its range of distribution which includes
southern Canada, the Great Lakes Region, the northwestern United States,
and the Appalachian Mountains (Harlow and Harrar 1969). White cedar was
not observed in the course of this inventory, but its possible occur-
rence in the study area is indicated by the recent discovery of speci-
mens in other parts of the region including the Big South Fork, Buck
Creek, and Lake Cumberland (KNPC, personal communication).

Similarly, golden club (Orontium aquaticum), a Kentucky threatened
species (Branson et al. in press) is potentially present in shallow
water, and on wet banks (Rickett 1966) in the study area. It has been
collected along the Big South Fork recently (KNPC personal communication).
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Stiff gentian (Gentiana quinguefolia), said to be rare in Kentucky,
according to Wharton and Barbour (1971), was collected during this
inventory from the riverbank environment at Ritner Ford, on the McCreary
County side of the river. While this probably represents the first
report of stiff gentian from this part of Kentucky, its presence is to
be expected. Rickett (1966) reports the distribution of stiff gentian
as extending from Maine to western New York, southern Ontario and Minne-
sota, and southward to Florida, Tennessee and Missouri.

The fauna of the riverbank habitat is not especially diverse. This is
due largely to the hazards associated with a fluctuating water level;
the habitat may be aquatic at one time, and extremely xeric only a few
days or weeks later when the water level recedes.

Nonetheless, amphibians including the southern leopard frog, pickerel
frog, bullfrog, cricket frog, two-lined salamander and dusky salamander
may be found among the rocks of the streambank.

The most characteristic reptile of the riverbank habitat is the common
water snake. The spiny softshell turtle is present also, but is fully
aquatic, and its presence is less evident than the common water snake,
which may occasionally be seen basking on rocks along the river.

Birds occurring in the riverbank habitat include the green heron, the
killdeer, the northern waterthrush and the kingfisher. Waterfowl, such
as the wood duck, mallard, black duck, or blue-winged teal may occur
seasonally, but their numbers on the Little South Fork are never large,
due to the size and nature of the stream and its distance from main
waterfowl flyways.

Mammals present in the riverbank habitat include the raccoon, opossum,
long-tailed weasel, muskrat and mink. These might be observed along the
stream at any time, but especially at dusk and after dark, or in the
early morning. These may be considered as residents within this habi-
tat, as they do most of their hunting and feeding along the riverbanks.
Other mammals, including the rabbit, gray squirrel, and white-tailed
deer are coincidental in the riverbank environment. They pass through
it to reach the source of drinking water, but spend most of their time
in adjacent habitats.

3.8.3.3 Alluvial Woods (AW)

The alluvial woods habitat type (designated "AW" in Table 15) includes
the floodplain of the Wild River. This habitat type is not continuous
throughout the length of the study area corridor; the floodplain is
often non-existent, or even when present, it is sometimes very narrow
and poorly developed.

The dominant tree species in the alluvial woods is the sycamore (152).
Associated species include: silver maple, box elder, sweetgum (123),
white ash (95), red maple (2), black gum (135), hackberry (55), American
elm (220), ironwood (48) and tulip poplar (124). Sycamore is the most
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abundart tree along the top of the streambank at the edge of the flood-
plain in most locations. In winter, its distinctive light-colored hark
creates a bold contrast against the starkness of the slopes beyond the
river bank. Silver maple, and then box elder are second and third in
abundance respectively, in lining the streambank. Ash, elm, maple and
tulip poplar increase in abundance on the floodplain away from the in-
flection point of the bank. Sweetgum and black gum are very infrequent
constituents of the alluvial woods habitat of the Little South Fork
study area.

Shrubs in the alluvial woods habitat include spicebush (122), silky
dogwood (71), wild hydrangea (108), pawpaw (31), American holly (110)
and strawberry-bush (87). Vines frequently observed in the alluvial
woods habitat include crossvine (21), Virginia creeper (141), muscadine
grape (231) and frost grape (232). Poison ivy (178) is the most abun-
dant vine in the alluvial woods in many locations.

The herbaceous layer of the alluvial woods habitat includes a few color-
ful species of wildflowers including Virginia bluebells (131), mist-
flower (89) and golden ragwort (194). In most locations, it also in-
cludes a considerable number of species characteristic of sunny, open
low ground including naturalized European and Asian weed species. This
is because level floodplain habitat along the Little South Fork Wild
River has usually been cleared and tilled for agriculture at some point
in the past. The remaining alluvial woods is along the top of the
streambank on the one hand, and along the toe of the valley footslope on
the other. Species present along the edge of these alluvial woodland
clearings include: zigzag goldenrod (202), rough goldenrod(203), iron-
weed (225), white wood aster (38), yellow ironweed (7), autumn sneeze-
weed, common violet (227), white snakeroot, and false sunflower (104).

Representative alluvial woods habitat environments occur on the Wayne
County side of the Little South Fork just upstream of the Highway 92
bridge; upstream of the mouth of Corder Creek along the McCreary County
side of the river; downstream of Baker Branch in Wayne County, and
upstream of Vaughn's ford in McCreary County.

Wildlife in the alluvial woods environment is more diverse than in the
preceding habitat. Amphibians present in the alluvial woods include the
American toad, Fowler's toad, spring peeper, gray treefrog, zigzag
salamander, and efts of the red-spotted newt. Reptiles include the
black racer, hognose snake, ground skink and black rat snake. Birds
present will include the yellow-billed cuckoo, red-bellied woodpecker,
acadian flycatcher, whip-poor-will, green heron, and American woodcock.
The mammals occurring in the preceding habitat occur here also, alonq
with such species as the eastern mole, southeastern pipistrelle and red
hat.

A possible inhabitant of the alluvial woodlands of the study area,
according to the Kentucky Nature Preserves Commission (personal communi-
cation), is the masked shrew (Sorex cinereus). Formerly known in Ken-
tucky only from Big Black MounTa in Harlan County (Barbour and Davis
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1974), it was first collected in western Kentucky in 1976 (French 1978).
Barbour and Davis (1974) suggested that it might occur in northern
Kentucky, based on records from adjacent Indiana and Ohio, and a record
of a specimen collected in Fentress County, Tennessee (KNPC personal
communication) suggests its possible occurrence in southeastern Kentuc-
ky. The masked shrew is considered to be a threatened species in Ken-
tucky, according to the Kentucky Nature Preserves Commission.

Other small mammals of interest to the Nature Preserves Commission that
are unlikely, yet still possible inhabitants of the Little South Fork
Wild River study area, are the pigmy shrew (Microsorex hoyi), the cloud-
land deermouse (Peromyscus maniculatus nubiterrae) and woodland jumping
mouse (Napeozapus insi nis) (KNPC personal communication). The shrews
are considered to e en angered species in Kentucky by the KNPC; the
cloudland deermouse is assigned threatened status, and the woodland
jumping mouse is classified as a species deserving special concern.

3.8.3.4 Slope Forest (SF)

The slope forest habitat (designated "SF" in Table 15) includes all
habitat types on the valley sideslopes exclusive of disturbed habitats,
beginning with the inflection point of the lower slope at the edge of
the alluvial woods upward to the base of a cliff or, in the absence of a
cliff, to the inflection point near the top of the sideslope.

The character of the slope forest varies considerably in accordance with
terrain features and slope aspect (compass orientation). Lower slopes
are often very steep, and where no floodplain exists, they extend to the
water's edge. These are usually underlain by Monteagle Limestone and
are often very rocky, including rock outcroppings and low cliffs and
ledges. These rocky slopes may be very dry, especially if they have a
southerly orientation, or cool and moist if they are north-facing, or in
steep coves and deep ravines.

Sideslopes are usually less steep than lower slopes, but the degree of
slope varies considerably from place to place. Benches, ledges and even
low cliffs may occur in middle elevations of sideslopes in the study
area, often in association with the Bangor Limestone and Hartselle
Formations, and at the contact between these formations and formations
above and below them. Some of the most moderate sideslopes are under-
lain by the Pennington Formation, which is largely shale. Where steep
slopes are underlain by the Pennington Formation, the surface is some-
times hummocky, indicating previous slumping and sliding. An old slope
failure with a hummocky surface is present in the study area on the
McCreary County side of the river opposite river mile 9.1.

Very little talus slope habitat occurs in the study area. Talus slope
is defined as a steep slope strewn with various sizes and shapes of
sandstone and conglomerate boulders with little or no ground exposure.
The scarcity of talus slope is a consequence of the near absence of the
Breathitt and Lee Formations within the study area boundary. The amount
of talus slope habitat in the study area was not thought sufficient to
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justify credtion of a separate column in Table 15. The limestone cliffs
in the study area do not generally weather in such a way as to create a
limestone talus slope equivalent to the sandstone talus, and thus,
plants associated with the minimal amount of talus in the study area are
included in the discussion of the slope forest and the cliff habitat.

Canopy trees on dry rocky slopes in the study area include white oak
(166), northern red oak (169), scarlet oak, chestnut oak (168), southern
red oak (167), shortleaf pine (146), pitch pine (145), Virginia pine
(149), pignut and shagbark hickory (49 and 50 respectively), and usual-
ly, scattered red cedar (116). The pine are occasionally dominant, but
in other, less xeric circumstances, they may be almost entirely absent.
Slope forests on rocky south and west-facing exposures usually have some
permutation or other of the forest type described above. If pine pre-
dominates, the habitat type is pine or pine-oak. This is a more fre-
quent habitat type in the bluff and ridge forest than on sideslopes, but
does occur on sideslopes also. If oak predominates, but scattered pines
are present, the forest habitat is designated oak-pine. If pine is
absent or an insignificant component of the canopy, the habitat is
characterized as oak-hickory. All of these habitat types occurring on
relatively dry slopes are included in the SF column of Table 15. They
are segregated by type on Map Set D, Land Cover where PO is pine-oak
forest, OP is oak-pine and OH is oak-hickory.

Understory in the dry, rocky slope forest usually consists largely of
dogwood (70), but often includes sassafras as well, and saplings of the
dominants. The shrub layer may include farkleberries (223), burning
bush (88), and greenbriers (195, 196, 198).

The herbaceous layer is not especially luxuriant on dry rocky slopes,
but may include ebony spleenwort (34), cutleaf toothwort (78), spring
beauty (65), wooly blue violet (229), three-lobed violet (230), and
perhaps birdfoot violet (Viola pedata).

Steep, rocky slopes with a north exposure or sometimes, an easterly
orientation; steep slopes in deep, narrow coves and ravines, or moderate
slopes on northerly or easterly oriented slope faces usually have a
different slope forest type of vegetation established on them. On
slopes of this nature, the dominants are often beech (92), sugar maple
(4), white oak, buckeye (9), red maple (2), basswood (213), and tulip
poplar. Other species of oak besides white oak and hickories are usual-
ly present, but do not dominate the stand. Pine and red cedar are
either absent or an insignificant stand component.

Hemlock (218) is sparingly present, low on north-facing slopes and in
coves. Hemlock was observed in only a handful of sites in the study
area, including a slope forest near Vaughn's ford.

White pine (148) was observed at two locations in the study area; both
at middle and upper elevations on sideslopes in association with beech
and other species of pines. One location was below a cliff on Mr. Ronzo
Bell's farm. This site is within the broader study area depicted in the
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Map Folio Set, but is upstream of the official Wild River boundary. The
other location was on the Vaughn property, on the slope alongside the
road leading to Vaughn's ford.

Both black walnut (115) and butternut (114) were observed in mesic slope
forests in the study area, but both were infrequent. The butternut was
especially rare. It was observed in only one location.

Understory in the mesic slope forest includes redbud (58), serviceberry
(17), dogwood, American holly (110) and ironwood (48). In just a few
stands, umbrella magnolia (130) was present in the understory as well.
The shrub layer includes spicebush (122), wild hydrangea and pawpaw.
Rhododendron (175) and mountain laurel (118) were very sparingly pre-
sent. Vines present consisted mainly of Virginia creeper and poison
ivy.

The herbaceous flora of mesic slopes was the most diverse of all of the
habitat types in the study area. Assemblages of wildflowers were most
diverse and most abundant on lower slopes, in coves, ravines, and on
sideslopes above small tributary streams and watercourses. Particularly
fine assemblages of wildflowers were observed on the McCreary County
side of the river in Jones Hollow, Morrow Hollow and Worley Hollow.

Species of plants present in the ground cover layer of mesic slopes
include: bloodroot (188), maidenhair fern (8), Christmas fern (158),
mayapple (154), white baneberry (6), rue anemone (20), putty-root (23),
wild ginger (29), blue wood aster (37), white wood aster (38), calico
aster (39), blue cohosh (54) , striped pipsissiwa (59), spring beauty,
slender toothwort (77), cutleaf toothwort, wild comfrey (72), yellow
trout-lily (86), twinleaf (113), wild geranium (98), rattlesnake plan-
tain (200), hepatica (105), American alumroot (106), mountain spurge
(140), blue phlox (144), crested dwarf iris (112), star chickweed (208),
Solomon's seal (155), long-spur violet (228), yellow trillium (217) and
wedge-shaped trillium (216).

Wildlife in the slope forest habitat include, among amphibians present,
the marbled and the slimy salamander, the American toad, efts of the
red-spotted newt, and upland chorus frogs in wet depressions on benches.
Reptiles include the fence lizard, copperhead, worm snake, and box
terrapin. Birds include the great horned owl, Cooper's hawk, eastern
wood pewee, tufted titmouse, black-capped chickadee, veery, downy wood-
pecker, pileated woodpecker, red-eyed vireo, Kentucky warbler, worn-
eating warbler, northern parula warbler, ovenbird and American redstart.
Mammals present will include the gray squirrel, southern flying squir-
rel, chipmunk, gray fox, white-footed mouse, striped skunk, raccoon,
opossum, hairy-tailed mole, smoky shrew and short-tailed shrew.

An unusual habitat on gentle to moderate slopes in the upstream half of
the study area, and especially on the Wayne County side of the river, is
the occasional small "cedar barrens". "'>ese are often in association
with farmland or other disturbed habitats such as road corridors through
woodlands or utility rights-of-way, but some occur on limestone outcrops
surrounded by xeric woodland habitats, and so, are presented in this
section on Slope Forests.
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The term "cedar barrens" was coined by the pioneers to describe areas
encountered by them that were treeless except for open stands of red
cedar and scrubby specimens of pine or oak. Prairie species of herbace-
ous plants dominated the ground cover layer. True cedar barrens were
concentrated mainly in a narrow band in the western half of Kentucky,
with outlying patches in other locations, including Wayne County, ac-
cording to Braun (1950). They were eastward extensions of the mid-
western prairies, and probably developed as a consequence of climatic
and edaphic factors, perhaps influenced by man (fires intentionally set
by Indians and/or the early settlers of Kentucky). The cedar barrens or
cedar barrens-like habitats in the study area did not likely originate
in this way. Instead, they are more likely to have originated more
recently after the forests of the area were timbered out as a conse-
quence of the subsequent erosion of the A soil horizon and the coinci-
dental occurrence of xeric species on outcrops of the Monteagle Lime-
stone. The small size of ced3r barren-like habitats in the study area,
and their proximity to disturbed habitats suggests their recent origin
as a result of poor land use practices rather than as surviving remnants
of a once vast, naturally-occurring habitat type in this area.

In addition to red cedar, the cedar barren-like habitats in the study
area also support scattered oaks (white, northern red, southern red and
scarlet), winced elm and Virginia pine.

On Map Set D, Land Cover, stands dominated almost exclusively by red
cedar are designated by the letters RC. Some of these stands are cedar
barrens habitat in woodlands and some are old fields or abandoned pas-
tures. Where pine and oak are mixed with thle red cedar, the symbol RP
is used, and where hardwoods are a significant constituent, but pines
are absent or nearly absent, the letters RH are used.

Shrubs in cedar barren-like habitat in the study area include redhud
and fragrant sumac (176). Xeric herbaceous plants in these habitats
inr'hjed false garlic (134), false aloe (10), hoary puccoon (125) and,
in one location, prickly pear cactus (136).

The fence lizard (Sceloporus undulatus) is frequently encountered in
cedar barrens habitats, and is a permanent resident, living in small
crevices in or beneath the outcrops of Limestone.

3.8.3.5 Cliffs (CL)

Cliff habitat is designated in Table 15 by the letters "CL." This
habitat is not continuously present along the study segment of the
Little South Fork. The cliffline occurs as broken segments on either
side of the river, and at different elevations above the river. The
height of the cliffs varies, too, from only 10 to 12 feet to 40 or 45
feet.

Most of the cliffs are exposed limestone, either the Monteagle Limestone
or the Bangor Limestone. Those of the Kidder Member of the Monteagle
Limestone form low cliffs not far upslope from the riverbank, and in the
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downstream segment, the Ste. Genevieve member forms sheer cliffs at the
river's edge. Cliffs formed of Bangor Limestone are farther upslope, to
middle elvations on the sideslopes.

Sandstone cliffs are less frequent in the study area, and occur at the
highest elevations, at the limits of the study area boundary where the
Breathitt and Lee Formations outcrop above the Pennington Shale Forma-
tion.

The cliff habitat includes several microhabitats, each with a distinc-
tive flora. The microhabitats are: crevices, ledges, rockshelters and
driplines.

Crevices are vertical fractures in the cliff face filled with loose soil
and capable of supporting small shrubs or herbaceous species such as
serviceberry (17), mountain laurel (118), rue anemone (20), mountain
spleenwort (32), blackstem spleenwort (35), and marginal woodfern
(Dryopteris marginalis).

Ledges are exposed horizontal projections of the cliff face, and have
greatly variable soil depths depending on their size and formation.
Ledges support such shrub and herbaceous species as mountain pepperbush
(66), mountain laurel, spring beauty, round-leaved firepink (Silene
rotundifolia), and walking-fern (36).

Rockshelters are overhangs or concave surfaces in the cliff face, often
with springs, intemittent springs, or seeps, issuing from their bases.
Except where there are springs or seeps, the environment under the
rockshelter can be very dry, and depending on the depth of penetration
of the shelter into the cliff face, may have dim light. Species observ-
ed in rockshelters in the Little South Fork study area consisted prin-
cipally of fragile fern (74), marginal woodfern, and mountain spleen-
wort.

in front of a rockshelter or overhang is the "dripline," marked by a wet
or moist, pock-marked outline where water drips from the edge of the
overhanging rock. The drip line is in the zone of transition between
the dimlv-lit shelter with its dry, dusty or rocky floor, and the slope
forest, with or without talus, below the shelter rim. By contrast to
the rockshelter, the microhabitat of the dripline has a thin layer of
mull humus, and receives direct sunlight, rain and drip. Plants common-
ly occurring in this environment include: cutleaf toothwort (78),
columbine (24), spring beauty, long-spur violet and rue anemone.

Amphibians likely to be occupying the cliff habitat may include, the
cave salamander and mountain salamander in moist crevices in the cliff.
The most frequently observed reptile, especially on the dry, hot, sunny
environment above the cliff, is the fence lizard. Other reptiles that
may be present include the only two species of venomous snakes known to
occur in the area; the northern copperhead and the timber rattlesnake.
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Species of birds that are likely to occur in the cliff habitat include
the ruffed grouse, eastern phoebe, rough-winged swallow and the Carolina
wren. Certain raptors, such as the red-tailed hawk and sparrow hawk,
both of which were observed in the study area, and the turkey vulture,
prefer the cliff habitat for nesting and roosting. These birds, how-
ever, would be drawn more to the occasional sandstone cliff at the
highest elevations, rather than the low limestone cliffs closer to the
river. No nest sites were observed in the cliff habitats visited in the
study area.

Among the mammals in the study area, the bats are among the most likely
inhabitants of the crevices, ledges, shelters and hollows in the cliff
face. The more common bat species such as the little brown bat, big
brown bat and southeastern pipistrelle most likely roost during the day
in crevices in the cliff environment. The occurrence of cave bats, per
se, is unlikely in the study area due to the lack of true caves. Other
mammal species that may utilize rocky environments such as cliffs,
ledges and shelters include the cottontail, groundhog, eastern chipmunk,
white-footed mouse, cave rat, red fox, gray fox, long-tailed weasel,
eastern spotted skunk and bobcat. A few den sites in some cliffs were
observed, but all appeared, by their small size and manner of construc-
tion, to be groundhog and rabbit dens. Signs of cave rat occupancy, or
of occupation by larger mammals such as fox or bobcat, were lacking.

3.8.3.6 Bluff and Ridge Forests (BR)

A bluff, as the term is used here, means the environment immediately
above a cliff. It is generally a hot, dry, rocky environment with thin
soils, or in places, no soil -- only exposed rock. The plants nearest
the edge of bluffs in the study area were mosses and lichens, including
reindeer lichen (64) which forms small mats or cushions in very thin
soil near the edges of the bluffs. Farther from the edge of the bluff,
where the thin layer of soil deepens, pipsissewa, teaberry, ebony spleen-
wort and grasses appear. Farther still, where the soil is deer enough,
mountain pepperbush, mountain laurel and blueberries (Vaccinium spp.)
appear. At or beyond this point, trees make their first appearance.
Pines, including shortleaf, pitch and Virginia are common as are oaks,
including especially chestnut oak, post oak (170) and scarlet oak.

Ridge forest, as opposed to the bluff habitat, is the woodland vegeta-
tion on ridgetops, irregardless of the presence of a cliff below the
ridgetop. In the absence of a cliff, the boundary between the ridge
forest and the slope forest is determined by the increase in xeric tree
species; the ccurence of the more xeric forest type -- typically oak-
hickory, oak-pine or pine-oak; and/ or by a pronounced point of inflec-
tion near the top of the sideslope.

Ridge forests include the same tree species encountered near the bluff,
but also, white oak, northern red oak, black oak, pignut hickory, mocker-
nut hickory, black gum, sassafras and sourwood. The understory includes
flowering dogwood (70) and redbud (58). Shrubs are mainly those encoun-
tered at the bluff, plus burning bush, catbriers and sawbriers. In
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addition to the herbaceous species observed at the bluff, the ground
cover vegetation of the ridge forests may also include wood-betony
(142), tall anemone (19), may-apple, cutleaf toothwort, wooly blue
violet, three-lobed violet, yellow trillium, pussy-toes (22), bluets
(107), dwarf cinquefoil (160), and wood vetch (226).

The only amphibians actually observed in bluff and ridge environments in
the study area were Fowler's toad and the slimy salamander. Others that
can be expected in this habitat are efts of the red-spotted newt, the
ravine salamander, the American toad, the gray treefrog, and the moun-
tain chorus frog. The occurrence of all but the slimy and ravine sala-
manders depends upon the presence, somewhere in the vicinity, of shallow
pools of water for breeding. During the spring reconnaissance for this
inventory, toads and mountain chorus frogs were found to be using pud-
dles in logging roads, both on sideslopes and ridgetops, as breeding
sites. The slimy and ravine salamanders are more strongly adapted for
terrestrial microhabitats and do not require standing water.

Reptiles observed in the bluff and ridge environment during this inven-
tory were the box terrapin and fence lizard. Other likely reptilian
inhabitants are: the southeastern five-lined skink, broad-headed skink,
northern coal skink, slender glass lizard, and most of the snakes in
Table 16.

Many birds occur in the bluff and ridge forest including the yellow-
shafted flicker, red-headed woodpecker, Carolina chickadee, white-
breasted nuthatch, summer tanager, scarlet tanager, and during spring
and fall, several migratory warblers.

Mammals in the bluff and ridge environment include the gray squirrel,
cottontail, white-tailed deer, gray fox, chipmunk, white-footed mouse
and meadow mouse.

3.8.3.7 Disturbed Habitats

Disturbed habitats in the study area include human habitations (farm
residences, commercial structures, churches), cemeteries, agricultural
land (pasture, hay field, row crop, old field and abandoned pasture),
surface mines (active and reclaimed or abandoned surface coal mines),
and rights-of-way (overhead electric and/or telephone, underground
pipeline and road corridor). These are designated, collectively, by the
letters "DH" in Table 15. In the Map Folio Set, Map Set D, Land Cover,
some of the different kinds of disturbed habitats are identified by the
use of several different letter abbreviations explained in the map
legend.

Disturbed habitats are a significant constituent of the environment of
the Little South Fork Wild River study area. Agricultural land in
particular, consisting mainly of pasture and hayfields, is a major land
use type within the study arpa boundary. The vegetation of these agri-
cultural areas, of course, consists mainly of cultivated grasses and
legumes with invading "undesirable" species of grasses and broadleaved
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weeds constituting an inevitable but unwanted minor percentage of the
total ground cover. Row crops, including chiefly corn, soybeans and
tobacco, are not extensive in occurrence in the study area due to the
unsuitability of most of the soils to this use. Limiting edaphic fac-
tors are steep slopes and rockiness. The presence of agricultural
lands, including those no longer cultivated (old fields and abandoned
pastures in various successional stages), contribute to the overall
habitat diversity of the study area and are beneficial from a game
species standpoint. Populations of cottontail rabbit, bobwhite quail,
mourning dove, fox squirrel and white-tailed deer in the study area
would all undoubtedly be smaller than they currently are if there were
no agricultural lands.

Besides the domestic livestock for which pasture is created, and domes-
tic dogs and cats, other wildlife in addition to the game species men-
tioned above utilize agricultural disturbed habitats. Amphibians found
in agricultural lands include both the American and Fowler's toads.
Stock watering ponds on farm land usually support populations of ranid
frogs including the bullfrog, southern leopard frog and green frog.
Reptiles usually present include the fence lizard and five-lined skink,
the blac., racer, black rat snake, garter snake, and milk snake. Ponds
provide habitat for additional reptilian species including the common
water snake, common snapping turtle and stinkpot turtle.

Many species of birds are also attracted to agricultural habitats.
Commonly observed species are the common crow, eastern meadowlark,
brownheaded cowbird, starling, house sparrow, cardinal, blue jay, robin,
indigo bunting, rufous-sided towhee, bluebird, barn swallow, American
goldfinch and sparrow hawk.

Fields, fencerows and forest edges support a variety of mammals includ-
ing, in addition to the game species already mentioned: the groundhog,
eastern harvest mouse, golden mouse, meadow mouse, red fox, least shrew,
big brown bat, Norway rat and house mouse. Farm ponds provide habitat
for an additional species, the muskrat.

Many or most of the wildlife species mentioned above also inhabit the
other narrow, linear disturbed habitats within the study area -- the
rights-of-way. Common species of herbaceous plants along roadsides and
in electric transmission corridors and other rights-of-way in the study
area include Queen Anne's lace, dandelion, common teasel, wild garlic,
henbit, tall goldenrod, frostweed aster, self-heal, garlic-mustard,
ironweed, yarrow, yellow rocket, ragweed, ox-eye daisy, polk, lespedeza
and wooly mullein. These same species invade old fields and pastures in
the area. Most are naturalized European or Asian plants.

Shrubs and vines in disturbed habitats frequently include pasture rose,
multiflora rose, blackberries, raspberries, coralberry, crossvine,
Japanese honeysuckle, trumpet creeper and sumac. Trees invading dis-
turbed habitats most often include black locust, honey locust, redcedar,
black cherry, slippery elm, box elder, persimmon and Virginia pine.
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Surface mining for coal is occurring in the area surrounding the Wild
River study area. An active mine is in Wayne County outside the limits
of the official Wild River boundary, but one cleared area penetrates the
broader study area depicted in the Map Folio Set. This cleared area,
shown on Sheet 4 in the Map Folio Set and seen in the background in
Plate 34, has recently been reclaimed in grass. Another cleared area,
also depicted on Sheet 4, on the McCreary County side of the river, is
an older reclaimed mine site, also established in grass, broadleaved
weeds and seedling and sapling trees.

Plates 30 through 35, on the pages that follow, illustrate some of the
terrestrial habitats discussed in the preceding sections of text.
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Plate 32: Wedge-shaped Trillium
(Trillium cuneatum)

Plate 33: Cliff Habitat
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3.8.4 Guide for Use of the Flora of the
Little South Fork Wild River, Kentucky

Table 15 shows which plants grow in each habitat in the study area, and
with what frequency. Common and scientific names are given, as is the
plant form (i.e., tree, shrub, vine, etc.). The primary source for the
nomenclature of listed plants is the Manual of Vascular Plants of North-
eastern United States and Adjacent Canada by Gleason and Cronquist. The
pteridophytes (ferns and fern allies) are the only exceptions. Nom-
enclature for this group is based primarily on Ferns and Fern Allies of
Kentucky by Cranfill (1980).

The first column, entitled "Ref. No." (Reference Number), assigns a
different number to each species, which is used as a cross-reference
between the text and Table 15. This enables the reader, who may not
have knowledge of the scientific name of a plant, to easily locate the
species in the table when information other than what is provided in the
text is needed (e.g. scientific name, plant form, or additional distri-
butional and abundance data).

The column entitled "Form" gives the general growth habit or type of
plant according to the following scheme:

T - Tree
S - Shrub
V - Vine
H - Herb
F - Fern
G - Grass
P - Parasite
L - Lichen
M - Moss
C - Cactus

The occurrence of each species within the corridor is described by botn
habitat and relative abundance. The determination of these characteris-
tics was based solely on interpretation of field data collected during
this study. The habitats which correspond to the symbols in the top
line of this portion of the chart depicted by letter couplets, represent
groupings of the major geologic, soil, slope, aspect, and hydrologic
features of the Study Area, with an attempt to be concise in doing so.
Variations within these major groupings are more thoroughly described in
the body of the terrestrial biota section of this report. Abundance
data are based solely on qualitative field interpretations. The follow-
ing are explanations of the symbols used in the table:

Habi tats
RB-1ierbanks: includes gravel and sand bars, islands and both

rocky and muddy banks.

AW - Alluvial Woods: includes floodplains and terraces, sloughs,
and silt banks, and river edge emergents not associated with
habitat RB.
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SF- Slope Forest: lacking rocky talus, boulders scattered or
absent; weathered from less resistant rock, associated cliff
usually small;

CL- Cliffs: includes crevices, ledges, rockshelters, and drip-
line.

BR - Bluff and Ridge Forest: generally includes everything from
the highest cliff line to the ridge crest; in the absence of
cliffs the extent of the drier association, usually oak-
hickory, oak-pine, or pine-oak, is used to delimit the area.

DH - Distured Habitats: agricultural, including old fields and
abandoned pastures, active and abandoned surface mines, and
road, pipeline or other utility rights-of-way.

Abundance*

A - Abundant: usually present in quantity and indicative of the
habitat.

F - Frequent: present in some quantity, however small, throughout
a particular habitat within the corridor.

I - Infrequent: occurring irregularly in a particular habitat
with varying degrees of abundance.

R - Rare: occurrence unpredictable; usually or, '- a few indivi-
duals present in any one locality.

V - Very Rare: located three times or less during the survey;
population sizes vary greatly.

? - Occurrence possible and/or positive identification of species
not possible during survey; abundance not known.

A hyphen indicates that a species was not observed in that particu-
lar habitat during the survey.

*These relative occurences are somewhat biased by the time of year.

Some late spring and summer blooming plants may still have been
obscure at this time of year.
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Abbreviations
adj. - adjacent
ck. - creek
Co. - County
esp. - especially
Hwy. - highway
KNPC - Kentucky Nature Preserves Commission
Ky. - Kentucky
Mc. - McCreary
sp. - species
spp. - two or more species, usually followed by

parentheses giving exact number
v. - very
w/ - with
Wyn - Wayne
yg. - young
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3.8.5 Guide for Use of the Animal Inventories of
the Little South Fork Wild River, Kentucky

Table 16, 17 and 18 include only species which were observed during the
survey, reported from the study area in literature, or determined to be
potential inhabitants of the study area based upon interpretation of
published habitat and distribution data. The principal references and
the guides to the nomenclature in the tables were: Kentucky Birds
(Barbour et. al. 1973), Mammals of Kentucky (Barbour and Davis 1974),
and Reptiles and Amphibians of Kentucky (Barbour 1971). Those species
identified as definitely occurring in the study area, either through
field observations or literature search, are indicated with an asterisk
(*) beside the common name. Field identifications were made by sight,
sign or sound.

In determining which species to include in the tables, the most heavily
weighted factors were habitat, distribution, and abundance. Most shore
and wading birds were excluded from Table 17 because they generally
require large impoundments or large rivers with sluggish water and often
with associated marshes. Since the Little South Fork is a narrow,
fourth order stream, lacking marshes, and since the Wild River ends at
the backwaters of Lake Cumberland, this habitat is lacking in the study
area. Some water birds which may be found in smaller rivers were in-
cluded in this list.

A given bird occurs in a given area during a particular season for many
different reasons with varying degrees of frequency. This aspect of
bird distribution is explained in the column entitled "Seasonal Abun-
dance and Occurrence". The "Spr., Sum., Fll., and Wtr." in the title
block stand for the four seasons. The couplet which appears in each
column gives the abundance and the explanation of occurrence, respec-
tively, according to the following scheme:

a - abundant - regularly found in large numbers
c - common - always present
u - uncommon - generally frequent but in small numbers
r - rare - irregular occurence and usually small num-

be rs

R - resident - regularly reported during a period
T - transient- passes through, does not reside
V - visitant - occurring outside its normal range, but

not unusual
S- vagrant - occurrence unusual, often far removed

from its normal range

The inventories of reptiles, amphibians, and mammals have a single
column to describe abundance, labelled "Abund." The same symbols shown
in the first quartet above are used in this column, but are reprebented
by capital rather than lower case letters. There is no need for an
explanation of the seasonal occurrence of these animals because Vith the
exception of the bats, they are not migratory. Notes in the "remarks"
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column discuss pertinent information concerning the seasonal occurrence
of the bats. If, in the bird inventory, an "X" appears in the column
labelled "Breed", the bird is known or expected to breed in the study
area. If an "H" appears in this column, only historical breeding re-
cords occur for the species in the general region.

The habitat descriptions which appear in the table include only des-
criptions of areas which occur in the study area. Many animals occur in
habitats other than those appearing in the tables, but these habitats do
not occur in the study area. Nesting habitat and/or nest placement,
indicated by "N-" followed by a verbal description, are given only for
those birds which have an "X" or "H" in the column labelled "Breed". In
cases where the breeding habitat for reptiles, amphibians, and mammals
differs from the pre- or post-breeding habitat, both habitats are indi-
cated in the table.

If an animal is listed on either the Fish and Wildlife Service's or the
Smithsonian Institution's list of "Threatened or Endangered Species" it
is indicated in the "Habitat and Remarks" column by use of the symbols
"FW" or "S" followed by a hyphen and a "T" or "E" indicating the status.
The Kentucky Nature Preserves Commission is studying the status of these
federally listed, as well as many other rare, peripheral, declining,
etc., species within the state. Animals (Elements) beint studied by
this agency are denoted by the abbreviation E-KNPC.
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3.8.6 VECTOR BIOLOGY

3.8.6.1 Introduction

Vector biology may be defined as the study of vector-borne diseases, in
this case, in the human population. A vector is an organism which
transmits parasites to another organism.

No data was found detailing the occurrence of vector-borne diseases
specifically in the Little South Fork study area. It is unlikely,
however, that the Little South Fork area is free of these diseases. In
fact, the incidence of vector-borne diseases anywhere in the United
States is probably greater than records indicate. Diagnosis is a prob-
lem in rural areas, as is surveillance and reporting of cases. Kentuc-
ky, in particular, is far down on the list of states with the facilities
and staff to monitor and diagnose these vector diseases (Kappus 1979;
Soil Systems, Inc. 1979).

In general, the major diseases whose vectors are included in the study
area are St. Louis Encephalitis (SLE) and Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever
(RMSF). Other vector-borne diseases which might occur in the area
include California Encephalitis, Tick Bite Paralysis, Rabies and possi-
bly Tularemia and Q Fever. These latter five diseases would all be
quite rare in the study area.

3.8.6.2 St. Louis Encephalitis (SLE)

St. Louis Encephalitis virus exists primarily as an infection of birds
which is transmitted by mosquitoes. The infection may be enzootic
(confined to a particular population or species of an area) or epizootic
(epidemic, infecting a large percentage of the birds of an area). Many
species of birds, both wild and domestic, may become infected. The most
important species in the transmission or amplification of the disease
are primarily house sparrows; with pigeons, blue jays, and robins impor-
tant as well. These birds develop the levels of viremia needed to
infect mosquitoes but do not suffer ill effects themselves. This virem-
ia lasts only a short time, after which mosquitoes feeding on the birds
cannot become infected. Both humans and horses may contract the SLE
virus from mosquitoes but do not seem to develop a sufficient viremia to
infect mosquitoes that feed upon them (Center for Disease Control 1976).

Four mosquitoes may be vectors of SLE in the Study Area: Culex pipiens
pipiens, C. tarsalis, C. salinarius, and C. restuans. C. p. p1pens is
more common north of the study area and prefers urban areas or dwell-
ings, making it somewhat insignificant in the vicinity of the Wild
River. C. tarsalis, an important western vector, would also be of only
moderate importance this far east. C. salinarius and C. restuans are
the more important vectors in the study area, with the la.Li, .- Tkely
being the most important due to its preference for woodland pools and
pools in streams. Both mosquitoes are widely distributed in the East
and prefer to feed outdoors at dusk and sporadically into the night (CDC
1976).
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The number of cases of encephalitis in Kentucky from 1971 through 1976
was 151, with a low of four in 1974. In 1975 the worst nationwide
outbreak occurred with over 2000 cases, of which 99 were in Kentucky.
The worst Kentucky outbreak was in Louisville in 1956 when 110 cases
were reported, resulting in twelve deaths. Most of these cases were
SLE; however, rare cases of California Encephalitis have also been
recorded in the state. Most encephalitis occurs in or around major
cities, and in Kentucky the Ohio River basin is the area of greatest
incidence (CDC 1976). There were 18 cases of encephalitis in Kentucky
in 1978 (CDC 1979).

3.8.6.3 Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever (RMSF)

RMSF is a febrile disease caused by Rickettsia rickettsii. Ticks,
rodents, and other wild animals are the reservoirs of the disease. The
tick larvae and nymphs feed on these animals and the adult ticks parasi-
tize man. The virus may be transmitted to the egg (transovarial) or any
developmental stage (transtadial transmission) of the tick. In the
Little South Fork Wild River area the major vector of this disease would
be the American dog tick (Dermacentor variabilis) and to a lesser extent
the lone star tick (Amblyomma americanum). The highest concentration of
ticks occurs in recently isturbed areas where dense regrowth vegetation
occurs (CDC 1978).

A steady rise in the incidence of RMSF has occurred since the early
1960's to a high of 1115 cases nationwide in 1977. During this period
there has been a shift in the geographical distribution from the West to
the East and South Atlantic states. Only one to five cases were report-
ed for a county north of the study area in 1976. No occurrence was
reported from the study area during that year (CflC 1978). Only two
cases had been reported in the state by the end of September 1981 (CDC
1981).

3.8.6.4 Tularemia

Tularemia (rabbit fever) is a bacterial (Pastuerella tularensis) disease
of rabbits and rodents which may be transmitted to man by ticks of the
genus Dermacentor, Amblyomma and Haemephysalis. This disease is also
subject to transovarial and transtadial transmission. Humans may ac-
quire the disease by contact with infected animals or tick feces and by
tick bite. Other arthropods, such as the deer fly, may he important in
the spread of the disease. Tularemia occurrence has been declining
steadily since 1950 and is rare in Kentucky. The nearest epicenter of
incidence is in Arkansas (CDC 1978). Three cases of tularemia were
reported in Kentucky between January 1 and September 26, 1981 (CDC
1981).

3.8.6.5 Q Fever

Q Fever, originally described from Australia, and not likely to be of
consequence in the study area, is a rickettsial disease caused by Coxi-
ella burneti. This disease has been recorded in veterinarians and
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famers in the United States. The Rocky Mountain wood tick (Demacentor
andersoni), lone star tick, spinose ear tick (Otobius meqninT) and many
other species may transmit the virus. Tick tissue and feces become
massively infected with this rickettsial agent and it is thought that
humans may inhale the disease organisms with dust and droplets contami-
nated with material from infected animals (C)C 1978).

3.8.6.6 Tick Bite Paralysis

Tick bite paralysis is a progressive, ascending motor weakness caused by
a neurotoxic substance in the saliva of the female hard tick. Studies
indicate that five to six days of engorgement are necessary for paraly-
sis to result. Starting in the extremities, progressive flaccidity may
extend to the face, tongue, pharynx and can occassionally result in
respiratory failure and death. The disease is most frequent in chil-
dren; in adults the disorder rarely progresses to full paralysis.
Removal of the tick usually results in complete recovery within 24 to 72
hours. In the study area, the American dog tick would likely be the
most common cause of the disorder. This disease also occurs in cattle,
sheep, horses, and dogs (CDC 1978).

3.8.6.7 Rabies

Rabies is a viral infection transmitted by the bite of an infected
animal or by contact with the saliva of an infected animal. Many spe-
cies of animals are susceptible to the infection. Kentucky has one ef
the highest incidences of animal rabies in the nation. There were 138
reported cases of animal rabies in Kentucky in 1979 (CDC 1980) and 104
cases had been reported by the end of September 1981 (CDC 1981). Of the
138 cases reported in 1979, 107 were rabid skunks, 14 were foxes, 12
were dogs, three were cattle, and 2 were bats. Five persons died of
rabies in the U.S. in 1979, one of whom was a Kentuckian -- a resident
of Frankfort (Courier Journal 1979).

3.8.6.8 Summary

Although data specific to the Little South Fork study area is lacking,
some or all of the vector-borne diseases discussed in the preceding
paragraphs may occasionally occur among the human or animal populations
of the study area. The incidence, however, is likely to remain low if
for no other reason than that the area is very sparsely populated. Ex-
traordinary precautions again t these diseases, therefore, do not seem
warranted. Residents or visitors to the area may be assured of reason-
able safety and comfort if, when outdoors in warm weather, they use
insect repellent to repel mosquitoes and carefully remove any ticks from
their clothing or person upon discovery. After an outing, a careful
search should be made for ticks that have eluded discovery. Also, re-
sidents and visitors should stay away from wild animals (skunks, foxes,
rabbits, etc.) that are behaving peculiarly, such as showing no apparent
fear of being approached, as these animals could be rabid.
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3.8.7 FOREST MANAGEMENT

Although the McCreary County side of the study area is within the Pro-
clamation Boundary of the Daniel Boone National Forest, the Forest
Service owns no land in or immediately adjacent to the Wild River corri-
dor. The Stearns Ranger District, which administers Forest Service
property in the McCreary County area, has divided the western margin of
the district into forestry compartments with the study area falling
within the limits of compartments 6084, 6085, 6086 and 6094. However,
since all land within the study area portions of these compartments is
privately-owned, no information is available on stand composition, acres
or age of the timber in the compartments. The particulars of silvicul-
tural activities carried out by private land owners in the compartments
are unknown, as are planned or programmed future silvicultural actions
(USFS 1980).
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3.9 AQUATIC BIOLOGY

3.9.1 INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

The aquatic inventory of the section of Little South Fork of the Cumber-
land River from river mile 4.1 to 14.5 was conducted by biologists of
Coastal Zone Resources Division of Ocean Data Systems, Inc., assisted by
Dr. Branley A. Branson and Dr. Guenter A. Schuster of Eastern Kentucky
University. The aquatic inventory was concerned with three major objec-
tives:

1) enumeration of fishes and macroinvertebrates present with
attention to relative abundance,

2) determination of major habitat types occupied, and

3) notation of evidence of possible effects of environmental
perturbations within the watershed on the abundance and diver-
sity of aquatic organisms.

The information obtained during the field sampling was combined with
published information and with unpublished data compiled from state
agency contacts and regional authorities to fulfill the above objec-
tives. Particular attention was paid to the occurrence of federally
listed endangered and threatened species and those species listed as
rare, threatened, endangered, or of special concern by the Kentucky
Nature Preserves Commission. (Note: A new listing of such species is
being prepared by the Kentucky Nature Preserves Commission and the
Kentucky Academy of Science.)

The fish fauna of the Little South Fork of the Cumberland River has
never been thoroughly investigated from headwaters to mouth, and some of
the early ichthyologists failed to sample the fauna entirely. For
example, Woolman (1892) did not report records from the Little South
Fork. Kirsch (1893) made a few collections from the stream, particu-
larly from the mouth of Canada (=Kennedy) Creek, reporting three species
which have not been collected since (see discussion below). Evermann's
(1918) work simply reiterated the species reported by Kirsch (1893).
Utilizing chemical collecting methods, Carter and Jones (1969) secured
fishes from three Little South Fork sites, all from stretches of the
stream lying outside the study area. The most extensive survey of the
Little South Fork fishes is that of Comiskey and Etnier (1972); their
comments on certain species are included below in the systematic ac-
counts of the fishes. A few additional sites were visited by field
representatives of the Kentucky Nature Preserves Commission (Harker et
al. 1979 and 1980), and various workers (Branson 1971, Gilbert 1969,
Lachner and Jenkins 1967, and Zorach and Raney 1967) have included
scattered records from the stream, mostly from easily accessible points
off main roadways.

Like the fish fauna, the macroinvertebrate fauna of the Little South
Fork of the Cumberland River has never been extensively surveyed. Two

recent studies (Harker et al. 1979 and 1980) presented lists of macro-
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invertebrate species from various sites within the Little South Fork
drainage system. Harker et al. (1979) sampled two sites in the main
channel of the river. One of these sites was at Ritner Ford, which was
also surveyed in the present study (Station 7). The other locality
examined was 1.8 km southeast of Mt. Pisgah at Kentucky Highway 167;
this site is upstream from the designated wild river study area. The
sites reported on by Harker et al. (1980) included one locality in the
Little South Fork upstream from the present study area, and one site in
Kennedy Creek, a tributary stream. The 1979 report by Harker et al. was
based on two collection periods, one in June and the other in September
1978. The collections reported on by Harker et al. (1980) were made in
July (main channel site) and August (Kennedy Creek) 1979.

3.9.2 METHODS

Fishes were collected at nine sites (Table 21 and Figure 16 amd Plates
16 to 44) distributed throughout the study area during the last week in
October and the first week in November 1980. At that time, the river
was extremely low, maintaining only minimal flow between nearly standing
pools. At each locality, efforts were made to sample all obvious habi-
tat types (i.e., riffles, chutes, pools, and backwaters) utilizing
various sizes of seines. All fishes collected were preserved in the
field in 10 percent formalin. During laboratory analysis of the sam-
ples, the specimens were washed with water and then preserved in 50
percent isopropyl alcohol.

Macroinvertebrates were sampled both quantitatively and qualitatively
from Stations I, 3, 5, 7, and 9 (Table 24 and Figure 16). Qualitative
samples were taken with the use of a triangular aquatic dip net (Turtox
Indestructible Net). The net was used as a kick net in that it was
placed downstream while the substrate upstream was actively disturbed
thereby dislodging organisms which were swept into the net by the cur-
rent. The net was also used as a scoop in areas where the substrate
could be sieved through the net and under overhangs along the shoreline
which are otherwise difficult to sample. In addition, rocks, submerged
logs, and other debris were hand-sampled in order to collect those
macroinvertebrate species which adhere on these objects and are not
easily dislodged. At each locality all evidently different types of
habitats were sampled in order to ensure that a good cross-section of
the fauna had been collected. The specimens were preserved in Kahle's
Preservative (Wiggins 1977) and later transferred into 70 percent etha-
nol.
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TABLE 21

SAMPLE STATION LOCALES FOR FISHES AND MACROINVERTEBRATES

Station Number Location

I Little South Fork at river mile 14.5; under Highway 92
bridge and upstream for approximately 500 feet. Fish
sample and macroinvertebrate sample.

2 Little South Fork at river mile 13.2. Fisri sample only.

3 Little South Fork at river mile 12.5; from the mouth of
Corder Creek downstream approximately 700 feet. Fish
sample and macroinvertebrate sample.

4 Little South Fork at river mile 11.2. Fish sample only.

5 Little South Fork at river mile 10.6; from Jones School
ford downstream approximately 400 feet. Fish sample
and macroinvertebrate sample.

6 Little South Fork at river mile 9.1. Fish sample only.

7 Little South Fork at river mile 7.9; just above and
below the ford near Ritner. Fish sample and macroinver-
tebrate sample.

8 Little South Fork at river mile 6.1. Fish sample only.

9 Little South Fork at river mile 5.4; just above and
below the Freedom Church ford. Fish sample and macroin-
vertebrate sample.

The quantitative macrobenthic samples were collected with the use of a
one-square foot Surber Sampler. At each station three Surber samples
were taken and were preserved in 10 percent fonalin. The specimens,
after they were identified, were transferred into 70 percent ethanol.

Macroinvertebrate specimens were identified with the aid of a number of
taxonomic publications. The major publications referred to for each of
the taxonomic groups included the following: Aquatic insects in general
Usinger (1956), Merritt and Cummins (1918); Ephemeroptera--Edmunds et
al. (1976); Plecoptera--Stark and Gaufin (1976); Trichoptera--Wiggins
(1977), Schuster and Etnier (1978); Odonata--Needham and Westfall (1954),
Huggins and Brigham (in press); Hemiptera--Bobb (1974), Usinger (1956);
Coleoptera--Merrltt and Cummins (1978), Usinger (1956), and Brown (1972);
Diptera--Merritt and Cummins (1978), Usinger (1956); Megaloptera--Tarter
(1976); Blvalvia--Burch (1975); Crayfishes--Hobbs (1972), Bouchard (1974),
Hobbs and Bouchard (1973).
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3.9.3 FISHES

Thirty-five species of fishes were collected fron the nine sample sta-
tions in the Little South Fork study area. The sample collections are
deposited in the museum collections at Eastern Kentucky University. The
results of the inventory are summarized in Table 22. The total number
of each species collected is listed for each station, and the total
number of fishes collected at each station is listed beneath each column
along with abundance and diversity rankings. The abundance ranking for
each species is presented in the right-hand column of the table. Spe-
cies reported in the literature but not collected during the present
survey are discussed in the SYSTEMATIC fISCUSSION section below.

3.9.3.1 Dominant Fish Species

Discussions of dominancy or lack thereof are often a bit misleading when
fluviatile populations are being considered. Huge numbers of one spe-
cies may congregate in an optimum habitat from which they are easily
captured, whereas elsewhere they may occur in small numbers. This may
skew numerical data to such an extent that the species appears to be the
dominant form throughout a given stream. For example, the undescribed
palezone shiner completely dominated Station 6 by its numbers, whereas
the species was completely absent from the two upstream sites (Stations
1 and 2) and was sparsely represented at stations 3, 4, and 5 as well.
Such considerations must be borne in mind when interpreting the data of
Table 22.

However, certain trends of dominancy are obvious. For example, the
members of the family Cyprinidae (minnows) dominated the sampled section
of Little South Fork, both in number of species (15) present and in
total number of individuals collected. Percids (darters) were of second-
rank importance in number of species (10), and the Centrarchidae (sun-
fishes) were third (5). The suckers (2 species), cyprinodonts (I spe-
cies), sculpins (1 species), and silversides (1 species) ranked very
low.

The dominant species collected were the telescope shiner (Notro is
telescopus) and the undescribed palezone shiner, both of which occurre--
in sluggish to flowing pools. The riffles were dominated by darters,
principally the speckled darter (Etheostoma stigmaeu.) and barcheek
darter (Etheostoma obeyense) over sandy stretches and the rainbow darter
(Etheostoma caeruleum over gravel and rocks; the greenside darter
(Etheostoma blennioides) dominated the vegetated riffles. Backwater
pools we ominated by the common shiner (Notropis cornutus) and blunt-
nose minnow (Pimephales notatus). Certain species, such as the creek
chub (Semotilus atromaculatus) which often forms dominant populations in
extreme headwater streams, were present in very low numbers and other
headwater species, such as the southern redbelly dace (Phoxinus erythro-

), were absent entirely. Big-water species such as the largemouth
bass (Micropterus salmoides), crappie (Pomoxis sp.), catfishes
(Ictalurus spp.), and most suckers were notcolle-cted in the present
inventory; however, some of these fishes have been collected previously
in the Wild River area and these fishes are more numerous downstream.
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3.9.3.2 Sensitive Species

The Little South Fork, because of its very high-quality water and clean
habitats, has been able to retain a rather diverse biota, including
fishes. Although some species found in other portions of the Cumberland
River drainage are lacking, the Little South Fork fish fauna as a total
assemblage is diverse and relatively rich as compared with the larger
Rockcastle River, and some species are nore or less restricted to it.
No federally listed threatened or endangered fishes are known to occur;
however, four minnows and three darters are listed in Endan ered, Threa-
tened and Rare Animals and Plants of Kentucky (Branson et a]. in press):

1) Notropis ariommus (popeye shiner): extirpated from Georgia
and Alabama and listed as undetermined in Kentucky. The
species is rare throughout most of its range. The closely
related Notropis telescopus has been delisted in Kentucky.

2) Notropis species (sawfin shiner): listed as threatened peri-
pheral.

3) Notropis species (palezone shiner): listed as an endangered
endemic.

4) Hybopsis insignis (blotched chub): listed as of special
concern.

5) Etheostoma cinereum (ashy darter): listed as endangered

6) Percina macrocephala (longhead darter): listed as threatened.

7) Percina burtoni (blotchside logperch): listed as endan-
gered.

3.9.3.3 Systematic Discussion

In the following annotations, species reported by other authors are
indicated by an asterisk (*) to distinguish them from the species col-
lected by the present inventory.

PETROMYZONTIDAE--LAMPREYS

*Ichthyomyzon bdellium (Jordan) Ohio Lamprey

Comiskey and Etnier (1972) collected one specimen of this parasitic
lamprey at Ritner Ford (Station 7). Lampreys move upstream to riffles
during the spring breeding season, spawn, and die. Adults are not
encountered in such situations at other times of the year, hence the
scarcity of lampreys in collections.

*Ichthyomyzon greeleyi Hubbs and Trautman--Allegheny Brook Lamprey

The single specimen captured in Little South Fork near Mount Pisgah by
Comiskey and Etnier (1972) is the only record for this nonparasitic
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lamprey from the Cumberland River drainage. The ammocoetes live in
burrows in silty sand of creeks and small rivers, whereas the adults die
after spawning. The life cycle and biology of this species is poorly
understood.

LEPISOSTEIDAE--GARS

*Lepisosteus osseus (Linnaeus)--Longnose Gar

The specimen collected by Carter and Jones (1969) from the mouth of
Kennedy Creek and from the Parmleysville bridge area are the only re-
ports for gars in the Little South Fork drainage. The habitat at both
sites is out of character for this predator. Normally, they prefer
deeper water in large streams and lakes, where small fishes make up most
of their diet.

CYPRINIDAE--MINNOWS

As demonstrated by Table 22, the minnow family dominates the fish popu-
lations of the Little South Fork, both in number of species and in
biomass. Minnows comprised 74 percent of the total number of indivi-
duals collected and 43 percent of the species. Most of the species are
adapted for life in flowing pools and backwaters, although the stone-
roller characteristically occupies riffles.

Most of the minnows collected are predaceous upon insects and crusta-
ceans, although Pimephales eats large quantities of vegetable matter and
the stoneroller eeds upon detritus and microscopic life in the bottom
ooze and incrustations on rocks and debris. Several species build nests
for spawning, but others breed in large congresses over rocky bottoms.
Pimephales deposits eggs on the underside of objects, the male guarding
the nest sites. Minnows, of course, are exceptionally important forage
species in stream habitats.

Campostoma anomalum (Rafinesque)--Stoneroller

Collecting sites: I, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9; 78 specimens. Rank: 13.

Stonerollers are widely distributed throughout the Cumberland River
system except where pollution has extirpated them. Typically, they breed
over riffles in spring and migrate into pools for feeding and overwinter-
ing. The eggs are deposited in excavations just above pools. The food,
consisting principally of algae and bottom ooze, is scraped off rocks
and other items by means of a highly specialized mouth. Thus, stone-
rollers are classified as primary consumers and are sensitive to bnth
acid and sediment pollution.

*Cyprinus carpio Linnaeus--Carp

The only Little South Fork record for this species is that of Carter and
Jones (1969). The carp is not normally encountered throughout the Upper
Cumberland River drainage except in impoundments.
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*Hybopsis amblops (Rafinesque)--Bigeye Chub

The bigeye chub was collected by Kirsch (1893) from the mouth of Canada
Creek (Kennedy Creek) and has not been reported from the Little South
Fork system since that time. In fact, the species is nowhere common in
the Big South Fork system (Comiskey and Etnier 1972). Recent records
from Rock Creek in McCreary County apparently represent the first time
this species has been recorded in the Kentucky portion of the Rig South
Fork since 1893 (Harker et al. 1979).

Hybopsis dissimilis (Kirtland)--Streamline Chub

Collecting sites: 6, 8; 2 specimens. Rank: 28.

The streamline chub typically inhabits small and lare rivers with
moderate current and gravel bottoms, where it breeds in late sprin and
early summer. In the Big South Fork drainage, the species is apparently
restricted to the Little South Fork (Comiskey and Etnier 197?), but it
is not common there.

Hybopsis insignis Hubbs and Crowe--Blotched Chub

Collecting sites: 3, 5, 9; 4 specimens. Rank: 27.

This minnow, modified for relatively swift currents, has often hepn
confused with the streamline chub. It is uncommon in the Little South
Fork, where it is a relict, and apparently does not occur in the Rig
South Fork at all (Comiskey and Etnier 1972). The food is principally
aquatic insects, and spawning occurs in late spring over clean gravel.
The blotched chub is listed as of special concern in Kentucky.

*Nocomis effusus Lachner and Jenkins--Redtail Chub

Inhabiting riffles and swift pools in main rivers and larger creeks
(Lachner and Jenkins 1967) with rocky or gravel bottoms, this fish feeds
mostly upon insects and small amounts of plant materials. Spawnino
occurs in late spring in shallow runs in specially constructed nests.
The species is not common in the Little South Fork (Lachner and lenkin"
1967) and does not occur in the Big South Fork (Comiskey and Ftnier
1972). Lachner and Jenkins (1967) reported a few specimens fron the

mouths of Kennedy (Canada) Creek and from the Little South Fork at
Panmleysville. More recently, this species was reported upstream of the
Wild River area at the Highway 167 bridge (Harker et al . 1979) and in
Kennedy Creek (Harker et al. 1980).

The redtail chub is often confused with the river chub (Noconis micropo-
2 Cope). Although Carter and Jones (196q) reported specimens OT tne
river chub from the mouth of Kennedy Creek and from Parleysville, that
species probably does not occur in the Little South Fork (Comiskey and
Etnier 1972).
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Notropis ardens (Cope)--Rosefin Shiner

Collecting sites: 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9; 127 specimens.
Rank: 9.

Widely distributed in the Cumberland River drainage, the rosefin shiner
lives mostly in large creeks and small, clear rivers. The usual habitat
is flowing pools over gravel or rock bottoms where it feeds mostly uDon
insects and small crustaceans. Breeding occurs over gravel. The fish
is sometimes confused with the emerald shiner (Notropis atherinoides
Rafinesque), but that species is rare in the Big South Fork system
(Comiskey and Etnier 1972).

Notropis ariommus (Cope)--Popeye Shiner

Collecting sites: 1, 3, 4, 5; 13 specimens. Rank: 2n.

Listed as undetermined in Kentucky, this minnow is uncommon to rare
throughout its range, having been extirpated or heavily depleted by
the effects of strip mining in much of its Kentucky distribution. The
fish has a strong preference for pools over gravel bottoms, where breed-
ing occurs in late spring, and its food is principally drifting inverte-
brates.

*Notropis boops Gilbert--Bigeye Shiner

Since this minnow has not been collected by other workers in the system,
including the present inventory, Carter and Jones' (1969) record, based
upon a single specimen from Parmleysville, needs verification. The fish
is sometimes confused with other bigeyed species.

Notropis cornutus (Mitchill)--Common Shiner

Collecting sites: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9; 286 specimens.
Rank: 5.

The fifth most common species encountered in the study area, the common
shiner utilizes both pools and slower riffles as habitat, feeding princi-
pally upon terrestrial and aquatic invertebrates. Spawning occurs in
late spring and early summer over the nests of other fishes, mostly
other minnows and sunfishes. (Note: Some ichthyologists classify this
fish as the striped shiner, Notropis chrysocephalus.)

Notropis galacturus (Cope)--Whitetail Shiner

Collecting sites: 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9; 90 specimens. Rank:
12.

The whitetail shiner was more common at downstream sites in the Little
South Fork, and it is uncommon in other parts of the Cumberland River
system. It prefers flowing pools over rocks and gravel where it feeds
mostly on drifting invertebrates. Breeding occurs in late spring over
rocks or other submerged items.
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*Notropis leuciodus (Cope)--Tennessee Shiner

The only known record, which should be verifiei, for this species in the
Little South Fork is that of Comiskey and Etnier (1972), who also report-
ed it from Clear Fork. The Tennessee shiner has stream requirements
similar to those of the rosyface shiner (Notropis rubellus) and is often
found swimming with that species.

Notropis photogenis (Cope)--Silver Shiner

Collecting sites: 5; 4 specimens. Rank: 27.

The silver shiner must be listed as rare in the study area, and it is
very scarce in other Cumberland River tributaries. Typically, the fish
inhabits large, clean streams and rivers over gravel and rocky bottoms.
Reproduction occurs in late spring, but the biology of the species is
poorly known.

Notropis species--Sawfin Shiner

Collecting sites: 3, 5, 6, 7, 9; 143 specimens. Rank: 7.

This undescribed species, probably most closely related to the mirror
shiner, Notropis spectrunculus (Cope), inhabits pools with moderate
current over gravel and rocks. The biology is unknown but the species
is being considered by Dr. John S. Ramsey of Auburn University. It is
listed as threatened peripheral in Kentuc,y. Comiskey and Etnier report-
ed it from the Little South Fork and from western tributaries emptying
into the Big South Fork in Tennessee. Melvin L. Warren, Jr., ichthyol-
ogist with the KNPC, also has definite records from Pitman and Rock
Creeks outside the study area.

Notropis species--Palezone Shiner

Collecting sites: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9; 546 specimens.
Rank: 2.

Ranking second only to the telescope shiner in abundance during this
inventory, the palezone shiner (being described by Dr. R. E. Jenkins of
Roanoke College Virginia) is another undescribed species, probably most
closely related to the swallowtail shiner (Notropis procne Cope). The
species prefers pools with considerable current but very little is known
about the biology of the fish. It is endemic to the Little South Fork
and is considered a relict (Comiskey and Etnier 1972). The species is
listed as an endangered endemic.

Notropis rubellus (Agassiz)--Rosyface Shiner

Collecting sites. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9; 302 specimens.
Rank: 4.

This species apparently maintains its largest populations near the
middle of the Little South Fork study area, dropping off in numbers
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above and below that area. The habitat is pools below riffles with
strong current, where spawning normally occurs in May. It feeds mostly
upon small invertebrates and, in turn, is an important forage fish for
the larger predators.

*Notropis atherinoides Rafinesque--Emerald Shiner

The emerald shiner P'- reported fron the ford at Ritner by Harker et al.
(1979). Primarily species of lakes and large streams, it ascends
smaller streams and may be abundant in them at times. It is usually
found in the middle or upper layers of water. When the water is deep,
this shiner occurs over all types of botton but when the water is shal-
low, it prefers clean, finn bottoms. It feeds largely on small insects
(Clay 1975).

Notropis telescopus (Cope)--Telescope Shiner

Collecting sites: 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9; 1,000 specimiens.
Rank: 1.

Previously listed as of special concern by KNPC, the telescope shiner
has been delisted because of the relatively large populations in various
parts of the Cumberland River system. It was the most abundant minnow
during the present inventory, being found mostly in fairly swift water
over gravel and rocky bottoms. It feeds upon aquatic insects. Breeding
occurs in May to early June.

Notropis volucellus (Cope)--Mimic Shiner

Collecting sites: 1, 2; 19 specimens. Rank: 17.

This schooling species is a large-river fish that is encountered in
smaller numbers in rivers like the Little South Fork. The mimic shiner
expresses a diurnal movement from deep water into the shallows, where
feeding occurs on aquatic and terrestrial invertebrates. Breeding
occurs in pools during late May or early June. The sp'cies is not
well-adapted for small-stream life.

*Phenacobius mirabilis (Girard)--Suckennouth Minnow

It is unfortunate that the single specimen reported by Carter and Jones
(1969) from the Little South Fork at the mouth of Kennedy Creek was not
preserved. However, the presence of this species in the Upper Cumber-
land River seems highly unlikely since it is mostly a lowland species
(Clay 1975), and it is unknown in the range of the stargazing minnow
(Phenacobius uranops Cope).

*Phoxinus erythrogaster (Rafinesque)--Southern Redbelly Dace

This species is an extreme headwaters and small-spring species seldom
encountered at downstream or main-channel localities. The species does
occur in a number of Little South Fork headwater springs.
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Pimephales notatus (Rafinesque)--Bluntnose Minnow

Collecting sites: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9; 245 specimens.
Rank: 6.

One of the most widely distributed fishes in Kentucky, the bluntnose
minnow sometimes produces prodigious populations in pooled areas of
streams possessing vegetation and/or decaying wood. It is an omnivore
but eats mostly aquatic invertebrates. Breeding occurs throughout late
spring and summer, most of the activity occuring during the period May
through June. The eggs are deposited on the underside of rocks and are
guarded by nuptial males. It is an important forage fish.

*Pimephales promelas Rafinesque--Fathead Minnow

The single specimen reported from the lower end of the Little South Fork
by Comiskey and Etnier (1972) was considered the result of bait introduc-
tion.

*Rhinichthys atratulus (Hernann)--Blacknose Dace

This species is found only in extreme headwater tributaries (Comiskey

and Etnier 1972).

Semotilus atromaculatus (Mitchill)--Creek Chub

Collecting sites: 3; 6 specimens. Rank: 25.

Normally a headwater (first and second order) fish, the creek chub
decreases in numbers downstream. Our six specimens were secured from a
side spring. Creek chubs feed principally upon aquatic and terrestrial
invertebrates. Spawning is prolonged, but the peak comes in May to
June. A nest is constructed by the males of small stones, and both eggs
and young are guarded. The creek chub is somewhat resistant to silt and
turbidity.

CATOSTOMIDAE--SUCKERS

Even though suckers are difficult to collect by seining, under the
conditions of the Little South Fork River during the present inventory
members of the genus Moxostoma were not observed in the shallow, very
clear water. Redhorses (Moxostoma ) are seasonally abundant fishes,
making spawning runs upstream to rTfles then retiring to deeper waters
for the summer and winter.

Catostomus commersoni (Lac~pede)--White Sucker

Collecting sites: 3; 2 specimens. Rank 28.

White suckers are normal constituents of headwater populations and are
not often collected far downstream. They are more or less omnivorous,
feeding mostly from the bottom, and their young form a minor element in
the diet of the large predators. Spawning occurs in late April through
early May in pools at the foot of riffles.
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Hypentelium nigricans (Lesueur)--Northern Hog Sucker

Collecting sites: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9; 10 specimens. Rank:
23.

The hogsucker is a characteristic fish of the Cumberland River system
and elsewhere, being widespread but never in large numbers at any given
locality. The habitat is relatively swift water in pools over gravel or
rock bottoms. The fish lives on the bottom, feeding on insects, crusta-
ceans, and considerable amounts of detritus and plant materials. Breed-
ing occurs in April to May in riffles.

*Lagochila lacera Jordan and Brayton--Harelip Sucker

Kirsch (1893) collected this species from the mouth of Canada Creek in
1891, but the species has not been seen in North America since 1895 and
is considered to be extinct. However, because of the high-quality water
in the Little South Fork, there is always the possibility of a small,
residual population.

*Moxostoma duquesnei (Lesueur)--Black Redhorse

Carter and Jones (1969) recorded this species from Parmleysville and
Harker et al. (1979) reported it from Ritner, within the Wild River
area. The black redhorse lives mostly in clear streams running over
rocks and gravel. It breeds in riffles, often in large congresses,
principally at night.

*Moxostoma erythrurum (Lesueur)--Golden Redhorse

The golden redhorse has been reported from the mouth of Kennedy Creek
(Carter and Jones 1969). The fish spends most of its time in pools and
backwaters of low current, feeding mostly upon aquatic invertebrates.
It migrates, mostly at night, to riffles for spawning in April to early
May.

ICTALURIDAE--FRESHWATER CATFISH

Catfishes are not abundant in either the Big South Fork (Comiskey and
Etnier 1972) or the Little South Fork. Only three species, based upon
small samples, have been recorded thus far.

*Ictalurus natalis (Lesueur)--Yellow Bullhead

Carter and Jones (1969) collected one specimen by means of chemicals at

the mouth of Kennedy Creek.

*Ictalurus punctatus (Rafinesque)--Channel Catfish

Harker et al. (1979) reported the channel catfish from Ritner Ford.
There is minimal habitat for the channel catfish throughout much of the
Little South Fork, the best being just above the mouth.
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*Noturus flavus Rafinesque--Stonecat

Carter and Jones (1969) recorded this species from Parmleysville and
Harker et al. (1980) collected it from Kennedy Creek.

CYPRINODONTIDAE--KILLIFISH

Fundulus catenatus (Storer)--Northern Studfish

Collecting sites: 1, 3, 4, 7, 9; 9 specimens. Rank: 24.

The studfish is not a common inhabitant of much of the Upper Cumberland
River system. Comiskey and Etnier (1972), for example, found the spe-
cies to be restricted to the Little South Fork in the Big South Fork
system. Unlike many other species of Fundulus, this species lives at
midwater in clean streams over various types of bottoms. It feeds upon
small drifting invertebrates and breeds in late spring to early summer.

ATHERINIDAE--SILVERSIDES

Labidesthes sicculus (Cope)--Brook Silverside

Collecting sites: 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9; 60 specimens. Rank:
15.

Apparently uncommon in other Cumberland River tributaries, this nearly
transparent fish develops its largest populations in back-waters and
lakes or in small clear upland tributaries. The species cannot with-
stand turbidity since it is principally a visual feeder. Reproduction
occurs in open water during spring.

PERCICHTHYIDAE--TEMPERATE BASSES

*Morone chrysops (Rafinesque)--White Bass

The only published record for this predaceous fish from the Little South
Fork drainage is that of Carter and Jones (1969) from the mouth of
Kennedy Creek, a highly unlikely habitat for this large river and lake
species.

CENTRARCHIDAE--SUNFISHES

Seven species of centrarchid fishes are known from the Little South Fork
drainage; five of the seven species were collected during the present
i nventory.

Ambloplites rupestris (Rafinesque)--Rockbass

Collecting sites: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; 20 specimens. Rank: 16.

The rockbass is widespread in the Cumberland River basin, most commonly
in large clear creeks with gravel and rock bottoms and with an abundance
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of crayfish, its principal food organism. The species is a crepuscular
feeder, spending most of the day in hiding beneath rocks, under logs, or
similar haunts. Breeding occurs mostly in June at these latitudes; the
males excavate nests and guard the eggs and young. Large populations of
adults are not maintained at any given site, probably because of compe-
titive exclusion. The rockbass, also known locally as "redeye" and
"goggle-eye," is a fine food fish eagerly sought by anglers.

Lepomis macrochirus (Rafinesque)--Bluegill

Collecting sites: 2, 3; 5 specimens. Rank: 26.

It was not surprising that the bluegill was collected in small numbers,
since the species is not characteristically a member of upland streams
but lives in backwaters, ponds, and lakes instead.

Lepomis megalotis (Rafinesque)--Longear Sunfish.

Collecting sites: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9; 113 specimens.
Rank: 11.

This is the most abundant Lepomis in most of the tributaries of the
Cumberland River, including the Big South Fork and Little South Fork.

The preferred habitat is flowing pools with an abundance of gravel and
rocks, where nest-building occurs in May through July. The brilliantly
colored males guard the nests. Because of its small size, the longear
sunfish is of little angling interest.

Micropterus dolomieui Lacepede--Smallmouth Bass.

Collecting sites: 1, 3, 7, 8; 5 specimens. Rank: 26.

The smallmouth bass, and the next species, the spotted bass, are the
dominant predators in the Little South Fork, but neither species main-
tain large populations at given localities because of competitive ex-
clusion. The smallmouth prefers clear, relatively deep pools beneath
riffles where it feeds upon large invertebrates and fishes. Breeding
occurs from April to May in nests near the shore or around submerged
objects. The males guard the eggs and young until the latter can forage
for themselves.

Micropterus punctulatus (Rafinesque)--Spotted Bass

Collecting sites: 3, 8; 4 specimens. Rank: 27.

The spotted bass has habitat requirements and breeding habits similar to
those of the smallmouth bass although it seems to prefer stream segments
of lower gradient. Breeding migration upstream usually occurs when the
water temperatures reach 50OF (Trautman 1957). Nest-building and breed-
ing usually occur in sluggish pools near riffles.
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*Micropterus salmoides (Lacepede)--Largemouth Bass

The only record from the Little South Fork is that of Harker et al.
(1979), which is understandable since this is a predominately lowland
form adapted for life in backwaters, ponds, and lakes. Little South
Fork provides only minimal acceptable habitat for the largemouth bass.

PERCIDAE--PERCHES

4Etheostoma atripinne (Jordan)--Cumberland Snubnose Darter

Kirsch (1893) collected a single specimen of this species from the
Little South Fork, the identity of which was verified by Etnier (Comis-
key and Etnier 1972). The species does not occur in the Big South Fork,
and has not been collected from the study area during the last 95 years.
E. atripinne is replaced in the rest of the system by an undescribed
Ulocentra (i.e., "emerald darter"). The most upstream extant population
of E. ripinne in the Cumberland River is in Fishing Creek (Fallo and
Warren, in prep). Although the "emerald darter" occurs in the Big South
Fork Cumberland River and tributaries, it does not occur in the Little
South Fork.

Etheostoma blennioides Rafinesque--Greenside Darter

Collecting sites: 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, /, 8. 9; 64 specimens.
Rank: 14.

This large darter is widely distributed in the Cumberland River, prin-
cipally in vegetated riffles of moderate to swift current. Its main
food is invertebrates. Breeding occurs in mid-April when the males and
females migrate to deep, swift riffles over gravel and rocks. The males
are briefly territorial during this time and both sexes have definable
home ranges.

Etheostoma caeruleum Storer--Rainbow Darter

Collecting sites: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9; 385 specimens.
Rank: 3.

The rainbow darter was the third most abundant fish in the survey and
the most abundant darter encountered in the slow- to moderate-current
riffles, mostly in shallow water over rocks and gravel. During the
April breeding season, prodigious numbers of rainbow darters congregate
on the riffles. Following the breeding season they redistribute them-
selves over the riffles and pools. They are predaceous upon benthic
i nve rtebrates.

Etheostoma camurum (Cope)--Bl uebreast Darter

Collecting sites: 3, 4, 7, 8, 9; 15 specimens. Rank: 18.

This darter was collected primarily from the deeper riffles over gravel
and rocks, a site where breeding occurs in late April and early May.
The range of the bluebreast darter in the Kentucky River system and in
parts of the Cumberland drainge is shrinking.
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Etheostoma cinereum Storer--Ashy Darter

Collecting sites: 1; 1 specimen. Rank: 29.

This is one of the rarest darter in Kentucky and is listed as endanger-
ed. The habitat is in sluggish waters about 1.8 m deep over silty
gravel or muddy gravel along the margins of riffles or in backwaters
with some vegetation. The biology is very poorly understood.

Etheostoma flabellare Rafinesque--Fantail Darter

Collecting sites: 3, 4, 5; 11 specimens. Rank: 22.

In the Big South Fork drainage, the fantail darter is apparently re-
stricted to the Little South Fork (Comiskey and Etnier 1972), mostly
near the middle of the stream's length according to the present records.
The species lives mostly in shallow riffles throughout the warm part of
the year but retires to pools during the winter. It is entirely pre-
daceous upon small aquatic invertebrates. Breeding occurs in May to
early June.

*Etheostoma kennicotti (Putnam)--Stripetail Darter

The presence of this species is based upon specimens collected from a
site one mile above Mt. Pisgah (Carter and Jones 1969). This may be the
result of a misidentification of the barcheek darter (Etheostoma
obeense) (see below), as Comiskey and Etnier (1972) did not collect the
species and Dr. Branley A. Branson has never taken it from any Rig South
Fork tributary.

Etheostoma maculatum Kirtland--Spotted Darter

Collecting sites: 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8; 12 specimens.
Rank: 21.

The spotted darter was listed by KNPC as of special concern but has been
delisted on the most recent list (Branson et al., in press). Character-
istically, the habitat is in deep, swift riffles over gravel, rocks, and
boulders. Breeding occurs in May to June. The species is very sensi-
tive to turbidity, acid, and settleable solids. The Big South Fork
population belongs to the subspecies Etheostoma maculatum sanguifluur
(Cope) (Zorach and Raney 1967), the young of which are easily misidenti-
fied As the Tippecanoe darter (Etheostoma tippecanoe Jordan and Ever-
mann), a rare species which apparently does occur in the Biq South Fork
(Personal communication, Melvin L. Warren, Jr., Ichthyologist, Kentucky
Nature Preserves Commission, Frankfort, KY).

Etheostoma obeyense Kirsch--Barcheek Darter

Collecting sites: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9; 112 specimens.
Rank: 10.

The third most common darter encountered in the study area, the bar-
cheek darter was taken principally from low-velocity riffles and flowing
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pools over small gravel and sand. The species is relatively widespread
in various drainages of the Cumberland River system, replacing the
striped darter (Etheostoma vigatum) in most of the larger streams. The
two species are easily mistaken for one another. Breeding occurs in
May.

*Etheostora spectabile (Agassiz)--Orangethroat Darter

Comiskey and Etnier (1972) reported an isolated population of the orange-
throat darter in Kennedy Creek. In the off-breeding season, the orange-
throat darter (Etheostoma spectabile) is easily confused with the rain-
bow darter (Etheostoma caeruleum), the principal distinguishing feature
being an interrupted infraorbital lateral-line canal in the orangethroat
darter as compared with a complete one in the rainbow darter. In breed-
ing males, of course, there are many color differences.

Etheostoma stigmaeum (Jordan)--Speckled Darter

Collecting sites: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9; 133 specimens.
Rank: 8.

The speckled darter was the second most frequently encountered darter,
occurring almost entirely in slower riffles and pools over small gravel
and sand. The fish spawns mostly in May, the eggs being buried in the
substrate in the males' territories.

Etheostoma zonale (Cope)--Banded Darter

Collecting sites: 7, 8; 5 specimens. Rank: 26.

The banded darter is principally a large-stream species, occupying deep,
swift riffles over gravel and rocks. It breeds in May to June on riff-
les above vegetated areas. The young fish live mostly in quieter waters
than the adults.

Although the sampling team sought the undescribed emerald darter, a
related species found in various sections of the Cumberland River system
and in the Kentucky River drainage as well, the species was not encount-
ered, nor has it been reported by other workers.

*Percina burtoni Fowler--Blotchside Logperch

Long considered a subspecies of the common logperch, this species has
been found living with the latter species in various places (Comiskey
and Etnier 1972). The only verified record of the blotchside logperch
from Kentucky is based upon a single specimen collected from the Little
South Fork by Kirsch (1893). The habitat is swift, deep riffles over
rocks and boulders. Very little is known about the life cycle and other
biological aspects of this large darter, which is listed as endangered
by KNPC.
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Percina caprodes (Rafinesque)--Logperch

Collecting sites: 1; 1 specimen. Rank: 29.

The logperch is not abundant in the Little South Fork although Comiskey
and Etnier (1972) state that it is very common in a variety of large-
stream and river habitats in the Big South Fork system. Kirsch (1893)
reported the species from the stream; however, one of his specimens was
actually the blotchside logperch (Percina burtoni), as verified by R. E.
Jenkins (Comiskey and Etnier 1972T. The typical habitat includes
riffles with considerable rock rubble and vegetation, where the long-
snouted fish forages for invertebrate food items by overturning rocks.
Breeding occurs in May, usually on riffles.

*Percina macrocephala (Cope)--Longhead Darter

Comiskey and Etnier (1972) recorded a single specimen from the Little
South Fork which also represents the only known record for this rare
species from the entire Big South Fork drainage. The habitat is high-
gradient streams of clear water over gravel and rocks. Very little is
known about the biology of the species, and it is listed as threatened
by KNPC.

COTTIDAE--SCULPINS

Cottus carolinae (Gill)--Banded Sculpin

Collecting sites: 3, 4, 7, 8; 14 specimens. Rank: 19.

This bottom-dwelling predator species prefers riffles over rock rubble
as habitat although it is sometimes found in pools. Its diet consists
of insects, small crayfish, and fishes, including members of the same
species. Reproduction occurs in May on the underside of flat rocks.

3.9.4 MACROINVERTEBRATES

3.9.4.1 Macroinvertebrate Sampling Results

Twenty-five species of mussels and 60 species of other macroinverte-
brates were collected from five sample stations (Stations 1, 3, 5, 7,
and 9--see Table 23 and Figure 16). The samples are deposited in the
collections of Eastern Kentucky University.

The results of the mussel inventory are summarized in Table 23. The
total number of each species is listed according to station, and the
total number of individuals collected at each locality is given beneath
each column along with abundance and diversity rankings. The abundance
ranking for each species is presented in the right-hand column of the
table. Species reported in the literature for the Little South Fork
study area or from nearby upstream locations but not collected during
the present survey are discussed in the SYSTEMATIC DISCUSSIONS section
below.
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The other invertebrate species which were collected during this inven-
tory are listed by locality in Table 24. Also, given for each species
or genus is the trophic web position in the community. The tabulated
results of the Surber samples are given in Table 25. This table lists
the species collected from each of the three Surber samples taken at
each of the five sampling stations. In addition, the number of indivi-
duals of each species is given as well as total numbers collected from
each station and the mean number of individuals per species per square
foot.

The species diversity (d) and equitability (e) were calculated according
to Weber (1973). Weber (1973) states that a sample of at least 100
individuals must be used in order to obtain statistically reliable
values for d and e; because the combined Surber samples at some stations
did not yield 100 specimens, both quantitative and qualitative samples
were combined to calculate d and e. The Surber Sampler has certain
drawbacks which allow its use only in habitats that have a fairly strong
current, thereby species diversity and equitability values are biased if
they are calculated only on the basis of Surber samples. It is felt a
more reasonable estimate of d and e is obtained with the inclusion of
the qualitative samples since-all types of habitats were collected not
just certain ones. The results of the calculations of d and e are given
in Table 23 and are discussed below.

It may be suggested that a major bias encountered during qualitative
collecting is the preference of the collector for certain species and
less preference for others. This bias may skew the total number of
individuals of certain species so that the count is not representative
of their actual numbers. In this study, all specimens captured in the
net were preserved in an effort to overcome this bias.
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3.9.4.2 Systematic Discussions

3.9.4.2.1 Molluscs
(Mussels and Snails)

The mussel fauna of almost every medium to large size stream in Eastern
North America is of special interest because of the susceptibility of
these organisms to various types of pollution. Mussels are also among
the few invertebrate groups which have species on the federal endangered
species list. The fauna of the Little South Fork of the Cumberland
River is especially interesting due to its diverse mussel fauna which
includes one species on the federal endangered species list, Villosa
(=Micromyia) trabilis, and another species, Pegias fabula, whichFas
been proposed for the list (Stansbery 1976). These two species, plus
Ptychobranchus subtentum, are listed as endangered in Endangered, Threa-
tened and Rare Animals and Plants of Kentucky (Branson et al. in press);
Carunculina (=Toxolasma) lividus is also listed as undeternined. In
addition, there are a number of species including Actinonaias pectorosa,
Carunculina (=Toxolasma) lividus, Ptychobranchus subtentum, and Medioni-
dus conradicus "which re restricted to the Cumberland and Tennessee
Mver systems. Thus, the mussel fauna of the Little South Fork is of
noted interest.

TABLE 26

MACROINVERTEBRATE SPECIES DIVERSITY AND
EQUITABILITY VALUES FROM EACH STATION

Collecting Stations
1 3 5 7 9

d 4.493 4.6296 4.6469 4.6902 4.4728

e .73 .58 .76 .84 .94

This inventory resulted in the collection of 25 species of unionid clams
from five localities (Stations 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9). A mussel survey of
the same Wild River area by Dr. Art Bogan in 1979 yielded virtually the
same information; no additional species were found by Dr. Bogan. Dr.
Bogan's findings will be published sometime in 1981 (Personal communica-
tion, 10 February 1981, Dr. Art E. Bogan, Academy of Natural Sciences of
Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA). Starnes and Starnes (1980) reported
Fusconaia subrotunda and Harker et al. (1979 and 1980) reported
Pleurobema oviforme, Alasmidonta viridis, and Lampsilis ventricosa, none
of which were collected in this study. Therefore, th total number of
known species from the Little South Fork system is 29, and with more
extensive surveying additional species may be found.
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The results of the mussel survey are reported in Table 22. fne part of
the table is slightly misleading and needs some explanation; Station 7
(Ritner Ford) has a Station Diversity ,'ankinq of 1 and a Station Abun-
dance Ranking of 3, but this does not represent the true picture. Three
weeks prior to this survey a Malacology class from Eastern Kentucky
University sampled this station and their results are included in the
table. When the present survey was done there were very few shells
found (5 specimens and 5 species, except for the ubiquitous Corbicula
manilensis), and when the Malacology class' samples are include the
combined efforts resulted in 21 species and R4 specimens. However, all
of the specimens examined from this station viere old and nearly relic
shells, and no live specimens were found even though considerable effort
was expended to obtain them. All of this indicates that at one time the
Ritner Ford locality had a diverse and abundant fauna but in recent
years has had serious setbacks. It was noted that there was a large
accumulation of silt on the bottom especially in areas where the current
is slowed. It is probable that this silt is more than partially respon-
sible for the apparent demise of the mussel fauna. A large stip mining
operation located along Lick Creek, which enters Little South Fork 40P
meters above the Ritner Ford sampling site, may be the source of silta-
tion responsible for the decline in the mussel fauna.

There is also a great decrease in the number of species of clams found
at Station 9 which is 2.5 miles downstreaim from Ritner Ford. The de-
crease in diversity at Station 9 may not be attributed directly to the
same factors which seem to affect Ritner Ford. Station 9 showed the
greatest change in habitat from all the other macroinvertehrate sta-
tions. The substrate at Station 9 consisted almost soley of limestone
bedrock which simply cannot support a significant mussel fauna. The
substrate of the other four stations consisted of a mixture of rubble
and coarse sand into which the clams can burrow.

Almost the same number of shells were collected from Station 1 and
Station 7, but there is a vast difference in the two sites. As stated
above, no live clams were collected at Station 7 while at Station I
numerous live specimens were observed. Stations 3 and 5 !iad the greatest
abundance of clams and appeared to have the healthiest community of
clams; at both of these stations many live clams were observed and many
muskrat middens were encountered along the shoreline. Station 3 possess-
ed the best population of Pejias fabula and, other than Corbicula mani-
lensis and Medionidus, it was-the most a-bundant species present. ViTT-sa
traais was not common at any of the stations collected. This should
be noted with special interest in relation to its endangered species
status. Corbicula manilensis, the Asiatic clam, is by far the most
abundant and successful species of clam in the river. It was observed in
especially large numbers at Stations 3 and 5 (although it was collected
in equal numbers at each station).

Four recognizably different species of snails were collected from the
Little South Fork. Three species belong to the genus Goniohasis and the
fourth is Campeloma rubrum. There was no attempt to identify the Gonio-
basis specimens to the species level, and they are therefore treated as
a-sTngle taxon in the tables. The taxonomy of this group is in qreat
disarray and species are extremely difficult to identify. Fven the
experts of this group have little agreement as to the number of species
in the genus.
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To date several hunored species names. inae heen publisr eo, %. no sin., 'e
reference can be used to rel iaby ,lentify specimens of this -enus.

In any case Goniobasis spp. were very :o;',n at all five stations. This
is exemplified by the fact that I -, an wert respectively collected
from two Surber samples at ;tation 3. Thrreioma rubrum was not nearly
as common as Goniobasis spp., )ut w . Th. atree of the five
sites. It was predominantly coll-cte, (. tne sh.,reline where it was
found dug into the sandy or muddy su(-.-ate. Gdniohdais spp. were found
on the exposed surfaces of rocV; , sjn,,,icredEb es directly in the

current.

3 .9 .4.2. - De'-a's

The survey resulted in the collection of three species o , crayfishes
fron the Little South Fork study area. They are Orconectes putciani,
Cambarus cumberlandensis, and Caicoarus distins. Of these three, the
most abundant by far is Orconectes utman,-7- -ich was the only one of
the three species collectedfr all five stations. The only species
recorded from the Little South Fork by Harker et al. (1979) was Orconec-
tes putmani; however, Harker et al. (19WC! reporte, Catnbarus spe-nies

t hoei ittle South Fork main channel upstream from the study area and
Cambarus cumberlandensis from Kennedy Creek.

Orconectes putmani is a common species of crayfish found in streams
draining the Cumberland Mountains (Bouchard 1974). Cambarus cumber-
landensis was described in 1973 (Hobbs and Bouchard 1973) and, as its
name implies, it is found primarily ir the Cumberland River drainage. 't
has also been collected in adjacent tributaries of the Green kiver
(Hobbs and Bouchard 1973). Cambarus distans is common in smaller to
medium size streams of the Cumberland 73 Tteau, and is not uncorimron in
the Cumberland River drainage of southeastern entucky (Hobbs 1974).

3.9.4.2.3 Odonata
(Dragonflies and Damselflies)

Nymphs of 13 odonate species were collected during the aquatic invertory
of the study area. Of these, only Macromia sp. was collected from all
five sites. Hagenius brevistylus, Boveria sp., Argia sp., and Fnallagma
sp. were collectedfro7 four of the stations. Tne stations with the
largest diversity of odonates were Stations 1 and 3, with 10 and 11
species respectively.

Harker et al. (1979) listed eight odonate species from the Ritner Ford
locality (Station 7), while the present study produced five soecies from
this site. The species they cited which were not collected in this

survey from Ritner Ford were Dromo omphus sp., Lanthus sp., Ophiogomphus
sp., and Calopteryx (=Agrion) sp. Progomhus sp. was collectedfuring
this study, ut was not reported by Ha-rZe ret al. (1979). Harker et al.
(1980) also reported Cordulegaster sp. from the main channel upstream
from the study area; it was not collected durin9 the nresent study.



3.9.4.2.4 Ephemeroptera
(,Mayflies)

Six species of mayflies were collected in the course of this study. Of
these six, only Isonychia sp. was collected from all localities. It is
a common mayfly genus found in streams of Kentucky and since it is a
strong swimmer it is usually found in the main current. Stenonema,
another common mayfly genus, was collected from four sites. It un-
doubtedly should be found at Station 1, hut was not collected there.

Harker et al. (1979) reported 15 species of Ephemeroptera from Ritner
Ford (Station 7) while the present survey collected only four species at
this site. If one examines their results, 13 of the 15 species that
they reported were collected in June, and of these, 10 were collected
exclusively at this time. It is more than likely that the paucity of
mayfly species found in the present study is due to the time of year
these collections were made (November). Many species overwinter in the
egg stage or an early nymphal instar stage which due to their small size
are difficult to collect or may be easily overlooked.

From a main channel site upstream from the study area, Harker et al.
(1980) reported two species of Ephemerella and a single species of each
of the following genera: Heptagenia, Cloeon, Stenacron, and Tricory-
thodes. They also reported Habrophleboides sp. from Kennedy Creek. None
o-t-ese were collected during the present study.

3.9.4.2.5 PlecoRtera
Stonefl ies)

The plecopteran fauna of Kentucky is not well known; iowever, the genera
collected during this study from the Little South Fork are commronly
found in cool, well oxygenated, and pollution-free streams of the south-
eastern United States. Acroneuria, collected at all five localities, is
particularly common in clean streams in Kentucky.

Harker et al. (1979) reported six plecopteran species from Ritner Ford
(Station 7). Of these six, Perlesta placida, Phasgonophora capitata,
and Nemoura delosa were not collected during the present study. Parag-
netina sp. was colected from Ritner Ford during this inventory, but was
not reported by Harker et al. (1979) from Ritner Ford. Therefore, at
the present time, seven species of Plecoptera are known to occur in the
main channel of the Little South Fork. Undoubtedly additional species
will be discovered with more concentrated collecting in the future.
Harker et al. (1980) reported a single species of Leuctra from Kennedy
Creek, but reported no additional taxa from the main channel of the
river.

3.9.4.2.r Trichoptera
(Caddisflies)

Ten species of caddisflies were collected from the Little South Fork
during the study. This probably is a very conservative estimate of the
actual diversity of the trichopteran fauna living in this stream. Except
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for Psilotreta sp., all of the genera collected are common and wide-
spread.Ps-iTotreta are mucn less common, but are found in clean, cool
and well-oxygenated streams throughout the Appalachians. Helicopsyche
borealis, although not uncommon, also prefers clean and cool streams.
It is generally not found in streams where there is a great deal of
organic pollution. The ubiquitous Theumatopsyche was the only trichop-
teran found at all five localities.

Harker et al. (1979) collected nine species from the Ritner Ford locali-
ty, but of those nine, three (Glossosora sp , Ceracle? sn., and r)olophi-
lodes sp.) were not collected_rlngthe present study. Polycentropus
sp. was collected in this study from Ritner Ford, but was not reported
by Harker et al. (1979). In addition to the above records, Harker et
al. (1980) reported Neophylax sp. and Goera sp. from the main channel of
the river upstream from tFe study area.

3.9.4.2.7 riptera
(True Flies)

The number of individuals which were collected from this group of in-
sects was not nearly as many as one would expect. Usually both of the
families Simuliidae and Chironomidae are represented by a sizeable
number of individuals. The low numbers and diversity is probably due
somewhat to the time of year (November) the collections were made.

The present survey, nevertheless, did ioclude all of the taxa that were
reported by Harker et al. (1979). In addition, the tipulid genus,
Pedicia, was also collected (Stations 3 and 5). The cranefly, Hexatoma
sp., and the deerfly, Chrysops sp., were reported by Harker et al.
(1980) from the main channel of the Little South Fork upstream; they
reported ro additional dipteran taxa from Kennedy Creek.

3.9.4.2.8 Coleoptera
(Aquatic Beetles

This survey collected six families and nine genera of beetles. As might
be expected, the most abundant family represented was the riffle beetle
family, Elmidae. Within the elmids, the most common was the genus
Stenelmis. It was present in good numbers both as adults and larvae.

Harker et al. (1979) collected 10 species of beetles from Ritner Ford.
The genus Gvrinus was not reported by them; however, they did record the
genera DubTrapia, Macronchus, Optioservus, and Ectopria which were not
collectedduring the present survey of this site. In addition to the
above records, Harker et al. (1980) reported Hydroporus sp. and Laccophi-
lus fasciatus from the main. channel of the river upstream, and Ancyronyx
variegata from Kennedy Creek.

3.9.4.2.9 Megaloptera
(Hellgrammites and Alderflies)

The megalopteran larva Corydalus cornutus is ubiquitous in Kentucky and
is especially common in medium to larqe rivers. Two other species of
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Megaloptera were also collected fron the Little South Fork; Nigronia
serricornis and Sialis sp. Both of these taxa are not uncommon inTcTean
and cool streams in Kentucky.

3.9.4.2.10 Hemi tera
(True Bugs)

This survey collected only two species of bugs, Ranatra sp. and Belos-
toma sp. Additional collections at different times of the year would
proTably yield several more species of Hemiptera. Harker et al. (1979)
reported Belostoma lutarium from Ritner Ford, but it was not collected
at this site during the present inventory. Metrobates sp., Rheumato-
bates sp., and Rhagovelia sp. were reported by Harker et al. (1980) from
Kennedy Creek; they reported no additional hemipteran species from their
main channel sampling site upstream.

3.9.4.2.11 Lepidop tera
(Aquatic Moths)

These are not frequently collected aquatic insects, although they are
not uncommon in rocky bottom streams. The reason they are not fre-
quently collected is because the larval retreats are extremely camo-
uflaged in the crevices and convoluted surfaces of rocks. It takes an
experienced collector to recognize them.

Only one genus, Paragyractis, was collected in this survey and it was
collected only from Station 9. Harker et al. (1979) reported Parapoynx
sp. from Ritner Ford, but it was not collected during the present study.

3.9.4.3 Discussion of Quantitative Samples and Species Diversity

From the results of the quantitative sampling of the Little South Fork
given in Table , it is evident that the station which shows the larg-
est number of individuals per area is Station 3. The greatest bulk of
this was the result of the very large populations of Goniobasis spp. and
the abundance of Corbicula at this site. Station 3 not only ranked high
with regard to the quantitative sampling, but also showed the greatest
diversity of species of all five sites. A total of 62 species were
collected from this site. The following number of species were collect-
ed from each of the stations: Station 1, 47; Station 3, 62; Station 5,
47; Station 7, 52; Station 9, 34. In terms of number of species col-
lected Stations 1, 5, and 7 were relatively equal while Station 9 had
significantly fewer species. This, as was discussed previously, may be
a result of the substrate (bedrock) at this locality. Bedrock sub-
strates do not present the multitude of microhabitats that a rubble
substrate does. This reduces both habitat and resource partitioning
and, consequently, fewer species can be supported.

When all of the data collected are translated into species diversity d)
and equitability (e) (Table ), one can see that the Little South Fork
is a very healthy stream. Weber (1973) suggests that d values greater
than 3 and e values greater than .6 represent a stream that has not been
affected to any extent by environmental perturbations. The values for
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the Little South Fork samplirng stations definitely show that to be the
case for that stream. However, is was pointed out in the discussion of
the mussel fauna, signs of deterioration (due primarily to sedimenta-
tion) at Station 7 are beginning to show. This particular locality
should be further studied in an attempt to locate the source of the
siltation, and attempts should be made to study the feasibility of
reducing or preventing further siltation of the stream at this site.

3.9.5 GENERAL OVERVIEW OF AQUATIC RIOLOGY

The Little South Fork of the Cumberland River is a moderate-gradient
river with long, deep pools and occasional well-developed riffles and
shoals. Carter and Jones (1969) described the Little South Fork as one
of the highest water quality streams in the upper Curberland River
drainage area. Recent sampling efforts (Harker et al. 1979 and lgRO) by
the Kentucky Nature Preserves Commission (KNPC) indicate continued high
water quality (also see section 3.5.1 SURFACE WATER).

The Little South Fork supports a fair smallmouth bass and rock bass
fishery, and rainbow trout are stocked by the Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources. Other gamefish, such as the largemouth
bass, spotted bass, and longear sunfish also occur. The river supports
a localized spring sucker fishery (Harker et al. 1979).

From historic samoling efforts and recent inventories (including sampl-
ing from four stations in or upstream of the Wild River study area by
the KNPC in 1978 and 1979, and the fish and macroinvertebrate inventory
of the 10.4-mile Wild River study area by Coastal Zone Resources nivi-

sion (CZR) of Ocean Data Systems, Inc., in October and November 1980),
the Little South Fork has been shown to support a diverse and iost
interesting fauna which deserves special recognition. Thirty-five
species of fishes were collected from nine stations within the Wild
River study area during this inventory and at least 24 additional spe-
cies have been reported from the Little Suth Fork. These fishes in-
clude two undescribed species, the palezone shiner and the sawfin shi-
ner. Seven of these species are listed in Endangered, Threatened and
Rare Animals and Plants of Kentucky (Branson et al. in press). The ashy
d-arter and blotchside logperch are listed as endangered and the palezone
shiner as an endangered endemic. The longhead darter is listed as
threat.ned and the sawfin shiner as threatened peripheral. The blotched
chub is listed as of special concern and the popeye shiner as undeter-
mined. Some biologists are hopeful that the harelip sucker, a species
which many biologists believe is extinct, may still be present in isolat-
ed segments of Little South Fork. It was collected by Kirsch (1893)
from the mouth of Canada (=Kenedy) Creek in 1891, but has not been seen
in North America since 1895.

The macroinvertebrate fauna of the Little South Fork is also quite
diverse. This inventory collected 25 species of mussels and GO species
of other macroinvertebrates, and other species have been recently col-
lected by the KNPC (Harker et al. 1979 and 1980). The mussel fauna
includes one species, Villosa trabalis, on the federal endanger-d spe-



cies list and another, Pegias fabula, which has been proposed for that
list. Branson et al. (in press) lists these two species plus Ptychobran-
chus subtentum as endangered and lists Carunculina (= Toxolasia) lividus
as undetermined. A number of mussel species including Actinonias
pectorosa, Carunculina lividus, Ptchobranchus subtentum, and Medionidus
conradicus are restricted to the Cumberland and Tennessee River systems.

Thus, the Little South Fork remains one of the highest water quality
streams in the Cumberland River drainage and in eastern Kentucky, and
its diverse flora and fauna is representative of that which would be
expected under pristine conditions. However, the quality of this stream
and the pollution sensitive species which inhabit it could be adversely
affected by man's activities if such activities are not properly moni-
tored and controlled. Although faming, timber cutting, and other
activities could have some effects, the two activities most likely to
adversely affect the fauna of the stream are 1) strip mining and ?) oil
and gas well drilling and operation. An extensive strip mine is located
along Lick Creek which enters Little South Fork 400 meters above the
Ritner Ford sampling site which was sampled by the KNPC in 1978 (Harker
et al. 1979), by Dr. Art Bogan in the fall of 1979 (Personal communica-
tion), and by CZR during this aquatic inventory. Harker et al. (1979)
noted that "this site does not appear to be significantly impacted in
terms of siltation." However, Dr. Art Bogan noted deterioration at this
site in 1979 and, as discussed in section 3.9.4.2.1 Molluscs, sampling
by CZR in October and November 1980 indicated that the diverse and
abundant mussel fauna at Ritner Ford had suffered serious setbacks,
apparently due to the effects of siltation within the past two years.
The nearby strip-mining operation would be the most logical source of
this siltation. The source of the siltation needs to be verified and
steps taken to reduce or prevent further siltation of the stream.

At present, only minor pollution problems have been attributed to the
oil and gas wells in the watershed. However, oil and gas drilling have
caused serious pollution problems in similar areas, and activity in the
oilfields of the region is increasing. Thus, the potential for further
contamination is high (Harker et al. 1980).
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Plate 36: Aquatic Sarnpling,
Station I at the Highway 92
Bridge

Plate 37: Aqua t i %mpIi n(I Sta t ion 2



Plate 38: Riffles at Aquatic Plate 39: Riffles and Pools at
Sampling Station Aquatic Sampling Station 4

Plate 40: Aquatic Sampling Plate 41: Samplino Pool at
Station 5 at Jim Vaughn Ford Aquatic Sampling Station r.

(Note the extremely low water
conditions. No surface flow
was evident and this area was
a series of pools and dry rock
beds.)
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Plate 42: Aquatic Sampling
Station 8 at Ritner Ford

Plate 43: Riffles and Pool at Plate 44: Aquatic Sampling
Aquatic Sampling Station 8 tation9 -- View Upstream

from Freedom Church Ford
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SECTION IV

SPECIAL FEATURES



4.1 INTRODUCTION

This section of the inventory presents the cultural, physiographic and
biological features which have been determined to be of special interest
to the recreational and educational use of the Little South Fork Wild
River. With the exception of several scenic views, these special fea-
tures have been discussed and referenced throughout the text. The
special features are brought together in this section and are presented
in Table 27 for ease of locating and analyzing the recreational and
educational values of the river. Map Set E, Special Features, illus-
trates the location of all identified special features, with the excep-
tion of archaeological and historical sites, for reasons of site protec-
tion. The following paragraphs briefly discuss the relationship between
cultural, physiographic and biological resources identified and the
recreational use of the Little South Fork.

4.2 CULTURAL FEATURES

Cultural features that are located on Map Set E, Special Features, and
described in Table 27 are swinging footbridges and silt retention dams.

Two swinging bridges and the silt dams are features of interest for
recationists in the area to explore, and have some scenic and/or aesthe-
tic appeal as well. The swinging bridges, however, can also be a haz-
ard. The bridge at Ritner Ford has boards missing in its floor, and
others apparently ready to rot out. The bridge at Freedom Church is in
somewhat better condition.

Other contemporary cultural features that appear on Map Set E as part of
the base information, but not specifically identified or listed in Table
27, include: residences, commercial structures, barns and other farm
structures, abandoned structures now in ruins, fords, and roadways
(including dirt logging roads and trails). The logging roads, trails
and fords would likely represent important features in any planned
future recreation use of the area. Likewise, if any of the private lan 4

along the river were ever to be acquired, previously disturbed sites and
habitation sites should be selected to receive the most intensive use,
rather than natural habitats.

Areas utilized by man today, in many cases, were utilized by historic
and prehistoric man also. This, in conjunction with the fact that most
study area archaeological sites have been degraded by amateur collec-
tors, places a great deal of importance on the sites which remain rela-
tively undisturbed. For this reason, the locations of archaelogical and
historical sites identified in the study area are not presented as
Special Features.

The importance of archaeological and historical resources lies primarily
in their educational value and their contributions to the knowledge of
the history of local and regional cultures. This report provides the
Wild River user with a narrative account of prehistory and history of
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the area. To date, no sites have been identified that warrant special
on-site interpretation. Precautions must be taken, however, to prevent
uncontrolled "artifact collection", which could result in the degrada-
tion of potentially significant sites as a result of increased recrea-
tional use of the Wild River (Soil Systems, Inc. 1979).

4.3 PHYSIOGRAPHIC FEATURES

It is the interrelation of climate, topography, hydrology, geology,
geomorphology and soils that produces the physiograohic features which
are the basis of the Wild River. The results of this formative process
have produced a remote, rugged, natural landscape which meets the cri-
teria of a Kentucky Wild River (Soil Systems, Inc., 1979).

Although climate cannot be mapped as a special feature, it does influ-
ence the recreational use of the Wild River. The spring, summer, and
fall seasons extend from April to October, providing a lengthy primary
recreation season. The early and late season temperature variations in
the river valley can be very uncomfortable for the ill-prepared user.
This same microclimatic effect can also produce dense patches of ground
fog which can completely obscure a canoeist's view of the river (Soil
Systems, Inc. 1979).

The importance of rainfall on river staging is also an important use
consideration. Above a certain discharge rate (flood stage), the river
is too swift and cannot be safely canoed. Below a discharge rate of 200
cubic feet per second (cfs), according to Sehlinger (1978), the stream
is too low, and portages over the slippery limestone substrate are a too
frequent necessity.

High water levels discourage other recreation use also. They make it
impossible to use the fords, and thus, getting from one loc~tion to
another in the corridor is more difficult and time-consuming than usual.
Also, when the water is high and swift, it is usually also turbid, and
this ruins fishing.

4.4 BIOLOGICAL FEATURES

The degree of man-related disturbance in the study area is sujch that no
areas of virgin habitat exist. Five main categories of natural habitats
were identified and discussed, and while some areas within each category
can be found that are relatively undisturbed, the influence of man is
noticeable in most.

Fishing is the recreation activity associated with the stream bank
habitat. Being only an Order 4 stream, and prone to he turbid for short
periods following heavy rains, the Little South Fork is rated only
fair as a fishery resource.
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Gray squirrel and cottontail rabbit were relatively common in the study
area during this inventory, and deer sign were observed in some wood-
lands adjacent to farm land. Use of the area for hunting, however, is
contingent upon obtaining the landowner's permission. The only public
land belongs to the Corps of Engineers, and occurs in a narrow zone on
both banks of the river from Ritner downstream.

The study area provides opportunities for botanical and faunal research
projects. Several species of rare, threatened and endangered animals,
including a mussel on the Federal endangered species list, are present
in the stream, and various other rare and unusual species of animals
occur, or could potentially occur, either in the stream or in adjacent
terrestrial habitats. One plant element of concern to the Kentucky
Nature Preserves Commission is known to occur in the study area, and a
sizeable assortment of others are potentially present. All of these
afford a wealth of opportunities for scientific research within the
study area corridor.

4.5 USERS NOTES: MAP FOLIO SET E, SPECIAL FEATURES

The special features listed in Table 27 are illustrated on Map Folio Set
E according to the following classifications: educational outcrops -
denoted by "E"; fossils - denoted by "F"; gec(',nic features denoted by
"G"; waterfalls - denoted by "W"; rapids - denoted by "R"; scenic views -

denoted by "S"; rare or interesting plants - denoted by "P"; rare or
unusual animals -denoted by "A"; big trees - denoted by "T"; significant
habitats - denoted by "RB"; "AW"; "SF"; and "CL"; footbridges - denoted
by "B"; and silt retention dams - denoted by "n".

Only those special features sites in the study area which are particu-
larly outstanding, typical, or within easy access are presented in Table
27. Educational outcrops include locations exhibiting typical or some-
what unusual contacts and sections representative of the rock types and
stratigraphic units presented in the study area. Fossil localities
include most of the better sites discovered during the field survey;
however, any location with a good exposure of limestone bedrock is a
potential site.

Geologic features include unusual cliff colorations, rock hollows,
cliffs, rockshelters, ledges, and springs. Waterfalls include only a
small sample of all potential sites. Potential waterfall locations are
numerous, depending upon tributary incisement and water flow character-
istics. Rapids and riffles are present but most show whitewater only at
a particular river stage. Only the major rapids have been illustrated.
Scenic views include vantage points from which the river and the general
landscape can be viewed. Many of the views are of other special fea-
tures noted in this section. Rare and unusual species location3 include
plants, fish and birds. Nine large trees are illustrated as well as the
most significant examples of the naturally occurring terrestrial habi-
tats.
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Table 27 gives the map code, name and brief description, sheet number
and approximate river mile location. An "E" or "W" appears after the
river mile to indicate the side of the river on which that feature may
be found. An "E" indicates the east, or McCreary County side, and a "W"
indicates the west, or Wayne County side, of the river. If no symbol
appears after the river mile, the feature is located either in, or on
both sides of the river. The former applies to fish, rapids and some
geologic features.
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TABLE 21

SPECIAL FEATURES

Map Map Set River Mile
Code Description Sheet No. Lication

Educational Outcrops

E 1 Outcrop of sandstone resembling the Lee 1 24.1W
Formation in the Pennington Formation;
boulder separated from cliff has inter-
esting pattern on the surface that faces
the cliff; resembles rectangular plates,
or overlapping rectangular scale-like
plates; red-stained strata at one loca-
tion of cliff.

E 2 Kidder Member of the Monteagle Limestone 1 14.5E
exposed in road cut; chert nodules and
a few fossils.

E 3 Contact between Kidder Member of Monteagle 1 14.2W
Limestone and Bangor and Hartselle
Formation exposed.

E 4 Contact between Bangor Limestone and base 1 14.1W
of Pennington Formation exposed.

E 5 Small cliff in which the contact between 6 7.PW
the Ste. Genevieve and Kidder Members
of the Monteagle Limestone is exposed.

E 6 Contact between the Hartselle Fomation 6 .2E
and Kidder Member of the Monteagle
Limestone is exposed.

E 7 Contact between the Ste. Genevieve and 76.1
Kidder Members of the Monteagle Lime-
stone exposed in small cove.

E 8 Sandstone of the Breathitt Formation 8 .nE
exposed in cliff.
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TABLE 27
(continued)

Map Map Set River Mile
Code Description Sheet No. Location

Fossils

F 1 Exposed limestone in road cut contains a 1 14.5E
few brachiopods and crinoid stems in
lower strata.

F 2 Limestone outcrop includes fragmented 1 14.2W
brachiopods and some whole fossils.

F 3 Limestone exposed at Ritner ford contains 6 7.8
fossils, microfossils and fossil frag-
ments.

F 4 Limestone exposed at Freedom Church ford 8 5.4
contains whole fossils, fossil frag-
ments and microfossils.

Geologic Features

G 1 Rockshelter in SE facing cliff. 1 15.OE

G 2 Rockshelter in SE facing cliff; adjacent 1 15.OE
to GI above.

G 3 Rockshelter in NE face of cliff below 1 15.OE
overhead electric transmission line;
contemporary campsite.

G 4 Rockshelter in NE face of cliff adjacent I 15.OE
to G3 above; contemporary campsite.

G 5 "Dry falls" -- exposure of Kidder Member 1 14.8Eof Monteagle Limestone in a rill or

wet-weather swale.

G 6 Small rockshelter and ledge; a spring 1 14.5E
emerges from the base of the rock-
shelter.

G 7 Large dry falls and limestone bluffs. 1 14.1W

G 8 Small spring emerges from a 4" x 12", 1 14.2W
rectangular opening in the limestone
bedrock; feeds an intemittent stream.
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TABLE 27
(continued)

Map Map Set River Mile
Code Description Sheet No. Location

G 9 Small spring or seep emerges from slope 1 14.0W

into dirt roadway.

G 10 Small dry falls with an overhang. 1 13.8W

G 11 Slope strewn with rocks mimics talus, hut 1 13.3E
was created by famer discarding rocks
in his field in order to plow.

G 12 Spring or seep emerges from pasture slope 1 14.8E
near woods margin; feeds stock watering
pond downslope via natural swale.

G 13 Bluff formed on the Kidder rember of the 1 14.4E

Monteagle Limestone.

G 14 Rockshelter along Corder Creek I 12.6E

G 15 Dry falls in wet-weather swale. 2 12.3E

G 16 Small cave-like recess in bluff; 3' high 2 12.2E
by 7' wide; only a few feet deep.

G 17 Spring emerges from crevices in exposed 3 12.0W
bedrock.

G 18 Slope underlain by Penn4 gton Formation 5 9.1E
where human disturbance of the vege-
tative cover appears to have precipi-
tated a slope failure at some previous
time. Hummocky surface downslope of
road.

G 19 Sinkhole; numerous sinkholes occur in this 5 8.9W
karst area in the bend of the river de-
veloped on the Monteagle Limestone.

G 20 The Ste. Genevieve Limestone Member is 6 7.8
exposed in the stream bed and banks
at Ritner Ford.

G 21 A large spring issues from a hidden cave- 6 7.7W
like recess.
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TABLE 27
(continued)

Map Map Set River Mile
Code Description Sheet No. Location

G 22 Sandstone cliff on west face of ridge 8 6.OE
crest.

G 23 The Ste. Genevieve Limestone is exposed in 9 5.4
the stream bed and banks at Freedom
Church ford.

G 24 Low, wet field at this location is the 8 4.6W
result of solution features in the
Kidder Member of the Monteagle Lime-
stone.

G 25 A small, cave-like recess occurs in this 8 4.6W
cove in the bend in the river.

Waterfalls

W 1 Waterfall with small, low cave-like recess 3 11.7E
beneath.

W 2 Small waterfall in cove with low cave- 7 6.7E
like recess beneath.

Rapids

R I A sudden change in gradient creates a 6 7.4

Class I+ rapid at this location.

R 2 A Class I rapids at this location. 8 5.2

R 3 The bluffs and ledges at this location 8 4.4
create a "narrows."

R 4 A Class I+ rapids at this location. 8 4.3

Scenic Views

S 1 View of a bend in the river just upstream I 15.OE
of Hwy 92 bridge; electric transmission
right-of-way; cliff; famland.
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TABLE 27
(continued)

Map Map Set River Mile

Code Description Sheet No. Location

S 2 Break in the vegetation caused by failed 5 9.1E
slope provides unobstructed view of
river and forested slopes on opposite
bank.

S 3 The clearing created by an overhead elec- 6 7.7W
tric transmission corridor provides a
scenic view of the valley.

S 4 This is the view from the opposite side 6 7.7E
of the valley in the electric trans-
mission corridor.

S 5 Scenic view of Freedom Church from road 8 5.3E
along the bluff above the river. The
view is partially obstructed by vege-
tation during the growing season.

Plants

P 1 Goodyera pubescens - rattlesnake Plantain; 1 15.OE
Pinus strobus - White Pine, and Juglans
c-nerea - Butternut among plants in
slope forest downslope of cliff.

P 2 Lithosemum canescens - Hoary Puccoon 1 14.2E
on limestone outcrop.

P 3 Jeffersonia diphylla - Twinleaf and 2 12.6E
Asplenium rhizophllum - Walking
Fern among plants on slope at this
location.

P4 Sanguinaria canadensis - Bloodroot and 212.6E

Erthronium americanum - Yellow trout-
lly in large colonies with other
colorful wildflowers along this slope.

P 5 Nothoscordum bivalve - False Garlic and 3 12.0W
A~ virginica - False Aloe in small
d/barrens-like habitat on rock

outcrop.
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TABLE 27
(continued)

Map Map Set River Mile
Code Description Sheet No. Location

P 6 Opuntia humifusa - Prickly Pear Cactus 3 11.6W

on rock outcrop beside road.

P 7 a canadensis - Hemlock in slope 4 10.7E
fo-est near old ford site.

P 8 Pinus strobus - White Pine in slope 5 9.3E
Trest near river.

P 9 Spiranthes lucida - Shining Ladies' 6 7.8E
Tresses: threatened species in
Kentucky is reported from the
river bank at this location.

Animal 
2

A 1 Notropis ariommus - Popeye Shiner: status 1 14.5
special concern in Ky., 5 specimens
taken; Etheostoma maculatum - Spotted
Darter: status special concern in Ky.,
1 specimen taken; Etheostoma cinereum -
Ashy Darter: status endangered in Ky.,
1 specimen taken; Villosa trabalis -
Cumberland Bean Pearly MusTs'el Federal
endangered species, 3 specimens taken;
Ptychobranchus subtentum - Fluted Kidney
She]] Pearly Mussel: end angered species in
Ky., 9 specimens taken.

A 2 Cathartes aura - Turkey Vulture; popula- 1 14.1W
tions declining in neighboring states.

A 3 Falco sparverius - Sparrow Hawk; a small I 13.4W
raptor.

A 4 Buteo jamaicensis - Red-tailed Hawk; I 14.4F
perched in trees atop bluff.

A 5 Notroeis ariommus - Popeye Shiner: status 12.5
undete-mined, 5 specimens taken; N. sp.
- Sawfin Shiner: status special concern
in Ky., 43 specimens taken; N. sp. -
Palezone Shiner: status endangered endemic
in Ky., 5 specimens
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(continued)

Map Map Set River Mile
Code Description Sheet No. Location

taken; Hybopsis insignis - Blotched
Chub: status special concern in Ky.,
2 specimens taken; Villosa trabalis -
Cumberland Bean Pearly Mussel:-
status Federal endangered species, 2
specimens taken; Pegias fabula - Little
Winged Pearly Mussel. status endanger-
ed in Ky., proposed Federal endangered,
24 specimens taken; Ptychobranchus
subtentum - Fluted Kidney Shel Pearly
Mussel: status endangered in Ky.,
12 specimens taken.

A 6 Sialia sialis - Eastern Bluebird; on the 2 12.2W
de-cline in some states.

A 7 Notropis ariommus - Popeye Shiner: status 3 11.2
uniiemined in Ky., I specimen
taken; N. sp. - Palezone Shiner: status
speciam concern in Ky., 10 specimens
taken.

A Notrois ariommus - Popeye Shiner: status 4 10.6
undetermined, 2 specimens taken; N. sp. -
Sawfin Shiner: special concern, T6
species; N. sp. - Palezone shiner: spe-
cial concern, 9 specimens; H bo sis
insignis Blotched Chub: specia concern,
1 specimen taken; Etheostoma maculatum -
Spotted Darter: special concern, 2 speci-
mens taken; Villosa trabalis - Cumberland
Bean Pearly Mussel: rederal endangered,
1 specimen taken; Pegqas fabula - Little
Winged Pearly Musse:Ky en--dangered and
proposed for Federal list, 8 specimens;
Ptchobranchus subtentum - Fluted Kidney
Shell Pearly Mussel; Ky. endangered, 29
specimens.

A 9 Notropis sp. - Sawfin Shiner: special con- 5 9.1
cern, 54 specimens; N. sp. - Palezone
Shiner: special concern, 232 specimens
taken.
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(continued)

fla P Map Set River Mile
Code ~ ~ itnSheet No. Location

A 10 Notrop .s s p -a S ti n >i n t-~ s e c ial 7.9
canrcern, ~c~~ N. .-
ralez'r~e special concern, P93

spec,,i~r tcp( stom, faculdtum -
Sp~~~~. ct<-P. specii ocen

ecinwin; V/ilinlsa trabai s - Cum';ber-
aod PReav Pea rl Ymus se 7; Fderal en-

dangerod species, , spcociinens; Pec)ias
fab.ila - L tt o Winujed Pearly Mussel7
Ky. enoangere(1, prnposOr Federil en-
dangered, 4 sjxtcrilp,, J---IL.hobranchus
subtentum - Pluted, Ydn'<"i Sn- Tear~y
MussJl1:- y end~iner;2- S' ,.><-i-ens.

A 11 Notropis sp. - aeon hn r secial 7 6.1
concern, K~e'es

A 12 Notropis sp. Sawin Shiner: special .1 1

concern. 0 -eciriens; N. sp. - Palezone
Shiner: special concern, 145 srecimens;
jHybopsis iris iciis - Plotched f'huh;
spec ial ctrnI e2 ;ptych')-
brarchijs subtentiam - 'Futecl kidney Shell

Pe&~~'ssT:KY. endc-; ge red species,
2 speciiw'i.-rc

T ree-s

T I Liriodendron tulipfera - Tulipi PoplIar; 1 15.01-
larger specimens- probably occur in
tne river corridor.

T 2 Qujercus rubra - Northern Red Ddk I 14.0)W

T 3 Fraxinus americana - Wh-,tp Ash 1 14.014

T 4 Pinus virginiadn-a - Vi rIrnia Pine 1 13.4W

T 5 Que rus s& l 1a to - tci Pa k 2 12. 5W

T 6 Quercus alba - White (Ia- 2 12.5W-

T 7 Juniperus vijnan dt Codr
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TABLE 27
(continued)

Map Map Set River Mile

Code Description Sheet No. Location

T 8 Pinus strobus - White Pine 4 10.6E

T 9 Fagus grandifolia - knerican Beech 5 9.2E

Significdnt Habitats

CL I Cliff Habitat with rhododendron, nountain I 15.0E
laurel and mountain pepperhush.

SF i Slope Forest Habitat: Mixed Mesonhytic 4 10.1E
Forest with beech, maple, tulip pop-
lar, oak, umbrella magnolia, holly
and a few hemlock.

CL 2 Cliff habitat: line of low cliffs near 4 10.3W
the river on a southwesterly oriented
slope.

CL 3 Cliff Habitat: line of low cliffs like 4 9.7W
CL 3 with south-facing exposure.

BR 1 Ridgetop Habitat: oak hickory woodland, 5 8.5E
some red cedar and pine interspersed.

CL 4 Cliff Habitat: cliffs at outside of 6 7.5W
bend in the river; south-facing.

CL 5 Cliff Habitat: cliffs at another out- 6 7.2E
side bend; north-facing.

CL 6 Large river bluffs and associated 7 7.0W
cliff habitat.

CL 7 Large river bluffs and associated 7 6.4E
cliff habitat.

BR 2 Ridgetop forest; most oak-hickory; 7 6.4E
some pine-oak.

CL 8 Small sandstone cliff and associated 8 6.OE
habitat atop a conical prominence.
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TABLE 27
(continued)

Map flap Set River Mile
Code Descriptio)n Sheet Nio. Location

CL 9 Steep bluff and cliff habitat in this 8 5.3E
west-facing bend of the river.

CL 10 Large bluff and cliff h3hitat above 9 4.3W
narows and rapids in the river;
N sterly-facing.

SF 2 Mixed Mesophytic Forest on lower side- 19 5.4E
slopes of Morrow Hollow; outstanding
assemblage of spring wildflowers.

Man-Related Features

P I Silt retention dam; composed of loqs in 1 13.5W
center portion; stone construction at
sides.

D 2 Silt retention dam; composed of stones; 2 12.6E
some of the stones are boulder-sized
rectangular slabs.

D 3 Rock wall; silt dam. 3 11.4W1

D 4 Silt retention dam with wood crosswalk 5 9.3E
atop it.

o 5 Silt retention dam and stone wall along 6 7.qW
road.

B 1 Swinging footbridge at Ritner Ford. 6 7.8

D 6 Silt retention dam of stone in 8 5.4E
Worley Hollow.

B 2 Swinging footbridge at Freedom Church 8 5.3

ford.

1 See Tables 15 and 19 for additional data.

2 See Tables 17 and 2? and Section 3.9.3.2 for additional information.
See Table 19 for comparison with state record.

4 Letter codes refer to habitat description in text.
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